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INTRODUCTION
Cold-formed steel wall studs generally are I, Z or
channel shaped with or without stiffening lips, and with webs
perpendicular to the plane of the wall. Because of their con-
figuration and dimensions, these sections are quite unstable by
themselves. However, the stability and, hence, load-carrying
capacity of such studs are increased substantially once they are
connected to the wallboard material. The main function of the
wallboard is that of enclosure, but it serves also as a bracing
system for the studs. Gypsum board, vegetable fiberboard, tem-
pered board or plywood are commonly used wallboard materials.
Such boards are connected to one or both sides of the st~ds (see
Fig. 1) by means of self-drilling screws or other fasteners to
provide an economical and quickly erected system for interior
and exterior walls.
The objective of the research reported here was to obtain
an analytical formulation of the steel stud performance consid-
ering the bracing action of the wallboard which is usually re-
ferred to as diaphragm bracing and to obtain a design tool using
this formulation. Only concentric loading was considered in this
phase of the research.
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The bracing action of the wallboard is due both to its
shear rigidity which restrains the displacement of the stud
in the plane of the wallboard, and the resistance it offers
to the twisting of the stud at the connectors. However, since
the connector spacing is small compared to the length of the
stud, a uniformly-distributed restraining medium is assumed in
formulating the behavior. The parameters pertaining to the
wallboard diaphragm are best determined experimentally. This
is due to the fact that these parameters are influenced not
only by the properties of the wallboard, but also to a signi-
ficant degree by the local conditions at the connection between
the stud and the wallboard. Parameters pertaining to the dia-
phragm are shear rigidity, shear deformation at failure, rota-
tional restraint and rotation angle at failure. Shear rigidity
represents the resistance of the wallboard material and the
connections to shear deformations in the plane of the wallboard.
Shear deformation at failure as well as shear rigidity are found
using procedures outlined in Ref. 1. Rotational restraint and
and rotation angle at failure are both determined as described
in Ref. 12.
Analytical determinations of the bracing effects due to the
shear rigidity of steel diaphragms have been studied previously
by Larson (9), Pincus (11), Luttrell (10), Errera (2,6,7), Apparao
(1,2) as well as several other researchers. Errera has obtained
formulations (1, 6) and design recommendations for diaphragm
braced doubly symmetric I-Sections.
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In the research reported here an analytical formulation of
the problem was obtained in a general form (12) usinf, the total
potential energy of the stud and wallboard assembly. For this
purpose expressions derived in Ref. 6 for doubly-symmetric sec-
tions had to be extended to singly-symmetric sections (such as
channel and lipped channel sections) and to point symmetric
sections (such as Z-sections with or without stiffening lips)
which are commonly used for wall studs.
ENERGY FORMULATION OF WALL ASSEMBLY
The total potential energy of the assembly, U, can be stated
as
U = V + U + D
w
where V is the strain energy of the stud, U
w
is the potential
energy of applied (concentric) axial load and D is the strain
energy of the diaphragm.
(1)
The strain energy of a stud corresponding to a deformation
characterized by u, v and ~ as shown in Fig. 2 can be stated as
(8 )
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where Ix and Iy are moments of inertia about the centroidal x and
y axes, I is the product of inertia, C
w
is the warping constant,
xy
J is the St. Venant torsion constant, E is the modulus of elasticity
and G is the shear modulus.
The change in the potential energy of the concentric axial
load P as the member deflects and twists to its alternate equilib-
rium configuration is (8, 3)
Fig. 2 DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS
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where x and Yo are coordinates of the shear center and r is0 0
the polar radius of gyration about the shear center.
The strain energy of the diaphragm, D, consists of two
significant components, DS and DR' DS is a consequence of shear
distortion of the wallboard and DR is due to deformations of the
diaphragm caused by the rotation of the stud about the point of
connection.
The shear distortion energy of the diaphragm can be stated




where Q is the shear rigidity of the diaphragm contributing to
the bracing of one stud, a is the shear distortion of the diaphragm
as a function of z, that is, the location along the length of the
stud. In the case of two diaphragms of shear rigidity Q/2, each
connected to one flange of the stud, the above expression results
in:
.Q [a (z)]2 dz + lffl.Z I 0 ~ [a 2 (z)]Z dz (5)
where a, (z) and a 2 (z) are the shear distortions of the material
connected to flanges 1 and 2. It may be noted that a, (z) and a 2 (z)
are also the rate of chmge of the lateral displacements of the
connection points between the wall stud and the diaphragm on
flanges 1 and 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. a l and a Z can








Flange 2 Flange 2
Fig. 3 WALL STUD CROSS-SECTION
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where d is the distance to each flange from the neutral axis,
respectively. Using Eqns. 6 and 7, Eqn. 5 can be written
Ds ~ JL Q ( 12 cp12 d2) dz (8)= u +
0
Ds for the case of wallboard on one flange only can be obtained
from Eq. 8 by setting the d for the flange without wallboard
equal to zero.
DR is due to transverse bending and local deformations of
the wallboard at the fastener location. On the basis of tests
(12), it was concluded that for commonly used wallboard materials
the latter is much more significant than the former. Denoting
F as the coefficient of rotational restraint contributing to the
bracing of one stud (in units of rotational moment per unit
length of stud per radian of rotation), DR can be defined as
(9)
When wallboards are used on two flanges, F should be taken as
the sum of the rotational restraints of each~llboard.
An expression for the total potential energy U can be obtained
by substituting Eqns. 2, 3, 8 and 9 into Eqn. 1. Thus U for the
case of wallboard on one flange, at a distance of d from the neutral
axis, becomes
~JL ' , 2 ' , , , , '2 ' , 2 + GJ cp'2U = [EI u + 2Elxy u V + EI v + ECw cp0 Y x
(ll' 2 ' 2 + r 2 ' 2
, , , ,
-p + V ep - 2xo V cp + 2y U cp )0 0
, 2
' 2 d 2
, ,
F ep2]+Q (u + ep - 2 u cp d) + dz (10)
Similarly, for the case of wallboard with same 0: (z) on both flange~
the expression for U becomes
-6-
/L ' '2 ' ,
, ,
, 'Z
' 'Z + GJ ¢ '2U = ~ [Ely u + 2 El u v + E1 v + ECw ep
0
xy x
_P(utz ' 2 r~ ' 2 ,+ v + ep -2X v ¢ + 2yo u ep )0
(11)
While shear rigidity and the rotational restraint of the
wallboard material' influences the buckling load of the studs,
sufficient strength of the bracing medium should be assured to
avoid premature wallboard failure at a low subcritical stud load.
The strength is related to deformation capability without failure.
The deformation capacity of the wallboard material is defined in
terms of the failure shear strain ~f and failure rotation at the
connection ~f' In Ref. 12 formulations for the maximum values
of the shear strain ~ and rotation ~f as well as the defor-
max
mations of the wall stud were derived by considering the initial
deviations from straightness of the wall stud.
GENERAL SOLUTION
The authors obtained Rayleigh-Ritz Method solutions to
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00
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and ~n are the amplitudes of deformation for the
£ ( ) = S l' n n1T z. n, z L"
or as
(15)
f (n,z) 2n 1TZ= 1 - cos L (16 )
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Solutions for different combinations of end conditions are gIven
in Ref. 12. Stability equations for the end conditions
u = v = ~'= u
I I
'= v
, , , ,
=~ = 0 at z = 0 and L (17)
are given in Appendix I for lipped channel, Z - and I-section
studs. The reader is referred to Ref. 12 for details and various
considerations in obtaining those equations. The following is a
brief discussion of the significance of the stability equations
in predicting modes of behavior.
MODES OF BEHAVIOR
Lipped-Channel-Seetion wall ~tud~ b~aeed on both 61ange¢
may buckle either flexurally about the centroidal axis perpen-
dicular to the wall as depicted by Eq. II of Appendix I or by
combined torsion and flexure as characterized by displacements
v and ~ and as depicted by Eq. 12 of Appendix I. The lower
buckling load, of course, governs the behavior. A typical qual-
itative plot demonstrating the influence of F and Q on the buckling
load is given in Fig. 4. In this figure P is the flexural
x
buckling load about the centroidal axis parallel to the wallboard.
In the case of Eq. 12 as in the case of all the other equations
for torsional-flexural buckling to be discussed below, the value
of n which gives lowest value of load P should be used. The
authors determined the value of n leading to minimum P numerically
with the aid of the computer by trying all reasonable values of
n. For the practical stud dimensions and the wallboard dimensions
invetigated, it was observed that when both flanges are ~raced,
usually n = 1 leads to the lowest buckling load. When only one
flange is braced, values of n up to 12 may have to be investigated.
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It may be noted that the lower one of the two roots of the
quadratic equation 12 needs to be considered.
Z-Section wall 6tud6 bkac~d an bath 6lange6 huck1e either
by pure torsion, as depicted by Eq. 16 or by flexure as depicted
by Eq. 17. In general, for a point symmetric section such as a
Z-section, the torsional buckling load is much higher than the
flexural buckling load and, hence, the torsional mode need not
be considered. Again a typical qualitative plot is given in Fig.
5. It may be noted that the rotational restraint on the wallboard
has no influence on the buckling load.
Stability equations 19 and 110 for flexural buckling of
I-Section wall 6tud6 b~aced an bath nlange6 were originally
derived in Ref. 11. They are given here along with Eq. III
which depicts torsional buckling. In practical applications,
torsional buckling does not govern, and hence need not be consid-
ered.
Lipped-Channel and Z-Section wall 6tud6 b~aced an one nlange
are subject only to torsional-flexural buckling. Typical plots
for buckling loads that can be determined using Eqs. 112 and 113
are given in Figs. 6 and 7 for lipped channel and Z-sections,
respectively. The buckling load for each case is the lowest root
of the cubic equations corresponding to the value of n which yields
minimum lowest root as discussed above. Equations CEq. 114 and 115
for I Section studs with bracing on one flange are similar to those
derived in Refs. 6, 7 and 11. Special considerations are discussed
in Refs. 11 and 12.
In the typical plots discussed above, the diaphragms increase
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In addition to the stability equations, solutions for the
dispLacement components due to initial imperfections were also
obtained using the Rayleigh-Ritz technique. These solutions (12)
are quite complex and are not presented here.
POSSIBLE DESIGN APPROACH
Along with the stability equations, expressions for dis-
placements, in particular the maximum shear distortion of the
wallboard, Y ,and the maximum rotation, ~ ,of the stud
max max
constitute the basis for a possible design approach with the mod-
ifications and considerations discussed below.
Inelaht~e Behav~o~ -- It is well-established that for stresses
exceeding the proportional limit, the elastic flexural buckling
equations can be modified by replacing elastic modulus E by the
tangent modulus Et . From a design point of view, if the governing
mode for the wall stud is flexural, then the current design for-
mulations (13) can be applied, in principle, to the buckling equa-
tions given in Appendix I. For inelastic torsional flexural buck-
ling, results reported in Ref. 4 indicate that a similar approach
may be taken. The AISI Specifications (13) on this subject have
been based in principle on Ref. 4. The Specification approach is
to modify the elastic torsional-flexural buckling stress, a 1cr, e
(torsional-flexural buckling load/area) to account for inelastic
behavior. According to Ref. 11, when aIls greater than onecr, e
half of the yield stress a, then the inelastic buckling stressy
acr, inel can be computed by
a






Using the same procedure for wall studs appears to be reasonable
and consistent. In computation of deformations of wall studs
subject to stresses in excess of the proportional limit Refs.
3 and 4 recommend using the tangent modulus Et in place of the
elastic modulus and assume that the shear modulus Gt to be used
can be taken as
(19)
Et can be computed as given in Ref. 3. The use of the tangent
modulus concept in computing deformations is conservative, since
a more reasonable modulus to use is the secant modulus, which is
larger than the tangent modulus. Use of secant modulus would
introduce further complication into the procedure.
Vete~m~nat~on on Qd~ and Yd~ -- These design parameters
are obtained from a cantilever shear test conducted as described
in Refs. 1 and 5 for light gage steel diaphragms. The test setup
and a typical load-deflection curve is illustrated in Fig. 8. The
shear rigidity Q is defined as
Q = G w
where w is the width of the diaphragm contributing to the
(20)
bracing of one stud
is defined as (1)
and G is the diaphragm shear stiffness which
G = (0.8 Pult / b) / ( ~d / a) (21)
where P
ult is the ultimate load reached in the cantilever shear
test, a and b are the dimensions of the diaphragm as shown in
Fig. 8 and ~d is the shear deflection at 0.8 P
ult . G is given
at 0.8 P
ult because the value of ~ at Pult is not well defined and
reproducible. To avoid premature wallboard failure it is recom-
,
mended in Ref. 1 that a factor of safety of 1.S be applied to Q

















































According to Ref. 1, allowable value of shear deformation Ydr
may be defined as
Yd = f:..dl a (22)
Fasteners and their spacing in the cantilever shear test should
be the same as they are in the prototype. Values of G and
Ydr are tabulated in Table I for various wallboard materials.
Vete~m~nat~on 06 Fd~ and ~d~ -- The test setup for the
determination of these wallboard parameters is shown in Fig. 9.
The setup consists of a diaphragm fastened at one edge to a
clamped stud section. The other edge is acted upon by a slowly
increasing load. The span of the cantilever i is one half the
spacing of the studs. The fasteners and their spacing should be
the same as those in the prototype. It has been observed in the
tests on various kinds of wallboard materials that a major part
of the deflection of the cantilever is due to the local deformations
around the fastener. For all practical purposes other deformations
such as deflections due to cross bending of the wallboard or flange
bending may be ignored. The rotational restraint coefficient F
is defined as
F = 0.8 MUltI ~d (23)
where M
ult is the ultimate applied moment per unit length of
the fastened edge of the diaphragm and ~d is the angle of rotation
at 0.8 M
ult . Consistent with the determination of Qdr. The value
of rotational restraint to be used in design Fdr is defined as
Fdr = (0.8 Mult)1 (1.5 ~d) (24)
The allowable value of rotation ~dr may be defined as
<Pdr = f:.. I~ (25)
is the deflection of the free edge of the diaphragm
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Fig. 9 DETERMINATION OF ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT F
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Two tests, one for each direction of P shown in Fig. 9,
should be carried out. The lower values of Fdr and ¢dr obtained
from these tests should be used in computing the load carrying
capacity.
Ve~~gn P~oQedu~e -- A possible design procedure is outlined
ln Appendix II. In addition to the procedure given in Appendix
II, the possibility of the interaction of local and overall buck-
ling should be investigated. In principle, the design procedure
is parallel to the procedure formulated in Refs. I and 2. The
allowable load is based on the buckling load of the wall stud and
the failure load of the wallboard. An alternate approach which
was not used in this study but would be suitable for computer ap-
plication is to design, not on the basis of buckling stresses,
but on the basis of the yield load for the wall stud. The load
which causes initial yielding would be determined by computing the
actual stresses using the solutions of this research for displace-
ments and rotation on the basis of initial imperfections. The
factor of safety would be applied to the yield load thus deter-
mined. The adequacy of the wallboard material should also be
checked as in the approach presented here.
Ve~~gn A~d~ -- Design aids for determining the buckling loads
in the form of charts were prepared and are given in Ref. 12 for
studs with wallboard on both flanges. Computer programs for
design use for all cases have been prepared and are given in Ref. I
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The validity of the theory of diaphragm bFacing has been
checked for I-Section columns in Ref. 6. In the present research




Two stud assemblies 12 feet long with wallboard either on one
or both sides were tested in a hydraulic testing machine. The
loads on both studs was equalized through the use of two hydraulic
jacks connected in series. The spacing of the studs was two feet.
At the ends, the studs were simply supported about the y axis,
fixed about the x axis and restrained against twisting. A view
of the test fixture and a tested assembly is shown in Fig. 10.
Special Channel Z-sections were designed to verify the modes of
behavior predicted by the stability equations. Table 2 describes
the sections that were tested. Table 3 gives details of the
assemblies and summarizes the test results. IThe agreement between
analytical and experimental results is seen to be very satisfactory.
A more detailed description of the test program and the results
is given in Ref. 12.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An analytical formulation of the behavior of diaphragm-
braced thin-walled open sections such as cold-formed steel studs
has been obtained and shown to be realiable on the basis of a test
program. Computer programs for the design of wall studs have
been prepared and are available in Ref. 12.
The results indicate that commonly used wallboards increase
the load-carrying capacity of wall studs significantly, a fact
which can result in sizeable economies.
-14-
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APPENDIX I.-STABILITY EQUATIONS
I. Both Flanges Braced by Wallboards:
a. Lipped Channel-Section Wall Studs
P = P + Q IIY
p 2 (r 2 2 _P(r 2p + r~p<!> Qd Z + F L2 + P (r 2pep 2-x ) + --) +Qd 2-f ;. ~) = 0o x 2" . 2 x 00 0 n 'If n 'TT
12
where P = buckling load
P 2 'TT ZE I / LZ= nx x
Py
Z ZE I /L Z= n 'TT y
Pep
1 ( Z 'TT
Z






Q = Twice the shear rigidity for one wallboard
= Half the depth of wall stud (0lI:,,)
b . Z-Section Wall Studs
1 (Qd 2 + F L
2
16P = Pep + r~ i 'TT 2)n
F = Sum of the rotational restraints on each flange.
d
pcp + Py + Q) + (P P + P Q _ p
Z ) = 0
x x y x xy 17
where
18
c . I-Section Wall Studs
P = P = Q 19Y
P = px 110
P P4 + 1-Z (Qd Z + F L
Z
= 2) IIIr nz0 'TT
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II. One Flange Braced by Wallboard:
(P + Q) Ct 2Y 0
+ Q) (r 2p +r 2p", +Qd 2 +
o x 0 't'
2






n 2 it 2
112
where Q = shear rigidity of wallboard
F = Rotational restraint of wallboard
b. Z- Section Wall Studs
p3 _p Z [(P +P + Q + P",
x Y 't'
+P { (P + Q) P _ p 2 + (P +Q +Y x xy Y
[ ( p Q) P - P
X
2
y ] IP", +1.-Z (Qd
2
- y + X 't'
r o




pZ _ 1 (Qd Z + F
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APPENDIX II--SUMMARY OF A POSSIBLE DESIGN PROCEDURE
Problem: Compute the allowable axial load for a given wall
stud for specified values of Q, F, Ydr and ¢dr'
Procedure:
1. Check local buckling by well established design
procedures.
2. Check the buckling of the wall stud between the
fasteners as an unbraced member.
3. Calculate P
cr
using applicable equations of Appendix I
and as discussed in the text. Compute ocr (=Pcr/A). If
° cr > 0y / 2 modify °cr and, hence, Pcr to account for
inelastic behavior.
4. Assume a value for C which is
C = Pult/Pcr
where P
ult is the ultimate value of the axial load to be
computed. On the basis of a trial value of C determine
Pult '
S. On the basis of the P
ult used in 4 above and the assumed,
measured or specified initial imperfections, determine
Y and ¢ as described in Ref. 12.
max max
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until (see Ref. 12)
= ¢dr
7. Apply a factor of safety to the result of Step 6 to
obtain the allowable axial load.
-18-
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= a factor (Appendix II)
= warping constant
= strain energy of the diaphragm
= strain energy of the diaphragm due to rotational
distortion
= strain energy of the diaphragm due to shear
distortion
= rotational restraint constant
= F at .8M
u1t
= F to be used in load carrying capacity
= displacement function
= modulus of elasticity
= tangent modulus
= shear modulus
= tangent shear modulus
= diaphragm shear stiffness CEq. 21)
= moments and product of inertia about the centroidal
x and y axes
= St. Vena~ torsion constant
= length of stud
= length shown in Fig. 9















= buckling load parameter about the centroidal
y-axis
= torsional buckling load parameter
= diaphragm shear rigidity
= polar radius of gyration about the shear center
= thickness
= total potential energy of the wall assembly
= potential energy of the applied axial load
= displacement in the direction of the x-axis
= amplitude of deformation u for the nth mode
= strain energy of the stud
= displacement in the direction of the y-axis
= amplitude of deformation v for the nth mode
= width of diaphragm contributing to the stiffness
of one stud
= coordinate axes
= distances to the shear center from the centroid
along the x- and y-axes
= wallboard rotation at .8Mult
= allowable wallboard rotation at a connection
= ultimate wallboard rotation at a connection
= rate of change of deflection along z-axis
= elastic buckling stress/area
= inelastic buckling stress/area
= yield stress
=deflection (Figs. 8 and 9)
TABLE 1








































































G' = Diaphragm shear stiffness at 0.8P
u1t
Yd = shear strain at 0.8Pu1t
F' = rotational restraint coefficient at 0.8M
u1t
<Pd= rotational capacity of the diaphragm at 0.8M
u1t
* Fastened along 4 sides in the cantilever shear test
** 1 in = 25.6 mm; 1 k. = 4.45 ki1onewtons
- 20-











A CHANNEL .062 3.63 .88 .00
B CHANNEL .106 2.51 1.75 .62
C CHANNEL .106 3.07 1.75 .66
D ZEE .106 3.07 1.76 .66
*1 in. = 25.4 mm.
**Cross-sectiona1 nomenclature given in Fig. 3.
TABLE 3

















5 B BOTH FLANGES 3/8 (9.53) Gyp. 11.5 (292.1) .97 1
6 C " 1/2 (12.70) Ce10tex " .94 2
7 C " " Impreg. 7.5 (190.5) .99 2Ce10tex
B D " 3/8 (9.53) Gyp. 11.5 (292.1) .92 3
9 D " 1/2 (12.70) Impreg. " .98 3Ce10tex
10 C ONE FLANGE 3/8 (9.53) Gyp. " .97 1
11 D " " " " .97 1
1 A BOTH FLANGES SiB (15.88) " 9 (228.6) 1.02 4
2 A " 1/2 (12.70) Homosote 11.5 (292.1) .94 4
3 A ONE FLANGE " " " 1.01 1
4 A " " Gyp. " I .78 1!
*1 in. (25.4 rom) long No.6 self-drilling bug1ehead dry-wall screws
**1 Elastic torsional flexural buckling
2 Elastic flexural buckling
3 Inelastic flexural buckling
4 Local buckling
The computer program presented herein has been pre-
pared in accordance with recognized engineering principles
and is for general information only. This program should
not be used without first securing competent advice with
respect to its suitability for any given application. The
publication of the program presented herein is not intended
as a representation or warranty on the part of American
Iron and Steel Institute - or of any other person or
persons named herein - that this program is suitable for
any general or particular us~ or of freedom from infringe-
ment of any patent or patents. Anyone making use of this
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14--24k
Four individual and separate programs comprise the package
known as STU}. These four programs were developed in order to be
used as design aids for the analysis of wall studs made of thin-
walled cold-formed steel channels, Z-sections or I-sections. The
studs are as~umed to be hinged at both ends and subjected to
concentrated axial loads only. The studs may be braced on one or
both sides by wallboards whose diaphragm properties are assumed
to be within the practical range for wall stud applications. An
energy principle in conjunction with the Rayleigh-Ritz method
was used to obtain an approximate solution.
Program S(0'5is used for the detennination of the allowable
design axial load for studs braced on both sides by wallboards
whose properties are kno,~. For studs braced on one side only,
the allowable design axial load is computed using programSLOS.
Program 1lTSis used to determine the required diaphragm proper-
ties of the wallboards when used as bracing on both sides of
axially loaded studs. When the wallboards are connected to only
one side of the studs, the required diaphragm properties are
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APPENDIX A - Solution to Example Problem No. 1 JI. ,
APPENDIX B - Solution to Example Problem No. 2 S-~
APPENDIX C - Solution to Example Problem No. 3 SS-
APPENDIX D - Solution to Example Problem No. 4 ~ 0
APPENDIX E - Program SLOT5
APPENDIX F - Program Sl()S
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The four individual computer programs compr~s~ng the
program package referred to as STUD were developed during an
investigation of the load carrying capacity of axially loaded
channel and Z-section studs braced by shear diaphragms. The
project was conducted at Cornell University under the gen-
eral direction of Professors George Winter and Teoman Pekoz~
The investigation was funded by the Committee of Hot Rolled
and Cold Rolled Sheet and Strip Producers and the Committee
of Galvanized Sheet Producers of the American Iron and Steel
Institute.
I. INTRODUCTION
In light construction, cold-formed steel wall studs
are increasingly being used in interior and exterior load
bearing wall systems (Fig. 1). It has been the usual prac~
tice in the past to design the studs as the load carrying
elements and to treat wall sheathings merely as enclosut~s.
However, lateral bracing in the form of shear diaphragm~
can significantly increase the buckling load and hence ~he
load carrying capacity of compression members. In the c~~e
of wall stud construction, such bracing is provided by w~lt~
boards connected to the studs. Some commonly used types of
wallboards are gypsum boards, vegetable fiberboards and
tempered boards.




Lay-out of wall stud
construction
- 2,-
lation and twisting of the studs is due to the shear rigid-
ity and rotational restraint provided by the wallboards
(Fig. 2). These diaphragm properties, which presently can
best be determined exper~entally (Refs. 1,~), vary sub-
stantially for different types of wallboards and also depend
on other factors such as the type and spacing of the fasteners
used to connect the wallboards to the studs. Diaphragm
failure in wall stud construction is generally due to over-
stressed localized bearing followed by piling-up of the wall-
board material at the fastener location. Another type of
diaphragm failure, which is generally the pr~ary cause of
buckling of the stud, is the tearing of the wallboard mate-
rial at the fastener location. This type of failure is known
as connection failure. 1herefore, it can be seen that wall-
boards which are properly fastened to the studs will increase
the load carrying capacity of the studs.
The buckling mode for an axially loaded unbraced channel
section is either flexural or torsional-flexural (Ref. 3 ).
in the flexural mode the channel buckles by bending in the
principal plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry_ In
the torsional-flexural mode, the section buckles by simulta-
neous bending and twisting. If the channel is braced by wall-
boards on both sides and the buckling mode is flexural, the
displacement of the stud is resisted solely by the shear
-P~gidity of the wallboards; the rotational restraint of the






















w = width of diaphragm contributing
to the bracing of one column
Fa~nner . ~ 1
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Diaphragm in the deformed shape
In-plane shear deformation of the diaphragm.
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rigidity, the flexural buckling mode will no longer control
and the torsional-flexural buckling mode will then become
the governing mode. The magnitude of the buckling load will
then be affected by both the shear rigidity and rotational
restraint properties of the wallboards as shown qualitatively
in Fig. 3a. If the channel section is braced by a wallboard
on one side only, the governing buckling mode will, in gen-
eral, be torsional-flexural (Fig. 3b).
Unbraced axially loaded Z-sections are subject to either
flexural or torsional buckling (Ref.3). Depending upon the
governing mode, the displacements at buckling are either
pure translation or pure rotation. If wallboards are con-
nected to both sides of a Z-section, the governing mode is
flexural buckling (Fig. 4a). The buckling load is then in-
fluenced by the shear rigidity and not by the rotational
'reatraint of the wallboards. For Z-sections braced by wall-
boards on one side only, the buckling mode is torsional-
flexural except for the case of zero shear rigidity when
the buckling mode is purely flexural (Fig. 4b).
'!he study of the behavior of wall studs was conducted
at Cornell University to obtain an analytical formulation
to represent the bracing action of wallboards and to obtain
a design tool for using this formulation. An energy princi-
ple in conjunction with the Rayleigh-Ritz method was used
to obtain an approximate solution to the problem. The method
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of the system must be a minimum for the system to be in
static equilibrium. The total potential energy for a dia-
phragm-9raced column consists of the strain energy of the
column, the strain energy of the diaphragm and the potential
energy of the applied loads. By applying the Rayleigh-Ritz
method to the expression for the total potential energy, a
set of homogeneous simultaneous algebraic equations were
obtained. These equations were expressed in terms of a set
of assumed indeterminate displacements. The nontrivial solu-
tion of these equations yielded the critical buckling load
of the column. For an in-depth presentation of the theory
and of the results of the study the user should consult
reference /f.
In what follows a design procedure based on the Cornell
research will be presented. This design procedure has been
incorporated into the program package known as STUD. The
proposed design procedure is based on the ultimate load
capacity of the column utilizing a conservative estimate of
the shear rigidity and rotational restraint of the wallboards
acting as bracing shear diaphragms. The design procedure is
applicable to buckling in the elastic and inelastic regions.
Beyond the elastic limit load, the influence of diaphragm
bracing is less pronounced and high values of shear rigidity
and rotational restraint would be needed to maint"l:tin the
stability of the stud. Tests on column assemblies of cold-
lfo~ed steel studs with wallboards on one or both sides have
-8-
shown satisfactory agreement with the theoretical results
(Ref. 4).
Two design problems may arise in the analysis of wall
studs:
A. Given the diaphragm shear rigidity Q and the rota-
tional restraint F of the wallboards, determine the
allowable axial load for the stud.
B. Given the axial load to be supported by the stud,
find the required shear rigidity Q and the rotat ional
restraint F of the wallboards.
Furthermore, each of the above design categories may be
subdivided to deal with studs braced on both sides or on one
side only.
A. Find the Allowable Axial Load P for Given Values
of Q and F
The following procedure is applicable to studs braced
either on one or both sides.
1. Compute the critical buckling load Pcr and the
corresponding n (when applicable) of the perfect
column from the appropriate equations given in section
(2); accordingly compute the critical buckling stress
~r=Pcr!A.
2. If trcr5 O. 5QAay , then elastic buckling governs and
therefore follow steps (2a) through (2f), otherwise
go to step 3.
(2a) Consider a trial load Pr:~P where ~ ~ 1.0 is a
cr
trial reduction factor.
(2b) Introduce the initial ~perfections Co, Do and
-~-
Eo for a real column according to equations (3).
Then from the applicable equations (4), compute
the deflection C1 and the rotation El for the
assumed value of load Pr and the corresponding
n (when applicable). From this, calculate the
maximum shear strain v and the maximum rota-
°max
tion ~ of the assembly according to equa-
'fmax
tions (5).
(2c) Check that the calculated r and ~max do notmax 1
exceed ~ and ¢d of the bracing wallboard,
respectively.
(2d) If such a condition is not met, then try a
smaller ~ and hence a smaller Pr , and repeat
the analysis from steps (2b) through (2c) until
the requirements are satisfied.
(2e) The load capacity of the stud for known Q and F
is therefore given by the last trial value of Pre
(2f) The allowable design load Pall=Pr/F.S. where the
factor of safety F.S. is taken as 1.92.
3. If a- )O.5QA() then inelastic buckling governs.~r y
(3a) Calculate the inelastic buckling load Pa using
Eq. 6c; compute tr:Pa/A and detennine the corres-
ponding inelastic moduli E* and G* from Eqs.
(6d) and (6e), respectively. (j should bey
replaced by QA~y when appropriate, see section (6).
(3b) Find the initial imperfections Co' Do and Eo of
-10 -
the real column according to fonnulas (3). From
the equations of section (4), with Pr=Pa and
(when applicable) the value of n as obtained in
step 1, calculate 01 and El based on the computed
E* and G*. Next, calculate Ymax and l max accord-
ing to section (5).
(3c) Check that '(max~td and ~max~ld. If such require-
ments are not satisfied, then try a smaller load
(i.e. P =).P where )~l.O).r a
(3d) Calculate the stress corresponding to the new
trial load ~=Pa/A. Check whether ~>O.5QAay and
. . * *1f so, calculate the respect1ve E and G ; other-
wise use the elastic moduli E and G instead.
(3e) With the new trial load and the corresponding
moduli, calculate Ymax and Pmax from the equations
of section (5) as in step (3b).
(3f) Check that Ymax~t'd and (>max~¢d. Repeat the proce-
dure until these requirements are met.
(3g) The value of the last trial load Pr represents
the load capacity of the stud.
(3h) The allowable design load Pall:Pr/F.S. where
F.S. is the factor of safety tal~n as 1.92.
B. Find Q and F for Given Axial Load P on Stud
1. Calculate the required load capacity Po where
-11-





where Pcr UB:: crit ical buckling load of unbraced stud
,
Pcr x ~ strong axis buckling load,
Pyield :1 yield load of stud
if any of these conditions are not satisfied then
change the stud cross-section for an economical design.
3. If t5":.!i- ~ o. S QA o-~
then elastic behavior governs. Follow steps (3a)
through (3c), otherwise go to step 4.
(3a) Studs Braced on Both Sides
Substitute Po for P in the appropriate equations
of section (2). Find the value of Q that satisfies
the respective equation; except in the case of
channel sections, the governing value of Q is the
larger one obtained from Eq. (2a) and Eq. (2b)
with F:O. This furnishes a starting value for Q.
As a first trial increase the value of Q or Q
and F above that obtained in the preceding para-
graph. Go to step (3b).
Studs Braced on One Side
Consider a sufficient number of n values, where
n is the number of half-I!ine waves into which the
column may buckle. For conventional wall stud




uses a maximum value of n~lO.
Assume a trial value of F and use the governing
equations of section (2) with P=Po to find the
value of Q for each considered value of n. With
the largest value of Q and the assumed F, use
the governing equations of section (2) to find
Pcr and the corresponding n.
Check that Pcr~Po; otherwise increase Q and F,
and hence find Pcr and the corresponding n (as
outlined in the preceding paragraph). Repeat
until a calculated value of Pcr~Po can be found.
Now, the output of this step is Q, F and n which
can be used to compute the diaphragm properties.
Go to step (3b).
(3b) The diaphragm adequacy must now be checked. With
Pr=Po and the values of Q, F and n (if applicable)
found in step (3a), use the appropriate equations
of section (4) and (5) to calculate ct and El ,
Ymax and I max•
(3c) Select a diaphragm from diaphragm properties
catalogues or diaphragm laboratory test results,
for which Q, F, t d and ¢d are equal to or larger
than their corresponding values computed in step
(3b). If such a diaphragm is not available then
try larger values of Q and F, and follow the
method of analysis outlined in steps (3a) and
(3b) until a suitable diaphragm can be obtained.
-,~-
4. If (j= ~ ';> 0.5 QA li"d-
then inelastic behavior governs.
For studs braced on one side, consider a sufficient
number of n values, where n is the number of half-sine
waves into which the column may buckle. For studs
braced on both sides, n~l. The procedure from now on
is a trial and error approach. Assume practical values
of Q and F, then use the governing equations of section
(2) to find the elastic Pcr and the corresponding n
(if applicable). Calculate the inelastic buckling load
Pa from Eq. (6c). If Pa~Po' proceed to the next step;
otherwise try larger values of Q and F.
{c-
(4b) From. Eqs. ( 6d) and calculate the inelastic
moduli E* and G* corresponding to the stress
~=PO/A. Then, from the equations of sections (4)
and (5) compute Cl' El , rmax and Pmax with the
*values of Q, F and n obtained from step (4a), E ,
G* and Pr'aPo•
(4c) Select from diaphragm properties catalogues or
from diaphragm laboratory test results a suitable
diaphragm for which Q, F, ~d and ?d are at least
equal to their respective values obtained in
steps (4a) and (4b). If such a diaphragm is not
available then increase the values of Q and F
and follow the analysis outlined in steps (4a)
and (4b) until a suitable diaphragm can be obtained.
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Design Fonnulas
This section presents all the equations needed for the
de sign. '!hey were originally derived in Ref. 4 .
(1) Basic Parameters
The following parameters are used in the subsequent
equations:
~ =n't-rrL £ I x / Lt., (la)
Pd:: "a.TT~ E Id/L" (lb)~~:: n~ TTt. E :IlL~ / Lt.. (lc)
~: .it. (n'" ECw ]l1.+ 6-:r) (ld)ro I.t.
where n=1,2,3 ••• for studs braced on one side
only and n=l for studs braced on both sides. A
maximum value of n=lO was specified in the program.
* *Replace E by E and G by G if inelastic behavior
governs, see section (6).
(2) Critical Buckling Load Per for the Perfect Column
The critical buckling load Pcr for the perfect
column is the smallest value of P calculated from
the applicable equations given below. The parameters




Braced on both sides (n~l)
~ n ~p- P(P,c. of ~+ Q) + ~ ~ + r)t Q- Plt(J:: 0




Braced on both sides (n~l)
P:: Pd+ Q
P: ~




= TI EI/L (i.e. n = 1)
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(3) Initial Stud lmperfections
Initial imperfections aocounting for initial
sweep plus accidental load eccentricities may be
considered according to the following tentatively
suggested equations (Ref. 4-):
Co = '" (L/700) C-~4)
"])0:: L/'100 (3b)
Eo s O. O{)O (. r~J. pt'r foot tl It~+~ (3C.)
(4) Deflection 01 and Rotation El
The value of n corresponding to Pr obtained in
section (2) is used in the following equations
wherever required. If inelastic behavior governs
* *then E and G should be replaced by E and G t see
section (6).
Channel Section
Braced on one side
PC· A A A A
C1 = r {-2..(A A _A
2 )t 4 2(D -x E )_ 3 2(r2E -x D )} ,/4 ,,)Det. n 3 5 4 n 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 ~
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Z-Section
Braced on both sides
Pr[Co(Px - Pr ) - DOPXYC = _-=---=:-,-,,:,:-_-=-__'=-':~_L--=-
1 2(Py - Pr + Q)(Px - Pr ) - PXy
F:- Eo "'0'"f1:' --ro~"-(P.-'tI--~R~.. ';")+'-:~~~-;-1 -+-:F~L;-;::~7-::2.-
Braced on one side
c1= P.. [~A~AS' -~ AI, As- -~ rot. A1A~ J (44i)»,,+. n f'\ n ~
t:1: P,. [_Co AsA ....+J>oA,At, + Eo rb"(A,AIf-A:)] (Lf~)
l:>e.~." n n
wk."e. "J)t.\.:::, A'1. A4 As- - A:A,s"' - A3'1. All
A1= ~ - ~+ Q
AfL'= ~'d-
A! '= - Qt
A&#,= ~ - ~
As ':II: ro2.1 (p~ _'R) +Q el1. +.£ l~
Lf. nt. IT'''
I-Section
Braced on both sides
(1::- P... (o (4i)
P'a- p... + Q
t1 ':. 0 (4j)
Braced on one side
(1= t; (A~ ~ - ro~ E: A..)/ ( A1. A~ -At,")
E1.s ~ (AIJ ~ - rot. to Ai.\ I( A~ - A1 As)n n·J
VJkye, A1:: p~ - F:. + ~
A,-~ - Q4
As: r."( P,L _B-) +Q~"+£ Lt.
CI or If 1"1" T1 fJ
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(5) Maximum Shear Strain and Maximum Rotation
The maximum shear st rain t max and the maximum
rotation ?max are computed according to the
following formulas:
efM4X = E:1
Studs braced on both sides
~a.~:: f: ((1 + tl t)
Studs braced on one side
O~A)(' = ~ ((1- E1~) (Sc)
L.
The value of n corresponds to that obtained in
section (2).
(6) Inelastic and Local Buckling Behavior
The effects which local buckling of thin-walled
compression members can have in reducing the
column strength is presented in Section 3.6.1 of
the current AISI Specification (Ref. ~) by a
form factor Q. To avoid confusion with the
diaphragm rigidity Q, the former will here be
designated as QA- If this form factor is less
than 1.0 then try is replaced by QAay as shown
below, furnishing design fonmulas which provide
adequate safety against local buckling and account
for cases in which combinations of overall and
local buckling can occur.
The buckling stress ~r= Pc./A computed from the
governing equations on the basis of the elastic
theory may fall under one of the following
-/1-
conditions:
~l' ~ D. 5 Q~ O"d-
or ~lI" > 0·5 Q 14 0'6
(elastic buckling)
(inelastic buckling)
If the first condition governs, then buckling
occurs elastically and consequently the parameters
Per' E and G involved in the governing equations
need no modifications.
If the second condition governs, then inelastic
buckling occurs, and hence the inelastic buckling
load Pa may be determined by the AISI formula of
Section
safety,
3.6.1.2 (Ref. ~), without a factor of
as follows: ~I. (S.L
~ = A (QAO"d - :(5(;)
The elastic modulus of elasticity of steel E and
('c)
the shear modulus G may be replaced,
. * *by the inelastic modull. E and G :




where (j is the average stress given by 0'"= ~/A
and it is assumed that erp =0.5 CS'"d Q,q (~f)
(7) Diaphragm Properties
Diaphragm properties are obtainable from laboratory
test results (Ref. 1 ) or from catalogues of
diaphragm properties, whichever is available.
Reliable value of shear rigidity:
Q= ~ 6-'w




Design value of shear strain capacity of diaphragm:
OJ =~
a..
Design value of rotational capacity of diaphragm:
<pJ ::: t .6~
w
(8) Influence of the Fastener Spacing
Buckling of diaphragm braced studs may occur in
one or more half-sine waves. Reference(LJ) recommends
a minimum of three fasteners, one at each end of
the wave and one at the middle so that diaphragm
action is fully realized. In other words, the
fastener spacing may not exceed L/2n. In addition
the spacing of fasteners between the end of a wave
and that at the middle of the same wave must not
exceed the fastener spacing used in the cantilever
diaphragm. test (Ref. 1. ). However, in no case should
the load carrying capacity of the stud exceed the
buckling load computed on the basis of an unbraced
column with effective buckling length equal to the
spacing between the fasteners. This is checy~d
automatically by the programs.
II. PROGRAM PROPERTIES
Four individual and separate programs comprise the
package known as STlJ~ 'Ihese four programs are written in
Fortran IV and were developed at Cornell University to be
used as design aids for the analysis of wall studs made of
-%1-
channel, I or Z-sections. 1he studs are assumed to be hinged
at their ends and subjected to concentrated axial loads only.
The properties of the bracing diaphragms are assume.d to be
within the practical range for wall stud applications.
The design procedure used by the programs is as described
in the previous chapter. The computations for cross-sectional
properties of the studs assumed square corners and used the
so-called linear method for line elements (Ref. '3 ).
The number of half-sine waves into which the column may
buckle was assumed to range from n=1,2,3••• l0. This in general
will be sufficient. However, if the user wants to increase or
decrease this number, he may do so by changing the value
assigned to the variable NO. This variable has been clearly
identified in each of the programs.
The user has also the option of requesting the printout
'of detailed computations which would permit h~ to follow the
step by step procedure used by the programs as outlined in
the previous chapter.
In what follows, the four individual programs will be
briefly described.
Program SLOTS is used for the computation of the allowable
design axial load for studs braced on both sides by shear
diaphragms. The type of stud, its cross-sectional dimensions,
and the diaphragm properties are entered as input. '!he
output is esse.ntially the allowable design axial load based
on the critical buckling load divided by a column factor of
-t1-
safety of 1.92. Program SLOTS consists of the main program
and one subroutine Pel. The program size is· approximately
14k. On an IBM 360/65, the required core size is l18k bytes
for the compiling step, l28k bytes for the link-edit step,
and 38k bytes for the execution step. On the same machine,
it required approx~tely 8 seconds (CPU time) for the
compiling step, less than one second for the link-edit step,
and one second to execute Example no. 1 as given in
~'pe..~;c Ii.
Program SlO$ is similar in input and output to program
SLOTS except that it is used for the calculation of the
allowable design axial load for studs braced on one side
only by a shear diaphragm. Program SlOS consist s of the
main program and two subroutines: PCl and l>PRQD. The program
size is 23k. On an IBM 360/65, the required core size is
l28k bytes for the compiling step, l28k bytes for the link-
edit step, and 48k bytes for the execution step. It required
approximately 17 seconds for the compiling step, less than
one second for the link-edit step, and slightly more than
two seconds to solve Example no. 2.
Program 1 irs is used to determine the required diaphragm
properties when used as bracing on both sides of axially
loaded studs. The type of stud, its cross-sectional dimen-
si~ns and the applied axial load are entered as input. The
main output consists of a table of diaphragm properties
- 2.1-
which the designer may use to assist him in selecting a
suitable diaphragm material by making sure that the diaphragm
properties of the selected material (obtained from manufac-
turers' catalogues or from test results) exceed those com-
puted by the program. Program l)iTS consists of the main
program and three subroutines: pel ,PCUAlR and coNsT • The
program size is 15k. on an IBM 360/65, the required core
size is l22k bytes for the compiling step, l28k bytes for
the link-edit step, and 40k bytes for the execution step.
It took approximately nine seconds for the compiling step,
less than one second for the link-edit step, and slightly
more than one second to execute Example no. 3.
Program 1>ios is essentially similar in input and output
to program -niTS except that it is used for the calculation
of the required diaphragm properties when used as bracing
on only one side of the studs. Program Dl05 consists of the
main program and four subroutines: Pel ,l>PRQ1>, 'PW~ R, and
(o~~T. The program size is approximately 24k. The required
core size is l28k bytes for the compiling step on an IBM
360/65, l28k bytes for the link-edit step, and 48k bytes
for the execution step. For Example no. 4, it took over
17 seconds for the compiling step, less than one second for
the link-edit step and less than two seconds for the execution.
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III. INPUT DATA
All input dimensions are in inches, loads in kips, and
stresses in ksi. Only two cards are required to describe the
input data for each problem to be solved, and an unlimited
number of problems may be analyzed in anyone run. Two blank
cards must be provided after the data cards to terminate the
program execution.
The following terms are used to describe the input data:
NRINT = 0 identification code indicating printout of
detailed computations is not wanted
:: 1 identification code for requesting printout of
detailed computations
ISEC = 0 identification code for terminating execution
: I identification eode for I-sections
:: 2 identification code for channel sections
:: 3 identification code for Z-sections
Stud cross-sectional dimensions
H = overall depth of section
B = flange width
D :: overall lip depth







shape factor (defined as Q in Section 3.6.1.1
of Ref. 1J )
length of stud
yield stress of the stud material





F :: reliable rotational restraint (k-in/in-rad)
design rotational capacity (radians)
max. available value of reliable rotational
restraint




design shear strain capacity (in/in)
reliable shear rigidity (kips)
SLllvi =
STRIA =
maximum available value of reliable shear
rigidity
first trial value of reliable shear rigidity
xu :: spacing of fasteners
The required input data for each program is as follows:
Program ~L01S (allowable stud load when braced on two
sides)
First card: NR1NT, ISEC, XL, H, B, D, T
(Fo:nnat = 215, 5FlO.4)
Second card: QA, S, F, GAMD, FED, FY, XLl
(Format = 7F10.4)
Program SLOS (allowable stud load when braced on one side)
First card: NR1NT, 1SEC, XL, H, B, D, T
(Format = 215, 5FlO.4)
Second card: QA, S, F, GAMD, FED, FY, XLi
(Format: 7flO .4)
Program J)'IT~ (diaphragm properties for stud braced on
two sides)
First card: NR1NT, 1SEC, XL, H, B, D, T
(Format: 215, 5FlO.4)
Second card: QA, FY, SLIM, FLIM, PO, XLi
(Fonnat # 6FlO.4)
·-1<; -
,Program l\O$ (diaphragm properties for stud braced on
one side)
First card: NRINT, ISEC, XL, H, B, D, T
(Format = 215, 5FlO.4)
Second card: QA, FY, SLIM, FLIM, PO, XLl t STRIA, FTRIA(Format = 8FlO.4)
Examples of input are shown in Figs. G t ',/0, and I • .
IV. OUTPUT /J -J. s
"?PPY'" j A
Typical examples of output are shown l.n rf, S, C,
and ]). As previously indicated, the user has the option of
requesting the printing out of detailed computations which
are in accordance with the design procedure outlined in
Chapter I. An example of such output is given in
which deals with the determination of the allowable design
axial load for a Z-section stud braced on both sides by
wallboards (program SLOTS).
The type of output for programs SL01S and SlOS are iden-
tical in fonnat. When detailed computations are not requested,
it consists of the input data such as type of stud, length of
stud, cross-sectional dimensions, material properties and
diaphragm properties. It also prints the assumed initial
imperfections and the section properties of the stud such as
area, moments of inertia, warping constants, etc. Finally, it
prints the allowable design axial load based on the critical
buckling load divided by a column factor of safety of 1.92.
. .
Programs )ITS and l>IO~ are also identical in output. It
consists of the type of stud, length of stUd, cross-sectional
dimensions, material properties, section properties of the
stud, given applied axial load on the stud, assumed initial
stud imperfections and the limits on diaphragm properties.
Finally, it prints a table of diaphragm properties which
the user may employ to assist him in selecting a suitable
wallboard material by making sure that the diaphragm pro-
perties of the selected wallboard (obtained from manufac-·
turers' catalogues or from laboratory test results) exceed
those computed by Programs l)'ITS or '"D\OS. '!he table of
diaphragm properties consists of the reliable shear rigidity,
reliable rotational restraint, shear strain and rotation
of the diaphragm, and deflections of the stud in the fo~
of rotation and translation in the plane of the wallboard.
It should be noted that for program --:pi 05, the user must
specify initial trial values of reliable shear rigidity and
reliable rotational restraint. However, this is not required
when using program ]115, since the initial value for reliable
rotational restraint is taken as zero and the initial value
for reliable shear rigidity is automatically computed from
the applicable equations (2a), (2b), (2d) or (2f) by sub-
stituting Po for P (see Chapter I).
For both programs ];T5 and -oi05, the increment for
reliable shear rigidity is 5 kips and 0.005 k.-in/in-rad
for reliable rotational restraint.
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v. EXAMPLES
Several examples are presented herein to illustrate the
use of the different programs from the package STu}.
Example 1-
1.1 Dete~ine the allowable design axial load for an
8'-0" channel wall stud whose cross-sectional dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 5". The stud is attached on
both sides to iff gypsum wallboards. Fasteners are
spaced every 12 inches. Tests of the diaphragm have.
indicated reliable shear rigidity and rotational res-
traint of 50 kips and 0.06 k-in/in-rad respectively,
and design shear strain capacity and design rotational
capacity of 0.011 in/in and 0.15 radians respectively
(Ref. 4 ). The stud is cold-formed from high strength
steel sheets with a yield strength of 50 ksi.
1.2 Replace the channel section with a Z-section of the
same cross-sectional area (see Fig.5). Find the
allowable design axial load.
1.3 Re-run example 1.2 but request print-out of detailed
computations.
The above three problems were solved using program
SLOTSCallowable stud load when braced on two sides). The
required input data cards are given in Fig. 6 t and the
\/lpR.uu/'ox, II 4,j1~X I?
output in ~From , the allowable design
axial load for the channel section is shown to be 8.2 kips,
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The detailed computational print-out for
problem 1.3 is given in
Example 2 -
2.1 calculate the allowable design axial load for a
12'-0" ~hannel wall stud whose cross-sectional dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 1 . The studs are spaced
every 2'-0" and are attached on one side only to 3/8"
gypsum wallboards with fasteners every 12 inches. The
following diaphragm properties are given:
reliable shear rigidity = 30 kips
reliable rotational restraint =0.04 k-in/in-rad
design shear strain capacity = 0.014 in/in
design rotational capacity: 0.15 radians
The yield strength of the stud is 50 ksi.
2.2 Consider a Z-section stud of the same cross-sectional
dimensions (Fig. 1 ).
Program SlO) (allowable stud load when braced on one
side) was used to solve the above problems. The input
data cards are shown in Fig. 8 while the output is given
-:In/f1?A~,L.~~._'(( ljf3~.~ The allowable design axial load for the
channel was found to be 4.0 kips
for the same dimensioned Z-section.
and 3.9 kips
Example 3 -
3.1 A 12 foot high wall, approximately 6 inches thick, is
to be constructed of light gage cold-formed steel










sides. The studs are channel sections whose cross-
sectional dimensions are given in Fig. 1 . The studs
are cold-formed from high strength steel sheets having
a yield strength of 50ksi. It is required to determine
the type of wall material and the type of fastener
arrangement to be used if the applied axial load on
the studs is 8.0 kips. Assume a 12 inch fastener
spacing and the following limit s on diaphragm proper-
ties:
maximum value of reliable shear rigidity = 35 kips
maximum value of reliable rotational restraint~
0.02 k-in/in-rad
3.2 For the same above conditions, investigate the possi-
bility of using a Z-section of identical cross-sectional
dimensions (Fig. 1 ).
Program )iT5-(diaphragm properties for stud braced on
two sides) was used to generate tables of diaphragm proper-
ties for the above problems. The input data cards are
~'p6k1/"i< C.
shmm in Fig. 10 , while the output is given in
Each value of reliable shear rigidity and its respective
rotational restraint given in the output table represents
a diaphragm adequate for bracing the stud so that the
applied load can be safely sustained. The designer may use
these tables to specify a suitable wallboard material
selected from diaphragm properties catalogues or from
laboratory diaphragm test results. The actual diaphragm
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From the above it can be seen that ~" Homosote boards with
a fastener spacing of 12 inches will be satisfactory to
brace the given channel sections when subjected to an axial
load of 8.0 kips.
The required diaphragm properties to properly brace
the given Z-sections when subjected to an 8.0 kips axial
,4Pfl .,.",'J<. c.
load are listed in • Assuming a linear relationship,
it seems that ~" Impregnated Celotex boards fastened every
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Example 4 -
It is required to determine a suitable wallboard material
to brace a 12 1 ",0" channel stud carrying an axial load of
4.4 kips. The wallboard will be fastened every 12 inches
to one side of the stud. The cross-sectional dimensions of
the stud are shown in Fig. /1. The yield strength of the
steel is assumed to be 50 ksi. The following limits on
diaphragm properties are specified:
Min. Max.
Reliable shear rigidity (kips) 25 50
Reliable rotational restraint (k-in/in-rad) 0.04 0.05
Program liDS (diaphragm properties for stud braced on




ties for the above conditions. The input data cards are
~ e.4tx D
shown in Fig. I"" and the output in~
The possibility of using 3/8 11 Gypsum boards fastened
every 9 inches was first considered. From the following,
it can be seen that such a material is inadequate.
1)t'4p'rey~ ~~t!~s
fr~ i$f (I?cf:JI)~ .4"".. ~J"Oc?"M "",~ut-
33.0 kips >- 34,(')
().o~(j It..l.../'it.,.....1 - (J.tJ~
I).OIJ/ 'Jr,A;, ;7 tI. tJd1
0.1'> n',(,4MS < t?113
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VII. NOTATION













dimension of shear diaphragm perpendicular to load
direction in cantilever diaphragm test (Refs. i,ij )
cross-sectional area
amplitude of initial lateral deflection of the centroidal
axis of the stud in the x-direction
amplitude of deflection in the x-direction
warping constant
overall depth of the section
amplitude of initial lateral deflection of the centroidal
axis of the stud in the y~direction
modulus of elasticity
inelastic modulus
amplitude of twist of the stud
reliable rotational restraint of the shear diaphragm
rotational restraint at O.8Pult (diaphragm test - Ref. i )
shear modulus
inelastic shear modulus
shear stiffness at O.8Pul t (diaphragm test - Ref. ~ )
moment of inertia of section at the centroid about x-
and y-axes
product of inertia with respect to x- and y-axes
St. Venant torsion constant
length of stud
number of half-sine buckling waves
buckling load
-w-
P allowable load mUltiplied by the factor of safety
0
Pa inelastic buckling load
Pall allowable load
Pcr critical buckling load












critical buckling load (perpendicular to the wall)
trial load capacity
Euler buckling loads about x- and y-axes
defined by Eq. i c
yield load of stud
torsional buckling load
reliable diaphragm shear rigidity
I lA, where I p is the polar moment of inertia about thesh~ar center
distance between the centroid and shear center along the
x-axis





deflection under load at O.8Pult in rotational capacitydiaphragm test (Refs. 1., If )
calculated shear strain in the siaphragm
calculated rotation of the stud
design shear strain at O.8Pult (diaphragm test - Ref. ~ )
design rotational restraint capacity at O.8Pult (diaphragm
test - Ref. 1. )
trial reduction factor, less than one
APPENDIX A
SOLUTION TO EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1
The following pages presents the output from program SLOTS
which was used to determine the allowable design axial load
considering first channel and then Z-section studs braced on
both sides by wallboards having known diaphragm properties.
It should be noted that for the case of the Z-section studs,
both the standard and the detailed print-out are given.
Information regarding the stud dllnensions and the diaphragm
properties of the wallboards are given in Chapter V. The
required input data cards are shown in Fig. , •
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SOLUTION TO EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2
Example problem no. 2 deals with the determination of the
allowable design axial load for cold-formed steel studs braced
on one side only by wallboards. Two types of studs were consi-
dered: channels and Z-sections. Program SL05 was used in this
case and the output is presented in the following pages.
The appropriate input data cards are shown in Fig. B •
Detailed information regarding the example problem, the stud
dlinensions and the diaphragm properties of the wallboards is
given in Chapter V.
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SOLUTION TO EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3
The following pages presents the output from program JDilr5
which was utilized to generate a table of required diaphragm
properties for wallboards used as bracing on ooth sides of a
channel stud subjected to a given axial load. Sfmilarly, the
solution for a Z-section stud is also given.
The required data cards are shown in Fig. /0. Information
regarding the stud dimensions and how to use the output tables
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SOLUTION TO EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4
Example problem no. 4 deals with the determination of a
suitable wallboard material and its fastener arrangement to
safely brace on one side only a 12' -0" channel stud subjected
to a 4.4 kips axial load. Program };05 was used to generate a
table of diaphragm properties suitable to provide adequate
bracing for the stud.
Information regarding the stud dimensions and the utilization
of the output table of diaphragm properties is given in
Chapter V. The input data cards are shown in Fig. t2.J •
-(0 -
S~EAR DIAPMRAG~ PROPERTI~S FOR AXIALLV LOADED COLD-FORMED STEEL STUDS BRACED ON ONE SID!
....:.: : : .
CHANNEL SECTION STUD
..~--.-._.---. __.._-
GIVEN DESIr.~ AXIAL LnAn. 4:400 KIPS
OVERALL SErTION OIMENSTONS OF THF STUD

















nVfRALL OEPTH OF SfCTION
FLANGE WIDTH
nEPTH OF STIFFF,NING LIPS
THICKNESS OF SECTION










ASSUMED TNITIAL !MPERFFCTIONS IN THE STUD
co • 0.4f1 INCHfS
00 • 0.20b INCHE~
fO • 0.003bO ~AnIANS
AMPLITUDE OF INITIAL IMPERFECTInN IN TME X.DIR~CTION
AMPLITliOF (IF INITIAL IMPFRFECTION IN THE Y-DIRECTION
AIIIPUTIJOE OF INITTAL T"'IST











~AXl~IIM AVAILABLE VALUE OF RELtARLF SHFAR RIGI~!TY
FIRST TRJAL VALuE OF REL!A~Lf SHEAR RIGIOITV
MAXIMUM AVAILARLE VALuE OF R~LrARLF ROTATI~NAL RESTRAINT
FIRST TRTAL VALUE OF RFLIABLE ROTATInNAL RfSTRAINT
FASTFNfR SPACING










~O~tNT OF TNERTIA ABOUT x-x AXIS
MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT V.V AXIS
PRnOUrT OF INERTIA ~ITH RESPE'T TO X AND Y AXFS
nI~TANCE HETWEfN CENTROIO ANn SHEAR CENTfR
~ATIQ OF POLAR MnMf~T OF INERTIA ABOUT SHEAR CENTfR TO CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA
~T; VfNANT TnRSln~AL CONSTANT
wAqpINr. CONSTANT
q~APf FACTnR OF THF STUD cnEFINEn AS Q IN sECTION 1.6.1.1 O~ THE lq68 'OITTON OF AtSI'S
SPfCIFTrATInN FOR THE DFSTGN OF COLO-FORMED STEEL STRUCTURAL Mf~BFRS)
-6/-
DIAPHRAr.~ ~RUPfRTT~S nIAPHRAG~ DEFORMATIONS STUD DE~~RMATIONS
RELIAHLf SHEA~ RELIA81 E ROTATtQ~AL Cn~PUTEn cnMPUT~O nf'LFCTION IN THf C~MPUTED
RIGInYTv RFSTRAINT SH~AR ST~AI~ ROTATTON X.DIRECTIn~ ROTATION
===:=.======a==.==as=========:====================.=s=.=.===••=========•• ==••a.===•••••=•••=.=•• ==•••• ==•• == •••••=.:••
25.'0"0 0.: 0 tI 0 0.009 0~255 0.70& 0.255
30.000 0.01.10 0.007 0~2'33 0.b15 0~2B
3';.0(10 O~OtlO 0.005 0.219 0.559 0.219
40.non o.olln 0.004 0~210 0.521 0~210
a5.000 o.oao 0.001.1 0.203 0.4"" 0.203
50.01'10 o.oao 0.00\ 0"198 0.473 o~lqe
25.000 O.Otl'5 0.008 a ~2 tb 0.bl1 0.21&
30~OO(l 0.045 0.006 0~19q 0.535 O~lQq
35.,000 o.OtlS 0.00~ 0~lR8 0."e8 0,188
aO.(Ino 0.'01.15 0.001.1 n.1 Rl 0.1.I5b n.le\
45.000 0.,045 O.OOti 0.175 0."'32 0,17.,
Cio.ono 0.OU5 0.003 a~ 171 0.11111 !l.lH
25.ono O.. O"iO 0.007 0.:H~8 0.5t12 0.'188
30.ono 0.0';0 O.OOb 0.171.1 0.1.17& 0.114
35 •.0 n0 O.. O"iO 0.005 0"1&'5 0.1.111.1 0.165
40.000 0.0<;0 O.OOti O.'l,;q 0.1.10& 0.15Q
a5.000 o ",0 IIj 0 0.003 0 .. 154 0~38'5 O.l'5a




Program <;LOTS consists of the main of the program and one
subroutine: PeL. In the following pages, a listing of the main
and of the subroutine are presented. Each listing is followed
by a schedule of the variables used in the main of the program
or subroutine. The variables are summarized by types and
USED AT locat ions.
The integer variables J=5 and K=6 are used as input device
for read statements and output device for write statements
respectively. They are defined in sequence numbers 51 and 81 t
respectively, in the main of the program. If the computer
utilized by the user has different identity codes for the I/O
devices as presented herein, the user can simply assign the
proper identity codes to the I/O devices by altering the two
cards mentioned above. The read and write statements do not
have to be changed.
All the read statements are preceded by comment cards
describing the variables being read.
For the listing of the variables, the heading C*ICON ARRAY
is first printed, and all the integer variables used in the
main of the program or subroutine are then listed. After listing
the integer variables, a C*RCOM ARRAY heading is printed, and
all the real variables are listed.
J, DATE
REAL. MOD
ALL DTMENSIONS,LOADS AND STRESSES ARE IN THE fOLLOWING UNITS
EXCEPT WHERE NOT~D OTHERWISEa
PROGRAM SLOTS
(STUD LOAD WHEN BRACED ON TWO SIDES)
FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION ON THE USEAGE OF THIS PRUGRAM, THE USER




























































THIS PROGRAM DETE~MINES THE ALLOWABLE DESIGN AXIAL LOAD FOR
HINGED STUDS BRACED ON BOTH SIDES BY SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS. THE STUD
MAY BE A CHANNEL, ZEE OR I • SECTION,
SIMAAN,A.,WINTER,G.,AND PEKOZ,T,,"BUCKLING OF DIAPHRAGM
BRACED COLUMNS OF UNSYMMETRICAL sECTIONS AND APPLICATION
To WALL STUDS DESIGN",DEPT. OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING,
SCHOOL OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, CORNELL
UNIVERSITy,Rf~ORT NO. 353,AUGUST 1973
SIMAAN,A.,AND PEKOZ,Tt,"CULD~FORMED STEEt. WALL STUD
DESIGN",SECOND SPECIALTY CONFERENCE ON COLD"FORMED STEEL.
STRUCTURES,DFPARTMENT OF CIVIL FNGINEERING,UNIVERSITY
OF MISSOURI-ROLL.A,OCTOBER 22-24,19'73
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM PRESENTED HERfIN HAS ~f.£N PREPARED IN
ACCOROANCE WITH RECOGNIZED ENGINEERING PRINCIPLE8 AND IS FOR
GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY, THIS PROGRAM SHOULD NOT BE USED WITHOUT
FIRST SECURING COMPETENT ADVICE WITH RESPECT TO ITS SUITABILITY
FOR ANY GIVEN APPLICATION, THE PUBLICATION OF THF PROGRAM
PRESENTED HEREIN IS NOT INTENDED AS A REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY
UN THE PART OF AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE ~OR OF ANY OTHER
PERSON NAMED HEREIN. THAT THIS PROGRAM IS SUITABLE FOR ANY
-_. GENER AL UR PA RT I CULAR USE OR OF FREEDOM FROM INFR I NGEMENT OF ANY
PATENT UR PATENTS, ANYUNE MAKING USE OF THIS PRUGRAM ASSUMES ALL






GE = ELASTIC SHEAR MODULUS
010 REAO(J,1770)NRINT,ISEC,XL,H,B,D,T,QA,S,f,GAMD,FED,FY,XL1
MOO = ELASTIC MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
THE INPUT CONSISTS Of TWO CARDS FOR EACH CASEI
FIRST CARDs NRINT,ISEC,XL,H,B,D,T (FORMAT ?I5,5F10.4)
SECOND CAHD:QA,S,F,GAMD,FED,FY,X~1 (FORMAT 1Fl0.4)
TWO HLANK CARDS MUST BE PROVIDED AT THE END OF THE DATA CARDS TO




















































= RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY (KIPS)
= RELIABLE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT (K-IN/IN-RAD)
= DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN CAPACITY
= DESIGN ROTATIONAL CAPACITY









NRINT = 0 NO DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS TO BE PRINTED
1 DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS WILL BE PRINTED





XL = STUD LENGTH
H = DEPTH OF SECTION
B = FLANGE WIDTH
D = DEPTH OF LIP ,
.T = THICKNESS OF SECTIONQA = SHAPE FACTOR OF THE STUD (DEFINED AS Q IN
SECTION 3,b.l.1 OF THE 19b6 EDITION OF
AISI'S SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN Of













CO = IN THE X-DIRECTIUN = STUD LENGTH/350
00 = IN THE V-DIRECTION = STUD LENGTH/700



















































































CHECK POSSIBILITY OF BUCKLI~G BETwEEN FASTENERS


































CALCULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS





































































CHECK POSSIBILITY OF BUCKLING· BETWEEN··FASTENERS





















































































CHECK POSSIBILITV OF BUCKLING BETWEEN fASTENERS
DISTANCE BETwEEN FASTENERS • X~l
-CALCULATION UF SECTION PROPERTIES




















































































































CALCULATION OF IN~LASTIC BUCKLING LOAD

































































































































'GAMAD' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS
'GAMAD' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS



























































































1760 FORMAT(IH1, 1,9X,96HALLOWABLE DE5IGN AXIAL l.OAD FOR COLD~FORMED 5T5LOT4.
2EEL STUDS BRACED ON BOTH SIOE8 BY 5HEAR DIAPHRAGMS,I,5X,9bCIH:), SLOT4
3111) Sl.014.
1170 FORMA1C2I5,SFI0.Q,I,7FI0,4) SLOT4
1780 FORMAT(5X,38HOVERALL SECTION DIMENSIONS OF THE STUD,II,5H H =,F7.5LOT4.
23,7H INCHE8,lOX,24HOVERALL DEPTH OF SECTION,I,SH B D,F7,3,7H INCHSl.OT4.
3E8,10X,12HFl.ANGE WIDTH,I,5H 0 =,F7,3,7H INCHES,lOX,24HDEPTH OF ST5LOT4
4IfFENING LIP8,1,5H T =,F7,3,7H INCHE5,10X,20HTHICKNESS OF SECTIONSLOT4.
5,11) SLOT4.
1790 FORMAT(5X,20HDIAPH~AGM PROPERTIES,II,bH S =,F7.3,1H KIPS,14X, 8LOT4
223HREL!ABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY,I,bH F =,F7,3,3X,11HK.IN/IN~RAD,7X, SI..OT4
329HRELIABLE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT,I,bH GAMD=,F9,5,bH IN/IN,13X,28HD8LOT4
4ESIGN SHEAR STRAIN CAPACITY,I,bH FED =,F9,5,8H RADIANS,11X,2bHDESlSl.OT4
5GN ROTATIONAL CAPACITY) SLOT4
1800 FORMAT(bH XL.I =,Fb.2,4X,bHINCHE8,12X,lbHFASTENER SPACING,II) SLOT4
1810 FORMATc5X,31HMATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE STUD,II,5H FY =,P8,1,4H KSSLOT4
2I,12X,12HYIELD STRESS,I,5H E =,F8.1,4H KSI,12X,21HMOOULUS OF ELASS~OT4
3TICITY,I,5H G =,f6,1,4H KSI,12X,13HSHEAR MODUl.US,II) SLOT4
1820 FORMAT(5X,30HS£CTION PROPfRTIES OF THE STUO,14X,21HCUNITS ARE IN ISLOT4
2NCHES),II,bH AREA=,F7.3,lbX,20HCROSS.SECTIONAL AREA,I,bH IXX ~,F7.5LOT4
33,lbX,32HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT X·X AXIS,I,bH IYY =,F7.3,lbX,32HMSL.OT4"
:0. 10
rO. DATE
40MENT OF INERTIA ABOUT Y~V AXIS,I,6H IXV =,F7.3,lbX,47HPRUDUCT OF SLOT451
SINERTIA wITH RESPECT TO X AND V AXES) SLoT452
830 FORMATC5X,39HELASTIC BUCK~ING LUADS OF UNBRACED 8TUD,//,bH PXX =,FSLOT453
28.3,SH KIPS,10X,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT X-X AXIS,I,bH PYV =,F8.3,5HSLOT454
3 KIPS'lOX,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT y.y AXIS,I,6H P~Y :,F8,3,5H KIPS,SLOT455
410X,41HBUCKLING LOAD BASED ON PRODUCT OF INERTIA) SLOT45b
840 FORMATC5X,71HELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS OF STUD ~RAC~O ON BOTH SIDES BSLOT457
2Y SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS,II,SH P1 :,F8.3,5H KIPS,/,5H P2 =,F8.3,5H KIPS,SLOT458
311,SX,13HELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL TO DISTANCE BSLOT459
4ETWEEN FASTENERS,II,bH PCF =,F8.3,5H KIPS,10X,2SHBUCKLING ABOUT MISLOT4bO
5NOR AXIS,III) SLOT461
850 FORMAT(5X,71HMINIMUM ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD OF BRACED STUD (BASED OSLOT462
2N ABOVE RESULTS) =,F8.3,5H KIPS,IIIII) SLOT463
8bO FORMAT(5X,71HELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS OF STUD BRACED ON BOTH SIDES BSLOT464
2Y SHEAR DIAPHRAGMS,II,5H PI =,F6.3,5H KIPS,I,SH ~2 =,F8.3,5H KIPS,SLOT465
3/,SH P3 =,F8.3,SH KIPS,II,5X,1qHELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS BASED ON LESLOT4bb
4NGTH EQUAL TO DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,5H P4 =,F9.3,SH KIPS, SLOT4b7
510X,23HBUCKLING AijOUT y~V AXIS) SLOT4b8
870 FORMAT(5X,b7HCHECK WHETHER BUCKLING STR~SS IS IN THE ELASTIC OR INSLOT4b9
lELASTIC REGION, SLOT470
2 II,bH FeR =,F8.3,4H KSI,11X,15HBUCKLING STRESS, SLOT411
3 l,bH FLT =,F8.3,4H KSI,11X,25HPROPORTIONAL LIMIT STRESS,/lSLOT472
880 FORMAT(bH PA =,F8,3,5H KIPS,10X,81HINELASTIC BUCKLING LUAD (SEE SS~OT473
2ECTION 3.6.1.2 OF AISI'S COLD·FORMED STEEL DESIGN MANUAL),III) SLOT474
890 FORMAT(II,5X,b2HCHECKING DIAPHRAGM ADEQUACV POR COMPUTED BUCKLING SLOT475
2LOAD OF STUD,II,9H LAMBDA =,Fl0.5,10X,22HTRIAL REDUCTION FACTOR,I,SLOT47b
39H PR =,Fl0.S,SH KIPS,5X, SLOT477
434HTRIAL BUCKLIN~ LOAD OF BRACED STUD,I,9H FR =, SLOT478
5PI0.S,aH KSI,6X,39HAXIAL STRESs DUE TO lRIAL BUCKLING LOAD,/) SLOT47~
900 FURMAT(5X,114HTRIAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES (THESE HAV OE ELASTIC OR ISLOT480
2NELASTIC DEPENDING UPON MAGNITUDE OF AXIAL STRESS IN THE STUD),II,SLOT481
-34H E =,F8.1,4H KSI,13X,21HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY,I,4H G =,F8.1,4H KSLOT48~
4sI,13X,13HSHEAR MODuLUS,/) SLOT48~
910 FORMAT(5X,70HCOMPUTEO DEFLECTION AND ROTATION OF THE STUD UNDER TRSLOT48~
21AL BUCKLING LOAD,II,5H Cl =,F8.5,7H INCHES,9Xt29HOEFLECTION IN THSLOT48~
3E X-DIRECTION,I,5H El =,F8.9,8H RADIANS,8X,20HHOTATION OF THE STUDSLOT48~
4,/) SLOT~87
920 FORMAT(5X,18HDIAPHRAGM CAPACITY,II,8H GAMAX =,F9.5,bH IN/IN,bX,21HSLOT48~
2COMPUTED SHEAR STRAIN,I,8H GAMD =,F9.5,bH IN/IN,bX,28HDESIGN SHEASLOT~8~
3R STRAIN CAPACITY,I,8H FEMAX =,F9.5,AH RADIANS,4~,27HCOMPUTEDDIAPSLOT49C
4HRAGM ROTATION,I,8H FED =,P9,S,8H RAOIANS,4X,26HDESIGN ROTATIONASLOT491
5L CAPACITY, III) SLOT49~
1930 FORMATC6H IX1 =,F1.3,lbX,4QHMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT MINOR PRINCIPASLOf49.
2L AXIS,I,bH IX2 c,F1.3,16X,44HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT MAJOR PRINCISLOT49"
3PAL AXIS) SLOT49~
940 FORMATC2X,16HI • SECTION STUD,30X,8HLENGTH =,F7.2,7H INCHES) SLOT49t
1950 FORMAT(2X,16(lH.),II) SLOT49.
1960 FORMAT(2X,20HCHANNEL SECTIUN STUD,30x,8H~ENGTH =,F1.2,7H INCHES) SLOT49P
1970 FORMAT(2X,20(lH-),II) SLOT49 r




000 FORMAT(/,13X,85HALLOWABLE DESIGN AXIAL LOAD (BASED ON A CQSLUT502-
2LUMN FACTOR OF SAFETY OF 1.92) = ,F7,3,5H KIPS,I,12X,99C1H=» SLOT503'
010 FORMAT(5X,Q1HASSUMED INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS IN THE STUD,II,5H CO =,SLOT504
2F6.3,3X,6HINCH~S,9X,52HAMPLITUOE OF INITIAL IMPERFECTION IN THE X-SLOT505
3DIRECTION,I,5H DO =,F6.~,3X,6HINCHES,9X,52HAMPLITUDE OF INITIAL IMSLOT506
4PERFECTION IN THE Y-DIRECTION,I,5H EO =,F~.5,8H RADIANS,6X,2bHAMPLSLOT~07
SITUDE OF INITIAL TWIST,II) SLOT508
020 FORMAT(6H XO =,F7.3,16X,42HDISTANCE BETWEEN CENTROID AND SHEAR CESLOT509
2NTER,I,6H R2 =,F7.3,1 6X,15HRATIO OF POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUTSLOT~10
3 SHEAR CENTER TO CROSS-SECTIONAL A~EA,I,6H J =,F9.5,14X,29HST. VSLOTS11
4ENANT TORSIONAL cONSTANT,I,6H CW =,F7.3,16X,16HWARPING CONSTANT) SLOT512
030 FORMATC6H QA =,F7.3,16X,87HSHAPF. FACTOR UF THE STUD (DEFINED AS GSLOT513
2 IN SECTION 3,6.1.1 OF THE 1968 EDITION OF AISI'S,I,40X,69HSPECIFISLOT514
3CATION FOR THE DESIGN OF COLD~FORMED STEE~ STRUCTURAL MEMBERS>,II)SLOT51S
040 FORMATCbH PFE =,f8.3,SH KIPS,10X,23HTORSIONAL 8UCKLING LOAD,IIIII)S~OT516
050 FORMATC6H PXl =,F8.~,5H KIPS,lOX,40HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT MINOR PRINSLOT517
2CIPAL AXIS,I,6H PX2 =,f8.3,SH KIPS,10X,40HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT MAJOSLOT518
3R PRINCIPAL AXIS)' SLOTS19
060 FORMATCSH P5 =,F9.3,5H KIPS,10X,18HTOHSI0NAL BUCKLING,I,SH Pb =, S~OT520
2F9.3,SH KIPS,10X,23HBUCKLING ABOUT X-X AXIS,III) SLOT521
070 FORMATC5X,31HBUCKLING LOADS OF UNBRACED STUD,II,bH PXX =,F8.3,SH KSLOTS22
2IPS,10X,28H8UCKLING LOAD ABOUT X~X AXIS,I,bH PYY =,F8.3,5H KIPS,10SLOTS23
3X,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT V"Y AXIS,I,6H PXY =,F8.3,5H KIPS,10X,41H8SLOT524
4UCKLING LOAD BASeD ON PRODUCT UF INERTIA) SLOTS25













-9£1 117 11ft 140 162 21q 279 348 3bO
C••• J *
C• • • USED AT -51 -94
C••• K *
C••• USED AT "'81 105 119 120 122 123 125 126 127 13& 137
C••• USED AT 138 139 15& 15'1 158 167 1&8 185 18b 208 209
C• • • USED fq 210 219 220 251 252 253 272 273 274 275 284
e, •• USED AT 285 28b 305 .lOb 311 334 345 352 3~3 310 311
C••• USED AT 389 390 409 410 423
C•• , MOD *
C." USED AT -98 136 162 181 214 232 233 234 279 301 -337
C••• USED AT .341 345 348
C••• NRINT*
C••• USED AT -94 165 184 217 250 282 304 316 321 333 344




C,., USED AT 385 403 405
C". AREA *
C.,. USED AT
-1145 153 l~b -193 1914 201 202 208 -2&0 2b7 2&9
C. , • USED AT ?72 313 320 332
C.,. Al
*






C, •• USED AT -223 225 226
C••• A3
*
C••• USED AT .224 225 226
C••• A4
*
C, •• USED AT ~318 382 384
C•• ,. A5
*
C••• US EO AT -S19 382 383 384
C••• At>
*
C••• USED AT ... 380 382 383 384
C••• A7
*
C••• USED AT -381 382 383
C••• B
*
C••• USED AT ..Q4 127 -131 131 .. 133 133 145 146 147 150 151
C••• USED AT 193 194 195 196 199 203 204 205 260 261 262
C••• USED AT 263 265 26& 267
C••• CO
*
C, •• USED AT -112 "'115 115 13'1 365 '383 402
C•• , ew
'"
C•• " USFO AT .. 151 157 162 ..204 209 214 233 "'266 214 279 348
C• , • Cl
*





C" •• USED AT .38? 383 384 "401 402 404
C• • • DO
*
C••• USE::D AT 137 384 402
C, •• 0
*
C, • • USED AT -94 127 130 .. 134 l:S4 145 146 147 150 151 193
C••• USED AT 194 195 196 199 203 204 205 260 261 262 263
e••• UsED AT ?65 266 267
C•• " EO *
C••• USED AT -114 131 384 404
C••• El
*
C••• USED AT "36b 370 "384 -385 385 386 387 389 -404 ",405 405
C••• USED AT 40b 407 409
C••• FeR
*
c••• USED AT ..313 317 319 320
C, •• fED
"
C••• USED AT -94 138 371 390 410 IU~
C••• FEMAX"
C••• USED AT -368 571 "387 390 -407 410 415
C,., FLT
"
CI •• llSED AT -31's 317 319 336 340
C, •• FR
*









c••• USED AT -9~ 138 223 224 381 400
c••• GAHAX~
c••• USED AT ... 367 371 111386 390 .406 410 412
C••• GAMD ~
C• • • USED AT ·94 138 311 390 410 412
c••• GE
*
C, •• USED AT ~102 136 162 214 233 279 ..336 -343 345 348
C••• GI
*
c••• USED AT -342 343
C, • • Gl
*
e•• , USED AT -288 290 ?91
e,., G2
*
C••• USED AT -269 ?-90 291
c, •• G3 ~
e••• USED AT "'397 401 404
C,., G4 *
c••• USED AT .. 'S98 401 402 404
c." G5 *
c•• , USED AT "'399 401 402 404
"AGE NO, ll"
SEQ Il NO. DATE
C••• Go
'"
C, •• USED AT ..400 401 402
C••• HH ..
C••• USED AT ""126 2?3 224 381 386 ~OO 406
C, •• H '/(
e••• USED AT "'94 121 128 .. 129 129 145 146 150 151 193 195
C••• USED AT 19b 199 203 204 205 2bO 261 263 265 266 267
C••• PA 1(
C••• USED AT -320 322 324
C,I " PCF '/(
C,., USED AT -181 182 183 185 ..301 302 303 305
C• • It PCR
'"
C, ... USED AT ""'113 ·175 182 -183 186 "238 239 -240 241 ""242 243
c,._ USED AT "'244 245' -246 247 -248 253 -293 -295 302 -303 30&
C••• USED AT 313 ~324 331
C••• PFEF '/(
C••• USED AT -233 236
C••• PFE
*
C, •• USED AT 1b3 ll,,8 215 220 223 224 280 286 349 353 361
C, •• USED AT 400




C•• , USED AT ·104 162 181 214 223 224 232 233 234 279 301
e". USED AT 34~ 367 381 386 400 406
C•• " PI *
C• • , USED AT ""152 153 -201 202 -268 269
C" •• PR '#(
C,., USED AT ..331 332 334 365 3'18 379 380 381 383 3A4 397
e, •• USED AT 399 400 402 404 422
C,e. PXXF *
C••• USED AT .234 237
C••• PXX
*
C" •• USED AT 162 167 171 214 219 223 224 279 284 288 289
t. e , USED AT 34A 352 :579 59~
C••• PXY til
C. e • USED AT 163 167' 215 219 280 284 289 349 352 398
t , • , PXl )Ie
C• • " USED AT 103 215 280 285 349
C•• , PX2
'*
C••• USED AT 163 215 280 ?85 349
C. e , PYYF JlI






C••• USED AT 167 170 219 227 284 268 289 352 365 318 397
C,., PI '/(
C••• USFO AT "'170 172 17J 18S ..2?5 238 251 ,,290 292 293 305
OIDOGY=30
C• • • P2
*
C••• USED AT "171 172 1"15 185 -221, 239 240 251 "'291 292 295
C,., USED AT 305
C, •• P3
*
C• • , USED AT -227 241 242 251
C••• P4
*
C• • • USEO AT -235 243- 244 251
C, • , P5 '/(
C. , • USED AT -216 ?45 246 252
C••• Pb '/(
C• • • USED AT ·2~7 247 246 252
C• • • P '/(
C••• USED AT ,.422 423
C• • • QA '/(
C, •• LJS~O AT "94' 158 210 275 314
C••• R2
*
C, • • USE.D AT ... t~, 157 162 ... 202 209 214 222 223 224 233 ..269





C••• USED AT 225 226 270 211 290 291
C• • • S
*
C••• USED AT .94 138 170 223 224 227 286 289 365 378 381
e, •• USED AT 397 400
C • • • TMOD '"
e, •• USED AT "'~40 341 3Q?
C••• T
'"
C••• USED AT ",94 127 129 131 133 134 145 140 147 150 151
C••• USED AT 193 194 195 196 199 203 204 2bO 261 262 263
C••• USED AT 265 266
C• • • XBAR 'Ie
C• • • USfO AT -194 200
e, •• XI1
'"
C••• USED AT ""154 162 ..206 214 ,,270 27.5 279 301 348
C••• XI2
'"
C, •• USED AT "'155 162 ·207 214 ..271 273 279 348
e,., XJ 'Ie
C••• USED AT -150 157 162 ..203 209 214 233 "265 214 279 348
C, •• XLAM *
C••• USED AT -330 331 3'~4 ... 413 413




C, •• USED AT -94 139 181 232 233 234 301
C, •• XL
'*
e••• USED A.T -qq 112 -113 114 119 122 125 162 214 223 224
C, •• USED AT 279 34A 367 381 38b 400 40&
C••• XMBAR"
e, •• USED AT -199 200
C, • • xo
'*
C, •• USED AT -t4q 157 162 ..200 201 209 214 222 .. 2&4 274 27q
C•• , USED AT 348 380 384
C, •• XXI
*
C, •• USED AT .. 146 152 155 156 162 -t95 199 201 205 207 208
C, • , USED AT 214 234 -26t 268 270 271 272 219 348
C, • , XV!
*
C,., USED AT -148 156- 162 -198 208 214 ,,2&3 270 211 272 279
C•• , USED AT 348
C, •• VV!
'*
C••• US~D AT .. 147 152 154 156 162 181 -196 201 206 208 214
C, •• USED AT 232 -262 2&8 270 271 272 279 348
~o. DATE
SUl~ R[1 UTI Nl peL ( I SEC, x )( I , YYT, XYI , XLl , R2 , XJ , Cw, Mn () , (; E , PIE, XL, XI 1 , XI 2 , PC L 0
lPXX,Pyy,P~E,PXY,PX1,PX2) PCL 0
C PCl 0
C THIS SlJHRUUTINE IS llC)ED TO COMPUTE THE BUCKLING LOADS OF UNBRACED PCL 0
C STUDS. THE:: fHJCKLP~G LUADS ARf TAKEN AR[)UT THE x-x AXIS, Y-Y AxIS, .PCL 0
C THE MAJ nRAN f) MHI LI R PRINC I PAl AXES, f (j RSIn NAl ~H ICKLIN G ANI) peL 0
c nlJCKL1NG HASFlJ tit! THE PRfll1UCT OF INERTIA.. PCL 0
C pel 0










.GE NO • 2
Q. NO. DATE.




c• • • USED Ar .1 ?
C• • • (; F..
*
C • • • USED AT 1(>
C• • • PFF
*
C••• IJSEn A r -12
c•• • PIE
*
c••• USED AT 10 11 12 1 ~ tll 1~
C• • • P)(X
*
C••• USED AT -10
c••• PXY If
C• • • USED AT
-13
C• • • PXl
*
C• • • USED AT -ttl
c••• pX2
*
r: • • • USE.D AT -11.)
C• • • PYY
*
C••• USED AT -11
C• • • R?
*
c••• USED Al 1?
C• • • X11
*
C• • • lJSFO AT 14
C••• XI?
*
C• • • USED AT tc~
AGJ: N[J. ~
UJ. f'JU. DA 'fE
C• • • XJ
*
c••• lJSED AT 12
C• • • XL
*
r. ••• USED AT 1n 1 1 1? 13 111 11;,
C••• XXI
*
C• • • lisEn A f 1 I)
C• • • XVI
*
C• • • uSED AT t ~
C••• YYI
*




Program SLO~ consists of the main program and two subrou-
tines: PC,L. and ])PRQ~ In the following pages, the listings of
the main and of the two subroutines are presented. Each listing
is followed by a schedule of the variables used within that
particular listing.
The integer variables J=5 and K.6 are used as input device
for read statements and output device for write statements
respectively. They are defined in sequence numbers 97 and 98
in the main of the program.
Non-basic Fortran statements have been indicated by a field
of asterisks in columns 73 through 80 in both the program
listing and card deck•. A non-basic Fortran statement can be
found at sequence number 25 in the main of the program. This
particular statement REAL*8 C,Q,E,POL means that for the real
variables identified as C, Q,·E and POL, 8 bytes of core storage
have been specified. Another non-basic Fortran statement can be
found at sequence number 10 in subroutine1>PR~D. This statement
DOUBLE PRECISION Q,E,O,P,T,EXPT,ESAV,U,V,W,C,POL,EPS,DABS,DSQRT
means that for the named variables the approximate number of
decimal digits has been increased from 9 to 16. The user should
modify these two statements if they are incompatible with his
machine requirements.
For further explanation regarding the program listings and
schedules of variables, the user is referred to Appendix E.
-8i-
-~---- ~---------- .. _.._---- -_._------------_._----_ •..... -
: NO. 1
I .._~O , . DATE
DPRQCI~ .__.. .__ ._... . .____ _ .'_' ._._ .. _. .__ 0 PRQ0
C PROGRAM SLOS DPRQ~
,e (STUD LOAD WHEN BRACED ON ONE SIDE) DPRQ-
c . .._ . ___ __.. __ DPR Q:
,e OPRQ
.e THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE ALLOWABLE DESIGN AXIAL LOAD FOR O~RQ
~_c HI ~~EO__ S.!UDS BRACj:D _ON .. a~_E __SJ DE BY A__~H_E;_~!._._PJ_M~~RA(;~_. __I.IiE __S_IuQ DPRQ
.C MAY BE A CHANNEL, ZEE OR 1 • SECTION DPRQ
.e DPRQ
.C_____ __ .. _ _. __ _ DPRQ
.e THE COMPUTER PROGRAM PRESENTED HEREIN HAS BEEN PREPARED IN DPRQ
,e ACCURDANCE WITH RECOGNIZED ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND IS FOR DPRQ
.C GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY. THIS PROGRAM SHOU~D NOT BE USED WITHOUT DPRQ
~CF I RST-- SECURING- COMPETENT -ADV Icf-~H TH - RESPECT TO I T8 SUI TA8 11..1 TY--- DPRQ'
,C FUR ANY GIVEN APPLICATION, THE PUBLICATION OF THE PROGRAM DPRQ
.C PRESENTEO HEREIN IS NOT INTENDED AS A REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY DPRQ
,C--- ON THE PART OF AMERICAN-IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE .OR OP ANy OTHER DPRQ
.C PERSON NAMED HEREIN~ THAT THIS PROGRAM IS SUITABLE FOR ANY DPRQ_
,e GENERAL OR PARTICULAR USE OR UF PREEDOM fROM INFRINGEMENT OF ANY OPRQ
.t -PATENT' DR-PATENTS; -ANVONe:-MAKING-USE--OF-THIS-PROGRAM -- ASSUMES-ALl.-- DPRQ
,e l.IABII..ITY ARISING FROM SUCH USE. DPRQ
C DPRQ·------------------------_._.-. --'-. -------- --- --_._- -- ---_.. - -- - .
,e OPRQ'
• REAI..*8 C,G,E,POL .***
, e _. .. ._.. .__._._. . .... _. . . . . _.__ __________. DPRQ
~ DPRQ,
.~ FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION ON THE USEAGE OF THIS PROGRAM, THE USER DPRQ
.e IS REFERRED TOTHEUSERtS MANUAL AND THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS DPRQ
.c------······--··-·· -- --.- ----.--.---- . -.- -.--- ..------ .. '--"- -----....-.. -. -'-.. ...----. -- OPRQ
.C sIMAAN,A.,WINTER,G.,AND PEKOZ,T.,"BUCKLING OF DIAPHRAGM DPRQ
.~ BRACED CULUMNS OF UNSYMMETRICAL SECTIONS AND APPLICATION DPRQ
,e TO-WALL.--STUDS--DESIGN", DEPT~- OF STRUcTURAC-- ENGI NEER I NG, ---------- OPRQ
.e SCHOOL OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, CORNELL OPRQ
•C ". UN I VERSITY, REPORT NO ._353, AUGUST 1973 __ ...___ DPRQ
.C--- -------- - - -. -- - -------- - . ---- DPRQ
.C SIMAAN,A.,AND PEKOZ,T.,"COlD~FORMEO STEEL WALL STUD OPRQ
.C DESIGN",SECOND SPECIALTY CONFERENCE ON COLD~FORMED STEEl.. DPRQ
,e-------- STRUCTURES, DEPARTMENT-- 01"- CI VIL"-ENGI NEt:RI NG, UNI VERSt TY---' ----------- DPRQ
.e OF MlsS0URI.ROLLA,OCTOBER 22.24,1973 OPRQ
,e DPRQ
• e--·--------------···--·----·-- . -----.- ... ------.---. - .-.-----.... -..- --.. --.-------. -- -- .. -- _. -----.--- . --- -.- - - -- DPRQ
.C ALL DIMENSIONS,LOADS AND STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING UNITS DPRQ
Ie EXCEPT WHERE NOTED OTHERWISEI DPRQ,c--------------- -.- -----..-. -. ---.------ .....-.-----.-.--..-- ..---.------- ------- DPRQ
.e DIMENSIONS IN INCHES DPRQ
•e __ LaADS INK1PS DPRQ
.e STRESSES IN KSt DPRQ
.e OPRQ
.t DPRQ






DIMENSION P(3) DPRQ;re __. . . ._._ .... ... ._. .. _.. __._. ._._. __. . 0PRQ
.e DPRQ
.e THE INPUT CONSISTS OF TWO CARDS FOR EACH CASE. DPRQ,
.C_. ._ fIRST CAROl NRINT,ISEC,XL,H,B,D,T ... (FORMAT 215,5F10,4) DPRQ
.C SECOND CAROe QA,S,F,QAMD,FED,FY,XLl (FORMAT 7Fl0.4) DPRQ
,e DPRQ
Ie TWO BLA~K CARDS MUST BE_PROVIDED AJ~TJiE__EJ~Q._qF__ TH.E__DA1_~ l;.AR.Q_S__Jq DPRQ
.C SIGNIFY THE TERMINATION OF THE RUN DPRQ,
IC DPRQ
• C . ._______ _ _ .... OPRQ
IC NRINT ~ 0 NO DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS TO BE PRINTED DPRQ
,C 1 DETAILS O~ COMPUTATIONS WILL BE PRINTED DPRQ
.e .________ .. __ ..._.._ ... __..__._... OPRQ
.e ISEC • 0 PROGRAM WI~~ STOP OPRQ
.e 1 I-SECTIUN DPRQ
,c __. ._. ._ .. .2_ CHANNEL SECTION_. DPRQ
.e 3 ZEE.SECTION DPRQ
.e DPRQ
.,CSJ_UO_ DXl4.f;_~SI0NS_ . . . . ._. . . OPRQ
.C X~ :I STUD ~ENGTH OPRQ
.e H = DEPTH OF SECTION DPRQ,
•c . . ._. .B _. :1 _ FL. ANGE Wt DTH . . ..__ . .___ °PRQ
.e 0 = DEPTH OF ~IP DPRQ
Ie T • THICKNESS OF SECTION OPRQ
~ -----------.--~A- .. ---:a--S!t~~~c~~g~o~ :~~ 1~~~O~I~~E (~~:~N~g!~~O~· ~~ ~~~~
,C AISl'S SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN OF DPRQ




























,C S • RE~IAB~E SHEAR RIGIDITY (KIPS)IC---.----.--...---. -.-- --.- F . =-RELIABLE ROTATIONAL HES TRA I NT CK"'I NI I N"'RAD)
.e GAMD ~ DESIGN SHEAR STRAIN CAPACITV
IC FED __ ._.~_ D~~J~~._~QIAT~q~~~_e~_~.~cITY __ . .. .
• c---·--··-----·---·-·-···· ----.....
.C FY = MATERIAL YIELD STRESS FOR THE STUD










----.... _.. - _.... ~ .. _-------_._._-- "... "-'-'--'~"- ...._-_.~ ._.__ .__ ._--------_...- --





• E~ASTIC SHEAR MODULUSGE
.';'------- - ----- ,---_. - _.. _.- _.--
C MOD • ELASTIC--MOOULU5 OF-fL.ASTICITY
C
MOO=2CJSOO 0














_________P_IE=3.tq159_ _ . . .______ __ OPRQl
e DPRGl
.e N u M B E R OF BUCKLING MODES TO BE EXAMINED INU
'
DPRQl
C DPRQlHIGHE R- eueKlI NG-' M()DES~-ARE-' EX AM I NED- a yO-CONS I DER I NG·----------------~-- OPRQ 1
C SUFFICIENT NUMBERS OF 'NUI.IN THIS PROGRAM NU~1'2, •••• '10 DPRQl
,C_J ~_MUR_E__y_AI..UES_~~_e: __O~.~I~!J)_'.lH~tL_~H_~N~g_PltEsENJ_INU '_VAI.UE. _ DPRQ 1Ie DPRQ'
• NU=10 DPRQl&,___ _ ._. .. DPRQ
• WRITE(K,2280) DPRQ
.e DPRQ
.~ ASSUMED INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS DPRQ
IC--":":"'::": co::; IN--THE-- X"'O I RECT ION'--=--STUO-I..ENGTH/350--- .. - --.- --------- --- DPRQ
.e DO::; IN THE Y-DIRECTION a STUD LENGTH/700 OPRQ
,e EO::; INITIAL TWIST AT CENTER ~ 0,0003 RAD PER FOOT OF LENGTH DPRQ
-.. ----.--- ----'.--- ------.-.--------------.-.-- -.------.--- . -. -.- .-------.- ------. - _. -- DPRQ
• CO=XL/700. DPRQ
t 00= XL 17 00• _ .. _ _.. . ._ . __ .__ ._._ __ ._ __ _ __. . __ .__ _. 0PRQ
• EO.o.OOOb*(XL/2,)/t2. OPRQ
I CO=2.~CO OPRQ
I C .... . ._ 0PRQ
, I'(ISfC~O)2570~2570,1020 OPRQ
• 1020 GO TO(lOlO,1040,1050),tSEC OPRQ
._1Jt~JLWR I TE (K, 2450) _~L . ._. . .. __. . ___ _ __. __ .. __ .. _ DPRQ
• WRITE(K,24bO) DPRQ
• GO TO lObO DPRQ
, 1040 _W RITE(K , 2470 ) ~J.________ '__ . .. . . _._____ 0PRQ
• WRITE(K,2480) DPRQ
• GO TO lObO OPRQ
' __.1 050 _WRITE (K, 2490) X_L . . ._______ OPRQ
• WRrTE(K,2500) OPRQ
• 10&0 WRITE(K,2330) H,B,D,T DPRQ
• HH=H.__ .___ _ OPRQ
• H=-H"!'T---·------_·----- -"- _.- -_.---- -----------.- --- - --.-.-.-. --- - DPRQ
, IF (D~0.OOOOOOOl)1010,1070,1080 DPRQ
, lJ>"IO__ BillB· ( r/2. ) ..___ ___. __ . 0PRQ
I GO TO 1090 DPRQ
• 1080 BllIe-T DPRQ
• 0-0'" (T /2.) . ..._. D()RQ_
---_._... --~_._--_ ..-





;' __ WRITECK,23bOLFY,MOD,GE_ OPRQ
• WRITECK,2510) CO,DO,EO· -.-.-------------------.. -- ---.--.-- -. DPRQ
• WRITECK,23QO)S,F,GAMD,fED DPRQ
1 WRITE(K,2350) ~Ll . __._ DPRQ
I GO TO(1100,1300,1590),ISEC OPRQ
Ie OPRQ
.IC_. _.. __ ._ ..... _ . _.. . .. . .__ _.. _ _ _. ._... __....__ . .. DPRQ
,e CALCULATION OF sECTIUN PROPERTIES I~SECTION OPRQ
,e DPRQ
I-UO.O__ AREA=2. *T~ CH+6+i!. *0)__ ... . ._ DPRQ
• XXI=T*CH**3+3,*B*H**2+b.*0*(H-D)**2+2.*D*~3)/o. DPRQ
I YYI=a**2*T*CB+6.*O)/6. OPRQ
I XY1=0 .0 . .. _. ._.. .__._.__ ... 0PRQ
• Xo-o.o DPRQ
I XJ=2.*T**3*(B+H+2.*O)/3. OPRQ
1_ ..._.CWIIB**2*T* (B:*H**2+b. ~O_!llH_'Il'*2+12.*H*O*.*2.8. *0**3) 124. DPRQ
, PI=XXI+YYI OPRQ
I R2~PI/AREA DPRQ
I XI 1:I Y'f 1____ _ .__. . 0 PRQ
I XI2=XXI DPRQ
I wHITECI(,2370) AREA,XXl,YYI,XYI DPRQ
I__ WR ITE CK, 2520 L XO,B2,XJ,_CW __.. __ .... __. __ ._.. .... OPRQ
I WRITECK,2530) QA OPRQ
,e DPRQ
~_c::_~.kc..u_l.,AJ_t_Q~_Qf_t:L.A§_T_tC._B_lJ.Cl<J.,lN~_l.QAQ __l~SECJI9~L. . . ~~=:
• IFCNRINT-l)1120,1110,1110 OPRQ
1.-.111 O_WRI TE (K, 2250 ,. __.__.__._. .__. . ._. __ ... ._.... . ._._ .. . ._.. OPRQ
I WRITECK,22bO) DPRG
1 1120 CONTINUE DPR~
_I 00 11~O__.I=1 ,NIh 1 OPRQ
• AN~(I*1.)**2 OPR;
.e OPR~




I --G2=(PvY+S) 'Ie ( PFE+(s*CHH/2 I ) ~*2+F*(1I / AN) *(XL.I PIE) **2) / R2 ) .. C5*(HH/2 • 0PR'"
• 1)**2)/R2 OPR'
I P1.(~Gl+SQRT(Gl**2.4.*G2»/2, CPRG
.---- P2aC-Gl-SQRTCG1**2.,Q.*G2»/2.· .--------- -.- - OPRG
~. P3a(PIE**2)*MOO*XXl/eXL.**il OPRG
., PCCl)=Pl . . ._.. . __ OPRCi
" IfCPCCI).P2)1140,1t30,t130 OPR~
• l1JO PC(I)=P2 OPRG
·,1140IFCPCCI)-P3)11bO,1150,1150 DPRr'
• 1150 PCCI)=p3 OPR~
" 11bO CONTINUE DPR'
-L--_IEJ~J.. NT!1tl1~_Q_L1.1.1.0_,_.1_11_0__. .. . __ ....._.. _. _. .. .. _. .._.__._. _.. 0P_~ ..
-_•••.•_--_._- _.- -.- .- - •• --. -> ••_-- - ••• - -- ~.- - .---_•• - _._----- ~_ •. --_.__ .•• -
-11-




1170 WRITE(K,2270) MOD,GE,PXX,PVY,PXY,PfE,Pl,P2,P3,PCCI),I DPRQ~
;1J l80_CONT I NUE ._. .. ..... . ._._ _ . . DPRQ,-
I 1190 CONTINUE DPRQ~
,C OPRQ~
IC_.. .OPRQ50
,e TESTING fOR THE CRITICAL BUCKLING MODE AMONG THE DPRQ~
.C 'NU' MODES CONSIDERED AND THE CORRESPONDING HALF-SINE DPRQr
• C WA_YE_ .._._.(VAL.UE Of ~U ) . . . .__ _.._.. _.._.. .__ . .. .. _. __ DP RQ.
Ie DPRQ~
• PTEST=PC(l) DPRQ50
t . __ AN=1.0 . __ ._. DPRQ50
, NWAVE=l DPRQ.
• PCR=PTEST OPRQ~
, DO 1210 1=2, NU . .__.. .__.. ._._..._. _.. ...__._. DPRQ,
• IFCPCC!)-PTEST)1200,1200,1210 OPRQ.
• 1200 PTESTzPCCI) DPRQ.
• __._. ANaCIltl. )101r( . __. __ .______ DPRQ.
• NWAVE=I DPRQ.
• PCR=PTEST DPRQ·
.J?_tQ_CONT I NUE .. . .. __._._..__. ..__ .. __._ .. __ .._._.... _._. DPRQ.
• IF(NHINT.1)\Z30,1220,t220 DPRQ,
• 1220 WRtTE(K,2290) PCR,NWAVE OPRQ,
t l~J.Q__C.O~ TIN_UE ._. . ._...._._______________ _ ___ ._. . . __._.__ . ..... DPRQ.
•e DPRQ.
,e CHECK POSSIBl~ITV OF BUCKLING BETwEEN FASTENERS DPRQ,
,C._?1STA_ti~~_.~_;JwEJ£ ~~AsI~_N.~8~_~ __~L_l .. ....._._.. . . ._ _ 0 PRQ)F DPRQ
• PCr=CPIE**2).MOD*YVI/CXL1**2) OPRQ
,__IF(NRINT-O 1a5o, 1a40,.12Q_O_. .____ _ OPRQ
• 1240 WRITECK,~300) PCF OPRQ
• 1250 CONTINUE DPRQ
'-.._I F ( PC R"~J;:J_tt~I9_,J"?_!_Q.,t?_~_Q. ._._.. . .__._... _ ___ ..._.__. .... . . 0PRQ I
I 12&0 PCR=PCF DPRQ
• 1270 IF(NRINT-l)1290,1280,12aQ DPRQ,
, __ 1280 WRITECK,23aO) PCR DPRG,
• 1290' CONTINUE .-- - --. -- - - ..-.----. . - -- .. --- ----.... - DPRQ,
Ie OPRQ,
I GO TO 1840 __. . ._.__. . .__._._. __ .. . . . DPRQ
.t--_·_--··-- .---.-.-------. --. DPRQ,
,e DPRQ,
•e CALCULATION OF _.sEC T1ON p~()_e~_~JJJ.s. .._C_Jo!_~~!.NE_L. _J~ECTI ON_._ OPRQ,Ie DPRQ
• 1300 AREA=T*(H+2.0.B+2.0*D) OPRQ
• XBAR=T*(B**2+2.0*U*B)/AREA . ... .. ... OPRQ
• XXI=TJlrCH**3+b.O*B*H**2+b.O*D*(H-O'**2+2.0*O**3)/12.O· --.- ------- - DPRQ,
• VVI=TJlr8**~*(2.0*H*B+8**2+2.0*D*(2.0*B+3.0*H»/(l.O*CH+2.0*B+2.0*O)DPRQ
• 1) DPRQ
• --- ..-. XVI-O.O ---... _- .. -'-.. . - DPRQ
• XMBAR=(B*H'**2*T*(1.0+2.0*O/B-8.o*O**J/C3,O*B*H**2»/(4.0*XXI) DPRQ.
....I XOa~MB_AR+XBAR __. .___ OPJ~Q,




_NO. __ ... DATE
PI=XXI+YYI+AREA*XO**2 OPRQ~
-,_.__R2=PI/AREA ,________________ _ _ __ .. _ DPRQ~
XJ=T**3*CH+2.0*a+2.0*O)/3.0 OPRQ~
CW=(B*H*T)**2*(2.0*B*H**3+3.0*(B*H)**2+o,O*O*(H+2.0*B)*H**2+12.0*OOPRQ~
L l lt*2* (H+4. 0*B) +6. 0*D**~~_("HI14 .0_"6) +48 I 0 *0**4) I ( 144. O*X XI) OPRQ~
I XI1=YYI DPRQ~
• XI2=XXI OPRQ~
, WR I TE (K, 2370 ). __ ARE A., XX 1IV yttMl . . '. . .OPRQ ..
• WRITECK,2520) XO,R2,XJ,CW OPRQ~
• WRITE(K,2530) QA OPRQ~
.C_ ' . OPRQ~
.C CA~CULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD CHANNEL~SECTION OPRQ•
•e OPRQ~
t______lF (NRINT~l)1320,_1-3tO_._t31_0 _ . DPRQ~
• 1310 WRITECK,2250) OPRQ~
• WRITE(K,2260) DPRQ~
,-.1.320 __ CONTINUE DPRQ.
• DO 1440 I=t,NU,l DPRQ.
• AN=CI*1.)**2 OPRQ~
I_C_ __ _ __ ,_ __ __ _ 0PRG-
• CALL PCLC!SEC,XXI,YYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,ew,MOD,GE,PIE,XL,XI1,XI2,AN,PXXDPRQ.
• 1,Pyy,PFE,PXy,p~1,PXa) OPRQ.




----1 FE+PX xi +s* (HH/2. ; **2+F* «(.1 AN) *(XL/PI E),lr*2'" (S*HH/2. ,**2 ,--- .------ -DPRQ:
F2=~(R2*CPFE+PXX)+S*(HH/2.) ••a+F*(1./AN)*CX~/PI!)*.2.CR2"XO**2)*(PDPRQ,
, 1YY+S) _ _ H. 0PRQ,
• Fl~R2·XO**2 DPRQ-
• C( 1 )=11'0 DPRQ,
• C(t!)=Fl DPRQ,I -C ( J ) =F2 .------ ---- -------- -- - ---------------------------- -, 0 PRQ.
, C(4)=F3 DPRQ~
._____ Ie= ____ __ 0PRQ
• IR=3 DPRQ
,e DPRQ
,, GAL.LJ~f.J~_~l}(e,Jc, __Q,_E_,PO_L_,t.~,_t~RL______ . .___ _ DPRQ,
.e DPRQ
t VlaQ(l) DPRQ
1____ V2=(H2) __ '. _ .'.____ DPRQ,
.-----V3=Q(3)----- ----- DPRQ
• WI-ECI) DPRQ.
1_____ W2=E (2) . __ _ _ DPRQ
• W3=E C1) DPRQ,
I IF(Wl"O.O)1330,1340,1330 DPRQ
.1330 \'1=0.0 DPRQ,
• 1340 Pl=Vl DPRQ
I IF(W2~O.O)1350,13bO,1350 DPRQ










~. _ _.IF(I(\-O,OJ1370,13 8 0,JJ70 DPRCil3
- 1370 V3
a
O.O . -------.--- ···_ ...0.· ...__.. _ 0-.... ·. -.---.-._- .. 0-.-.-.--... OPRCil3
1380 P3=V3 OPRQ3
______.P ( 1) =P 1 _ .. _._. _. .... DPRQ3
P(2)=P2 DPRCil3
P(3)=P3 DPRQ3
PEST=10000000 0 DPRQ3_____ _ .. I .. . _. .. . .__ .. __. . ._.
DO 1410 N=1,3 DPRQ3
IF (P(N)eO.O)1410,1410,1390 DPRQ3
1390 IF (P (N) ,.PEST) l~OO, 1400 ,19J 0____. _ DPRCil3
1400 PEST=P(N) OPRQ3
1410 CONTINUE DPRQ3
.PC_' I) =PES T ... _ .__.. . ._____ __ . .._.. DPRQ3
Ir(NRINT~1)1430,1420,1420 DPRQ3
1420 WRITECK,2270) MOO,GE,PXx,PYY,PXV,PfE,Pl,P2,P3,PCCI),I DPRQ3
_1430 CONTINUE_. __ .__ .__.. . ... _. DPRQ3
1440 CONTINUE DPRQ3
C DPRQ3
C__TESTING fOR THE CRITICJL B~CKLING MODE AMONG _THE. __ . . .__ DPRQ3
C 'NUI MODES CONSIDERED AND THE CORRESPONDING HA~F.SINE DPRQ3
C WAVE (VALUE OF NU) DPRG3






























___ NWAVE=l ... _
PCR=PTEST
DO 11.1&0 I=2,NU







147 0 . WRI TE( K, 229 0 ) peR, N\II AVE--- -- . .-
1480 CONTINUE
C
C-·-CHECK· POsSI B1\.,.1 TY OF BUCKL I NG- BETwEEN FASTENERS
C DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS • XL1
C
p VYF=CPIE ... 2, 'Ilr MOD .. YVI I ( XL 1..*2) ... -. ... . ...
PFEF=(GE*XJ+CPIE**2)*MOD*CW/XL1**~)/R2
PXXF=CPIE*'A'2)*MOO*XXI/eXL**2)







-_._--_.__ ._- _.- _- _ -.. __.__ _._----_._------ _.






-. 1520 IPCPCR~P5)15AO,1540,1530-----'-"-'-.------- ..-.---.---- --- ....-----------.---..---.-----. DPRQ_
• 1530 PCR=P5 OPRQ
1_1540 _IFCPCR..Pb)1560,15bO,1550__ _ OPRQ~
• 1550 peR=Pb OPRQ~
• 15bO CONTINUE OPRQ
1_ I Fe NR INT'lIl ) 1560,157_9_,..1..5_10 OPRQ
• 1570 WRITECK,2360) PCR ------..------------..---- ····- ..---...--- .......·.....------·----..-------OPRQ
• 1560 CONTINUE DPRQ~
•c .. . __ _ _ _,, ._ , ". __ .. .. _.'_ ._. _ _ _.. _ DPRQ,
I GO TO 1640 OPRQ,
Ie OPRQ
.C__t_ALc.Ul,.~_T_I.C)~. O_F__s~clIOt·LPROE~.f!.T_I l;s ZIlt_S.EC._IIO.,N.__ ._ . . DPRQ
•e -----...--- --..... 0PRQ
• 1590 AREA=T~(H+2.0~Bt2.0*O) OPRQ
1 ........ XX I =T * (H**3+b. 0*B*H·**2+6. 0*D*.C.H.O )**2+2. 0*D**3) 112.0 . DPRQ
• VYI=2.0*B**2*T*CB+310~O)/3.0 OPRQ
1 XYl=B~T*CB*H+O*(H~D»/2.0 OPRQ
1 ._XO=OIO ..... ......... .... . _..... .. __ .. __ .._ ....._._.. ...... _OPRQ,
• XJ~T*~3*(2.0*a+H+2.0*D)/3.0 DPRQ
• CW=CB*T)**2*C2.0*H*~3*B+CH*B)**2+2.0*D*H**a*C3.0*H+2.0*B)+12.0*O**OPRQ
, 12*H* CH+B) +8, OIl1tD**3*(~_~2_,O_~~J+QJlr*~)I..U2. O~AREA) . ..... _.. . OPRQ
, Pl=XXItYYI DPRQ
• R2=PI/AREA OPRQ
• Xll=C(XXl+VYl)/2.)~SQRT(C(XXI~VYI)/2.)**2+XYI*~2) . DPRQ
X12= ( CxX1+ YYI ) 12 • ) +SQRT( ( (X XI" YYI ) 12 • ) **2... XYI **2) --------- ..... --.-.-----.-- --- 0PRQ
WRITECK,2370) AREA,XXI,YYI,XYI DPRQ
, __._... __ WR I TE C1(, 25bO) X11, XI 2 .. __ .__. OPRQ
• WRITE(K,2520) XU,R2,XJ,CW OPRQ
, WRITECK,2530) QA DPRQ
:~-CAL.CUCAT I ON-OF-ELASTI c--'aUCKL:I NG- LOAD Z"SEC TION .. ---------- --- "'---' .-. g:~~,
.e OPRQ
,_ .. IFC NRINT .. t)lbl0,lbOO,lo00 .. OPRGl
• 1&00 WRITECK,2250) DPRQ
• WRITECK,Z2f>O) OPRQ,
,_tb 1~_CONr 1NuE ... ".......__ ._ .__._ ... . DPRQ











I __J3_6~__t( ~_!tt_!'1/~.•_t~_~dL)JR~ __ ._ _.__ . ..__.__ _..__ ._ _ 0P~QI
----_..._--------_..._-_._------_._- ....._-------------_.... _.... --------- ... _....
-16-
FO=~81*PFE~B3.B2+Bb~PXX OPRr
-"' . F1=B3+B4 +B5~B2.B&. ... _.. ________________. ... _ OPRI"
:~ F2=-BI-B2 --------. OPR'
-. F3=1.0 OPR"
'._. ._. C(1 )=FO. . _. __ OPR'"
• C(2)=Fl OPR"
• C(])=F2 OPR"
t . C (4):r:F;I.__ .. .. _.__._... .. ._. _ _ ....__ .... OPRG
, IC:4 OPR'
• IR=3 CPRG
1 C .__ DPR'
• CALL OPRGlO(C,IC,Q,E,POL,IR,IER) DPRG
-.e OPRG
- I__.__VI:Q ( 1 ) .._ ._. _._.__._ _... ._.. _ _ __ .. . .. .OPR"
:, V2=Gl(2) OPR"
• Vl=Q(3) OPR"
1._ W1=E ( 1) __ OPR'"
.• W2=E(2) OPR'"
-, W3=E(3) OPR'"
1_ _IF (W 1·0.•_0J.1..~2_0,l~~QL1629 ..._.__. ._....__...._. .__ ._...__ .__. . . OPR"
• Ib20 VI-0,O OPRb
-. 1630 PI-VI DPR"
- 1_. _IF (W2"'0. OJJ 6a 0.1050, 1o_~LO..._._. .__. .. DP R"
-. 1640 V2=O,O OPR'"
-, 1050 P2=V2 OPR'"
'_. _IF(W3·0jt.O)lObO'1670,_1~bO_._._._ .. _. __ OPR"
16bO V3=O,O OPRG
· 1070 P3=V3 OPR"
t ..__ P(t)=Pt OPR'
I P(2)=PZ OPR"
I P(3)=P3 OPR"
. ,__.__ PEs.r= 10000000 .0 .. . . __ .. . ..._...... . __ __ __.. ..__ ._... _DPR"
-I DO 1100 N=1,3 DPR~
" IFCP(N)-O.O)1700,lTOo,lb80 OPR'"
• '- 1b 80 IF CP( N) ..PES T) t &90 , 1t>9 0 ,.1 1_00_ DPR':
, 1&90 PEST=PCN) OPR"
., 1100 CONTINUE OPRI"
•__ ._ ..__ PCCI)=PEST ._._ .. _. __ .... OPR"
-, IFCNRINTpl)1720,1710,11to OPR"
, 1710 WRITECK,2270) MOD,GE,PXX,PYV,PXY,PFE,Pl,Pa,P3,PCCI),I OPR-
I 1720. CONTINUE _ OPR-
" 1730 CONTINUE OPR"
~,e OPRta
.• e TESTING FOR THE CRITICAL BUCKLING MODE AMONG THE DPR r
~ , C-, NU, MOO e: S CON SID ERE 0 . AN 0 THE COR RE8P0 N0 I NG HALF..SINE 0PR'-
.C WAVE (VALUE OF NU) DPR~
-,e OPR'
, PTES T=PC C1) OPR'
• AN=1.0 DPR"
-'---__N~~Y~;:IL_. __. . . ... .__ . _ .. _._._. . ._ .._..._...._ OPR'
------ - ... "_. -"-- -- - -- .-- -~~ - -- . - .










-. 00 1750 1=2, NU _ _ . . .___ _ . . . DPRQ,
I IFCPCCI)-PTEST)1740,1740,1750 DPRQ,
• 1740 PTEST=PCC!) OPRQ,
L AN= (1 *11) **2 __ .___ _ __ _ DPRQ,
• NWAVE=I DPRQ
I PCR=PTEST DPRQ
•__1.J.50_CONT I NUE ..._.__ . DPRQ,
• IF (NR IN T"'01770, 17b 0,-176-0----·-----·-------·----------- -- . DPRQ,
• 1760 WRITE(K,2290) PCR,NWAVE DPRQ,
• 1170 _CONTINUE .. .______ _______._.____.______ DPRQ,
.e OPRQ,
.e CHECK POSSIBI~ITY OF BUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERS OPRQ,
.C~UJ1A~_CE __J3EJJ~EE~LF_A8JE~EB~ __~JL._l . . ._. . DPRQ,
It DPRQ,
• PCF=(PIE**2)~MOO*XI1/(XL1 ••2) DPRQ
1-. IFCNRINT-l)1790,1780,1780_____ DPRQ,
1 1780 WRITECK,2300) peF DPRQ,
• 1790 CONTINUE' OPRQ,
_._.. __ IF (PC R..p.Cf)_181 0 ,1~JO,_1_8_00 ._. ..__. ._.___ _. . .__. DPRQ
1 1800 PCR=PCF DPRQ
• 1810 IFCNRINT-l)1810,1820,1820 OPRQ
1_1820 . WRITE CK, 2J8 <tL fJC R ._ ._. . ... __ __ 0 PRQ,
I 1830 CONT I NUE OPRQ,
.C DPRQ,
_.~_----G(.LJQ---18-40-._---- . . .. .___________ _ .__.___ __.__ ~~:~:
,e C.~CULATION OF INELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD DPRQ
.c_ .__ _.. __ _ DPRQ,
1 1840 FC R=PC RI AREA OPRQ,
• FYIIFY*QA OPRQ,
I_. P~T=.5*FV ... . . .. .._._._.. __. ._. ._ ._. . ._.. _DPRQ,
• IF(NRINT.l)18&0,1850,1850 DPRQ,
·1 1850 WRITE(K,2390)FCR,FLT DPRQ,
. 1_18bO CaNT I NUE .__.. OPRQ,
• IFCFCR-FLT)1900,1900,1870 DPRQ,
• 1870 PA=AREA*CFY~FY**21(4••FCR» DPRQ
'-_ _ IF (NR I NT '" 1) 189 0 ,_1~8 9,1.8~_9 .________.__.___ _ "'_' _ DPRQ,
• 1880 WRITEC&,2400)PA DPRQ
• 1890 CONTINUE DPR~
• PCR=PA .. .__ DPRQ,
:.C DPRU
"C LOAD CAPACITY OF STUD OPRG
'1(;_ .... ._.__.. . .___ DPRG
'I 1900 00 2170 I=l,NU DPRG




-_1, .f~Jt~~Jit1I~-'-lJ ._._. . ..._. .. _. . __ ... ._._ ... ._.,__._._ .. _.... _._._ .. DPRG:
----_ ... _~..
. -.... ~--- "-






__ _ IF ( ~RI NT-1 ) 19;S 0 , t 920 , 1920 0PRQ~
~ 1920 WRITECK,2410)XL.AM,PR,F'R -------------.--.-----------------..----. ---- -----..-------- ...-----------. DPRQC"
• 1910 CONTINUE DPRQr
,____ IF (FR""FL T) 1940 ,1~40, 1~_50_________ DPRQ"
• 19QO MOO=29500,O DPRQ~
• GE.11300.0 DPRQ'
.__GO TO 1980 DPRQ~





1_1 900 _ WR 1TE CK, 21.420 )_~p_Otc.;_E___ ._________ __ __ OPRQ'
I 1970 CONTINUE OPRQ'
Ie DPRQ'
1_19_80 CAl. L PC L ( I SEC , XX I , VYJ , xYI , X0, R2, )(J , CW, MOO, G! , prE , XL. , x11 , )( 12 , AN , PxX0 PRQ'
• 1,PYY,PFE,PXY,PX1,PX2) DPRQ'
.e OPRQ"
1__ ._ IF CNR I NT" 1) 20 00,1990, 199 0 . . . . __ OPRQ'
I 1990 WRITE(K,2540) PXX,PYY,PXY DPRQr
I ~RITE (K,2550) PFE DPRQ'
I ~OOO CONTINUE OPRQ'
.C ----.. ---->- .. -- .... -- .------ .- ----------- -- .------------------ --------- -- DPRQ'
.e DPRQ~
.C_CHECKING THE DIAPHRAGM ADEQUACY .. DPRQ'
-:. - -------- --- - -.-- -- --- - ..-_ .. - -- .. ------.. - ---- '--- --.-----.----.- -- - .-----------. . .- .-- ---.- ..-- -- -------- .. ,,--- DPRQ'
I W=NWAVE*1.0 OPRQ'
, GO _JO (2010, 2040 , 2070 ) , IS EC ._ . 0PRQ'
• C DPRQ'
.C CHECK I GAMAD' + 'FfD' REQUIREMENTS I-SEC DPRQ'
IJ:_ . __ ...._ . .__......_. .___ _.... .___ DPRQ
.2010 A1:PVy.PR4050PRQ'
• A2....S*HH/2. DPRQ'
' .. ~ ... __ . AS=R2*(PFE.PR) +S*CHH/2 • ) **2. ( 1• / AN) *F*(XL.I PIE) *'" 2 0PRQ'
• Cl:PR*(A5~CO/W.R2*(EO/W)*A2)/(Al*A5~A2**2) . DPRQ'
• El=PR*(A2*CO/W.R2*(EO/W)*Al)/CA2**2.Al*AS) DPRQ~
• GAMAX=P I E*W* (C 1wE 1.~~Hl2 .>-[~-'. . .. OPRQ'
, GAMAX=ABSCGAMAX) OPRQ
• FEMAX=ABSCE1) DPRQ
.__ IFCNRINT~1)2030,2020,20_2o. ._ .... DPRQ
• 2020 WRITECK,2430) Ci,EI DPRQ
• WRITECK,2(40) GAMA~,GAMD,FEMAX,FED,NWAVE OPRQ
._~Q~_O__ CONTINUE .. _.______ DPRQ
• GO TO -2100 OPRQ'Ie DPRQ
Ie CHECK 'GAMAD' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS CHANNEI.t1tSEC DPRQ'
IC DPHQ
• 20QO F4=PYY.PR+S DPRQ






.~ F7=PR*XO __ DPRQ'
• F8aR2*(PFE-PR)+S*(HH/2.)**2+Cl./AN)*P*(X~/PIE)**2 DPRQ
• OET=F4*(Fb*F8·F7**a)~F6*F5**2 OPRQ
1____ C1=PR* (CO/WlII CFb*F8-F7**2 t+F..,*F.5* (DO/W-X01llEO/W) -F.*F5* (R2*EO/W .. XO*DOPRQ
, 10/W»/DET - DPRQ
• El=PR*(-CO/w*F5*Fb~Fq*F7*(OO/W.XO*EO/W)+F4*Fb*(R!*EO/W-XO*OO/W»/DOPRQ'
• 1ET _ __ ___ _ DPRQ
• GAMAX=PIE*W*(Cl ..El*HH/2,)/XL OPRQ
I GAMAX=ABSCGAMAX) DPRQ
, FEMAX=ABSCEl )_____ _ OPRQ'
• IFCNRINT-l)20bO , 20S0,20S0 OPRQ
• 2050 WRITECK,2430) Ct,Et OPRCil
'- _ WRIT E (K , 2!litQJ GA t~tA ~,_ G_A MD_,J::f;~A ~ ,£ED,~ ;iAV E__ _ 0PRQ
• 20&0 CONTINUE DPRQ'
• GO TO 2100 DPRQ
,C__ OPRQ
,e CHECK 'GAMAO' + 'fED' REQUIREMENTS Z.. SEC DPRQ
,e OPRQ
._~Q.I_O_ F1=PYY,,~.R .... s __ __ ____ _0PRCil
• F2=PXY OPRQ'
• F3:-S*HH/2. DPRQ
• F'4=PXX-PR _ __ _ DPRQ
,FSa(PFE..PR)*R?+S*(HH**2)/4.+Cl./AN)*F*CX~/PIE)**2 DPRQ
-, DET=Fl*F4*FS-CF2*1lI2)*FS"CF3**2)*F4 DPRQ'
...l C1=PR* (CO*F 4*F5/W",Ou.F2*P5/W... EO,JIf3"" 4*Rt?/W) IDET . . OPRQ
El=PR*(~CO.F3*F4/W+DO*F3*F2/W+EOtR2"'CF1*F4~F2**2)/W)/OET OPRQ'
• GAMAX=PIE*W*(C1·El*HH/2.)/X~ OPRQ
1 GAMAX=ABS (GAMAX) DPRCil
• FEMAX=ABSCE1) OPRQ
• IFCNRINT"'1)2090,2080,20ao OPRQ'
:,_?J~~..Q. __WRITE(K,2430)_Cl,E1 _.. _ _. OPRQ'
• WRITE(K,2~40) GAMAX,GAMD,FEMAX,PED,NWAVE OPRQ
" 2090 CONTINUE DPRQ
"._2100 IFCGAMO~GAMAX)2110,212~~2120____ OPRQ
,2110 XL.AM=XL.AM",.Ol DPRQ'
• GO TO 1910 DPRQ'
1__2120 . IF (FED"'FEM AX) 2130 I 21401._a1_~O_________________ __ __ OPRQ'
• 2130 GO TU 2110 DPRQ'
• 2140 PALLaPR/l.92 DPR&
.__ IF(NRINT"l )2160,2150,2150 DPRQ'
", 2150 WRITECK,2220) NWAVE,PR,PA~~ OPRQ
~. 21&0 CONTINUE DPRG
:: czlIo __CO~T 1~UE -----------_ - -_____ ~~~~




---I -_~~_~flf:~l .______________ ___ ___ . . _0___ 0PR~




00 2190 I=2,NU DPRQ,
.. IF (PRM I N( I) -PTEST.> 2180., 21-':\ 0,2.19.0 .. .0__._ __ DPRQ,
• 2180 PTESr=PRMINCI) DPRQ,
• NWAVE= I DPRQ,
'--0 PR=PTEST __.. __ 0.__ DPRQ,
• 2190 CONTINUE DPRQ,
• IF(NRINT~1)2210,2200,a200 DPRQ,
L_22 00 \tl RI TE( K, 22.39 )PR,N WAVE 0PRQ,
• 2210 CONTINUE - .-----.-.--.--.------.-.------- ..... ---.... - .....-...- OPRQ,
.e DPRG,
,C . DPRQ,
,e ALLOWABLE LOAD OF STUD DPRQ
.e DPRQ,
II C .._. __._. ._... .. _. . .. .__ ._ . _.. _._ .._. ...._.. _.. . ... .. OPRQ,
.• PALL=PR/l.92 OPRQ,
• WRITECK,2240)PALL. OPRQ,
t C_._ .. .. __ _ __ .. DPRQ,
-,e DPRQ,
• GO TO 1010 DPRQ,
,C OPRQ,
.-2220 FORMAT(II,5X,77 HCRITICAL-BUCKLING LOAD OF THE-BRACEDSTUO"FOR GIVEOPRQ,
, aN NUMBER OF HALF.SINE WAVES,II,8H NWAVE .,I4,17X,25HNUMBER Of HALFDPRQ,
•. :\.SINE . WAVE~" , 8H_PR . =,F' 8 , :s ,5H KIPS, 8X, 22 HCRI TIC ALB UCKLIN G. LOA D0PRQI
• 4,1,8H PALL =,F8.3,SH KIPS,8X,27HALLOWABLe DESIGN AXIAL LOAD, OPRQ,
., 511111) DPRQ,
.~~_~.Q FURMA T(I, 39H til NI MUM BUCI<L;NG L.OAD Of BRACED_STUD=,!.8 t 3, ?!:Lj<IPS, . OPRQ,
230X,27HNUMBER of HALF"'SINE WAVES =,13,/) - DPRQ,
· 2240 FORMATC/,t3X,85HALLOWABLE DESIGN AXIAL LOAD CBASED ON A CODPRQ,
• 2LUMN FACTOR OF SAFETY OF 1,92) = ,F7.1,5H KIPS,I,12X,Q9(lH:» DPRQ,
, 2250 FQRMATC1Hl,' -.. 119(lH=>,1,28X,11HBUCI<LING LOADS 01' UNBRACED STUD,qXDPRQ
• 2,29HBUCKLING LOADS OF STUD BRACED,I,b&X,l2HON ONE sIDE BY A SHEAR OPR~
• 3DIAPHRAGM,3X,7HMINIMUM,SX,bHNUMBER,I,11H MODULUS OF,3X,5HSHEAR,2bXOPRQ,
-, 4,8HBASED-"ON;~8)(,8HBUCKLING,4X,7HOF-HA~F) - .. ----.- -..----.... - DPRQ,
., 2260 FORMAT(11H E~ASTICITy,2X,7HMODU~US,3X,8HX~X AXIs,3X,8HY.Y AXIS,2X,DPRG
",_ 221HPRODUCT OF TORSIONAL,36X,7HLOAD OF,6X,4HSINE,I,46X,7HINERTIA, DPRG
• ---" ·]17x,2HP1,9X,2HP2,9X,2HP3,SX,11HBRACED STUO,4X,SHWAVES,I,lX, OPRQ,
• ~119(lH=» DPRG
L.2 27 n_FOR MAT (2FlO. t , 8F t 1 • 3 , 7 X, I 2). _. _ .. .. 0 PRQ,
• 2280 FORMAT(lHl, 1,5X,95HALLOWABLE DESIGN AXIAL LOAD FOR COLD.FORMED STDPRG
• 2EEL STUDS BRACED ON ONE SIDE BY A SHEAR OIAPHRAGM,I,5X,9S(lH=), OPR~
t 3111) DPR~
-. -2290 FORMATCII,8H PMIN =,F8.3,5HKIPS,8X,b9HMINIMUM ELASTIC BUCKLING LOPRG
-. 20AO oP BRACED STUD CBASED ON ABOVE RESULTS),1,8H NWAVE =,I4,17X, DPR~
., 355HNUMBER Or HALF-sINE wAVES FOR THE MINIMUM BUCKLING LOAD,II) OPRG
". 2300 FORMAT(5X,73HELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD BASEo ON LENGTH EQUAL TODISTANDPRG
, 2CE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,bH PCF D,F9.3,SH KIPS,9X,25HBUCKLING ABOUTDPRG
., 3 MINOR AXIS,IIII) OPRG
• 2310 FORMAT(SX,74HELASTIC BUCKLING LOADS BASEO ON LENGTH EQUAL TO DISTADPRQ,
~t 2NCE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,5H P4 =,F9.3,5H KI PS,10X,23HBUCKLt NG ABOUOPR~
_~ 3T V",Y AXIs",5H P5 =,Fq.3,5H KIPS,10X,18HTORsIQNA~BUCKLING",5H POPR~
------_._-------- --_._..__._._-----_._--_."~--.-.~.__•.._.-._. _._---~_._--~.- .. _- ~ .._--_.- . -------- ---"-" - .. - - - -_ .. --




46 =,F9.3,5H KIPS,10X,23HBUCKLING ABOUT X~X AXIS,IIII) OPRQ,
. _2J20_FORMATC215,5FI0.~,1,7FI0tq) OPRQ,
I 2330 FORMAT(5X,38HOV~RALL SECTIO~-DIMENSIONSOF-THE STUD,II,5H-H -,F7.DPRQ,
• 23,7H INCHES,10X,24HOVERALL DEPTH OF SECTION,I,5H B a,p7.3,7H INCHDPRQ,
.- lES,10X,12HFl,ANGF. WI0TH,I,5H 0 =,F7,3,7H INCHES,10X,2'lHOEPTH OF STDPRQ,
I 4IFFENING LIPS,I,5H T =,F7,3,7H INCHES,10X,20HTHICKNESS OF SECTIONDPRQ,
• 5,//) OPRQ,
._23_4_~_ FORMAT(5X,2QHDIAPtiRAGM PRO~ERTIES,ll,bH S _ ~,F7 .3,7H KIPS,14X, CPRQ,
• 223HRELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY,I,&H F =,F7.3,3X,11HK~IN/IN~RAO,7X, DPRQ,
I 3Z9HRELIABLE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT,I,bH GAMO~,Fq.5,bH IN/IN,13X,28HDOPRQ,
1 4ESIGN SHEAR STRAIN CAPACITY,t,bH YED_!,~9.S,8H RADIANS,11X12b~DESIDPRQ,
, 5GN ROTATIONAL CAPACITY) DPRQ,
I 2350 FORMATC6H XLi =,Fb.2,qX,bHINCHES,12X,lbHFASTENER SPACING,II) DPRQ,
.~~~j) FURMA T( 5X, 31 HHATER I AI. PROPE~IIES OF JHE _STUD, II, 5H FY I: ,F8, 1, ~H KSDPRQ,
• 2I,12X,12HVIELO STRESS,I,5H E -,f8.1,4H KBI,12X,21HMOOU~US OF ELASDPRQ,
• 3TICITY,I,SH G =,F8.1,4H KSl,12 X,13H8HEAR MODULUS,II) D~RQI
._~370 FORMAT(5X,30HSECTION PROPERTIES OF THE STUD,14X,21H(UNITS ARE IN IOPRQ,
, 2NCHES),11,6H AREA=,F7.3,16X,20HCROSS~SECTIONAL AREA,I,bH Ixx =,F1.DPRQ,
• 33,16X,JZHMOMENT OF IN~RTIA ABOUT X-X AXIS,I,bH IYY =,F7.3,lbX,32HMDPRQ,
, 40MENT OF I NE8T I A AAOUT ~ ... ~ AXI S,I, bHIX_X__ ~,_F7.3, 1bX_,__~Lt!J~J~UD_~C_T_9f_ DPRQ,
• SINERT!A wITH RESPECT TO X AND Y AXES) DPRQ,
, 2380 fORMAT(5X,71HMINIMUM ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD OF BRACED STUD (BASED ODPRQ,
._ 2N ABUVE RESUt..TS) =,FB.3,5H__ KtPS,11111) _ _ OPRQ,
• 2390 FORMAT(SX,b7HCHECK WHETHER BUCKLING STRESS IS IN THE ELASTIC OR INOPRQ,
.• lEL.ASTlC REGION, DPRQ,
, 2_________ __ II, bH FC R =, f8 ,1, 4H 1<81,11 X, 15HBUCKL I NG_ STRESS, DPRQ,
3 l,bH FLT =,F8.3,4H KSI,11 X,25HPROPORTIONAL LIMIT STRESS,/)OPRQ,
t 2400 FORMATCbH PA .,F8.3,SH KIPS,10X,87HINELASTIC BUCKLING 1.0AO (SEE SOPRQ,
, iECTION 3.6.1.2 OF AISI's COLO.FORMEO STEEL DESIGN MANUAL),III) DPRQ,
• 2410 FORMAT(II,5X,b2HCHECKING OIAPHRAGM ADeQUACY FOR COMPUTED BUCKLING DPRQ,
• 2LOAO OF STUD,II,qH LAMBDA o,fl0.S,10X,22HTRIAL REDUCTION fACTOR,I,DPRQ,
-. 39H PR __ =,F10.5,51-4 KlPS,5X, DPRG
-. 434HTRIAL BUCKLING LUAD OF BRACED STUD,I,qH FR =, DPR~
I 5Fl0.S,4H KSI,bX,3 QHAXt AL STRESS DuE TO TRIA~ BUCKLING LOAD,/) DPR~
't~__2420 fORMAT(SX,114HTRIAL MATERIAL. PROPERTIES (THES! MAY BE EL.ASTIC OR IDPRG'
• 2NE~.STIC DEPENDING UPON MAGNITUDE OF AXIAL STRESS IN THE STUD),II,DPR~
• 34M E =,F8.1,4H KSI,13X,21HHOUULU8 OF ELASTICITY,I,4H G =,F6.1,4H KDPR~
,_ 4sI,13X,13HSHEAR MODULUS,/)_ .... _ DPRft
• 2430 FORMATC5X,7oHCOMPUTED DEFLECTION AND ROTATION OF THE STUD UNDER TRDPR~
I 21AL. BUCKLING LOAD,ll,SH Cl =,P9.3,7H INCHES,8X,29HDEPLfCTION IN THDPR~
• .3E X.OIRECTION,/,SH E1 c,F~.~,8H RAOIANS,7X,20HROTATION OF THE STUDCPR~
• 4,/) . DPR~
3. 2440 FORMATC5X,18HOIAPHRAGM CAPACITY,II,8H GAMAX =,F9.4,&H IN/IN,bX,21HDPR~
., 2COMPUTED SHEAR STRAIN,I,8H GAMD =,FQ.4,bH IN/IN,bX,28HDESIGN SHEAOPR~
";,---lR STRAIN CAPACITY,I,8H PEMAX =,P9.4,8H RAOIANS,4X,27HCOMPUTED DIAPOPR<L
~. 4HRAGH ROTATION,I,BH FED =,f9.4,BH RADIANS,4X,2bHDESIGN ROTATIONAOPRG
" 5L CAPACITV,I,8H NWAVE =,I4,17X,25HNUMBER OF HALF-SINE WAVES,III) DPR~
• 2450 FORMAT(2X,lbHI • SECTION STUD,lOX,8HLENGTH o,F7.2,7H INCHES) DPRG
" 24bO FORMATC2x,1&(lH.),II) DPR~
--L~4J_~O_!ORM~TJt:X_,_20_~S;_!'iAti_~E~~EqJ)O~_~JU0,_3Q~ ~~_H_L~~G TH .~, F7 •~ ,]t! INCHES) OPR~





.:;. 2490 FORMATC2X,18IolZEE - SECTION.__STUD,3_0X,5HLENGT",_ a,F1.2,.1.H INCHES) DPRQ
-, 2500 FORMAT(2X,18(lH.),II) DPRQ
• 2510 FORMAT(5X,41HASSU MEO INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS IN THE STUD,II,5H CO =,DPRQ
• 2Fb.3,3X,bHINCHES,9X,S2HAMPLITUOE OF INITIAL IMPE~FECTION IN THE X.OPRQ
, 3DIRECTION,I,5H DO =,Fb.3,3X,bHINCHES,9X,52HAMPLITUOE Of INITIAL IMOPRG
• "PERFECTION IN THE Y~DIRECTION,I,5H fO =,F8.5,8H RADIANS,8X,2bHAMPLDPRQ
"f 5ITUOE OF INITIAL TWIST,/I) DPRQ
;-2520 FORMAT(bH XQ =,F7.3,lbX,42HDISTANCEBETWEEN CENTROID AND SHEAR-CEOPRQ
• 2NTER,I,bH H2 c,f7.3,lbX,75HRATIO OF POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA ABDUTOPRQ
,_. 3 SHEAR CENTER TO CROSS",SECTIONAL AREA,I,bH J =,Fq.5'1~X'29HST. VOPRQ
• 4ENANT TORSIONAL CONSTANT,I,oH CW =,F1.3,lbX,lbHWARPING CONSTANT) OPRQ
• 2530 FORMAT(bH QA =,F7.3,lbX,81HsHAPE FACTOR OF THE STUD (DEFINED AS QOPRQ
.• 2 INSECTI UN 3. b • 1 • 1 0F TtfE 19 b 8 EO I TION 0F AI SI IS, / , 4 0 X, b 9HSPEe I FlO PRQ
:, lCATION FOR THE DESIGN OF COLD8FORMED STEE~ STRUCTURAL MEMBERS),II)DPRQ
, 2SQO FOR~AT(5X,31HBUCKLING LOADS OF UNBRACED STUD,/I,bH PXX =,F8,3,5H KDPRQ
' . i IPS, lOX, 28HBUCI( L.. I NG LOAD ABOUT Xlit X AXIS, I , ~H PYV =, PB• 3 , 5H KIP S, 100PRGl
, 3X,28HBUCKLING LOAO ABOUT y.y AXIS,I,6H PXY ~,F8,3,5H KIPS,10X,41HBDPRQ
• 4uCKLING LOAD BASED ON PRODUCT OF INERTIA) DPRQ
,_2550 __ FORMAT(bH PFE =,Fa.3,5H KIPS,10X,23HTORSIONAL BUCKLING 1..0AD,/) DPRQ
• 2560 FORMAT(bH IXI .,F7.3,lbX,44HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT MINOR PRINCIPADPRQ
:, 2~ AXIS,I,6H IX2 :,F1:3,lbX,44HMOMfNT OF INERTIA ABOUT MAJOR PRINCIDPRQ
.II _. ._lPAI..AXIS) _____._. .____ DPRQ
",e OPRQ
" C OPRQ
1__~.sr.Q STOp_______ _ _ .. ._. ._________________ .. .__ . . __ DPRQ'
END DPRQ
-----_._. ~ .. _---_.__ ...- -
-------. _.. _._..._._-~--_._~---- . -_..- -- .-
------._-----------_._-----------_._--------------- ._- ----_.----- _. ----- - -_. --- ---
~ --.__..~ ._-- -.. -~. -------~--- ._- ...~- ..- . - .-.,. - _.- .~ - .. -.
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USED AT .~85 288 ~409 412
C•• , USED AT 288 412
______________.. . ·_._.·__ ~w._. ..
C••• IR *'
--- ----------
C••• USEDAT .28b 288 __411 410 __ 412 _
C, •• 18EC '"
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---------------------------------
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--------------
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_____ C••• USED AT -\ 05 15~__185_J9~ lO 1 02.28 ?1l_~ \0__342_343 344
Ct ,. USED AT 392 440 4~0 _50& .510 514 511
C,It , NRINT*
c- - t ••
Ct ,. USED AT 185 439 499 4~7 412 483 488 502 51]520 541
C". NU
e,.. USED AT -119 182 214 2&8 328 389 45a 495 bOI
C•• , NWAVE*
460 __ ..497 528
~--_._~-~_... - -- - -_.....~._._. __.._- ._--
C, •• N • -----------------
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-_0 --- . 00 0 0__. --
C, •• ABS *
C. t , _
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0
5 80
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~C!o' •__ 0 USED.AT 517 535
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-c~-~. -AffE A--- *
.--..-........
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_." --- . -. - -_._-_.~--"- .._--+~ --- -_.- -,- _. - _. - ._..... - .- - - ... "--'-"
SEQ. NO,
. -._.-._....- _.~_ .._--
..________. ___.___..__.________ PATE
--._-
C" •• USED AT 1Il10L 143 _"147 ___ 147__"149 __ 149 lb1 __ 1b2 __ 1&3 _ lbb 167-_. . ...
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C, •• USED AT 30Q 371 37t! 37!
C,~. CO ..
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--
... - - --_..
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*
c. t , USED AT -167 173 18S -254 259 271 343 .372 380 392 517
- --
c" •• el ..
C,~. USED AT ..53& 538 542 -555 559 5&3 ..57& 578 582
_____ .ell" C .*
C, ••
99QQQOIIJOGY=30
C, •• OET •
C, •• USED AT -554 55b558 -575 57& 517
_____ C". DO
C... USED AT 153 555 556 551 576 577
e... 0 *
C,., USED AT -101 143 14& -150 150 1&1 1b2 163 lbb 161 243
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C••• USED AT 582
C", E "
... _--_._--------_._._----------------------- ---
CIII ., FCR *
-_._- ----•.._-_._._--.----_._.- ----_._--._---_._------_._----_._-- ._------- - --- -- - -._- -- ----- ---- - --- -- -- ---
C,.. USED AT -480 484 486 481
.C... FED
'* _.. _- --------_._---_._--_._----------
C,II •• USED AT -101 154 543 564 583 588
"_. --------.__ .- - . -_.__ ._-,- .._- ... _- .. _..__._----_.._-_ .... _...._._-_._-_._----------_ .. _---------
c••• FEMAX*
... C,,! •. USED AT -540 543_ lIII561 __ 504 __ -580 __ 583 SS8
e,t. FLT '"
c" •• USED AT -482 484 48b 50S 509
_ Ct, I FO 'It
. -- .--_. -- .. _- ._--_._-_ ..
C••• USED AT -214 281 ..401 4'05
C.--, ~-- .0_. ___ .- _ ....-.- . -- .....__.... _- .- ._. __._-_.. - -FR •
", ---_.- - "--'.- ~- _.._-_._--_ .. _._- _.._-" ._--- .._- -_._._-_.._--------_._--- _._------_._--~.-_._._._-. --_.-------- -_._---_._ .._-_._--
__. __ c•• '- __ .__ USED AT ,,501 503 50S 509
C'lI' FY '"
.... __ ... - -
C. t • USED AT "'101 1'52-~481- 481 482 481
C,., Fl
--------- ---~-- .. _------- -- -- ----- -------------~ ._-_.----._---------_ .. _-_. -.-_ .
._----_._- .-_.-----._-------_.--,..- ------.. - _._---- .~ -------- --- --------_.- ------- .._•. _---
-/df-
PAGE NO, ill
Cn • F2 *
C....
.___ . . . 0ATE. . ._ ...
... - ._.- _._------_._--_.._ .. - ._--_ ...•"--._--_._. -- -_..~ .. - _ ..
USED AT -278 283~403 407 ~51l 575 57~ 577
C. t • F' 'If
Ct.. USED AT -280 284 .404 406 .572 57~ 516 577
C.... FU *
.c ••• _._.... U9~D AT .549554 557.S73 575 510.577
C, •• F5 .,.
C, •• S54 555 570
._.__ . C'" Fb 1(
C". USEO AT -551
... -- -_.- ..
C, •• FT 'I\'
554 555 557









USED AT ..552 55Q 555 557 _ _._.
... - ... __._-----_ ..-~------ -- -~-_ .. _-- -------_._._----_.
USED AT ~5S3 554 555
USED AT 574
-- -_.._-- .._ ..-
.. . C ! •• GAM AX1(
C... usED AT .538 ~539 S39 541 -559 -5bO 560 564 -578 .579 579
C,.. USED AT 583 585
-- - - ._ - - 0._- ---------~--~------------- -- --~-----.----- '-~-'- - .~----.---
PAGE NO, 22
SEQ. NO t-.----
c,.. GAM!) tic .__.._ __ _..__ _ ..__. ._.. __. _
... __ .. DATf .
C, •• USED AT -101 154 543 564 553 585
- -.-.-.- ..---- ..--.- ..._--
_. ..__......
---_ .. _._-_.._-_........
C• • 'f GE "If
C, ... USED AT .. 109 152 185 . 201 ._ 211 .... 310 :)43 39a 440 -507 -512
C, •• USED AT 514 517
C••• GI tic
_. CI. • .. ... USED AT "'511 .. 51 a
CI •• Gl "If
.._--_._-_ ..._-._----_._---- _.__ . -_._-_.. _. -"." --_. -_.__ .._----_.. ~._------_._--._-_._------_.- ... - .-------------.._- .. ---_._---- --- ---- --- -----
C,., USED AT "188 191 192
Ct. I G2
Ct., USED AT "'189 191 192
- "_ ..._----_ .. ,..-.-._---- .....
C". HH
----_.__.-•.__. _._---------.__._--.-----
C. I • - .. - USED AT ~t44_ 188 189.274 275 270 277 278 396 400 534
.._.- - ..........•..._-_ __ ....•_ _.-_.._-_._------- .. -_._--_._-----_ .._....• _-
Ct.. usED AT
._ aIDOGYa30 .
535 538. 550 553 572 574 578
C, •• H
*






USED AT "lOt un 144 145 167 243 245
C. t •..... UsED AT 24& 24q 253 iS4 .. 255 lbo 367 369 371 312 173
C,I •• PALL.
'"
. . .~. _.
.... __ ..
C, •• USED AT ,.,590 592 -615 bU.
. _._- C••• PA
'"
--- - -_ .._.__ ._-~_._ ..
. "_ ...-.- - - ..
-
. - _.. ---- _.- . . -- - - --- --.. _- ..
C, •• USED AT "'487 489 491
e,., PCF
*
C••• USED AT "'228 210 2~c 233 -466 468 410 411 ----."--- - ..
-liD -
PAGE NO, 23







USEO AT -l13 -219 222 232 -233 235 .327 -)33 33. 351 -352
USED AT 353 .354 355 .356 559 -451 -457 4&0 410 .471 413
usEO AT 480 -491 4~9
•
329 330 .436 440 448 453 454
C, •• PEST.
--------(:-.-;~ ----- ------us-E-if AT--'-3-0 8--j 11 -112
______ CI" PFfF * _
C,.. USED AT -343 34&
----- -------------- -- --------
---_ ..._---_.-------_._--_._----.
Ct •• PFE *
- -- .-------------- "-------------------------------- -------------------------------
c__ ,t. ________ usED AT 18& 188 __189 201 272 114 276 217 278 31b 393





USED AT -111 __ 185_\88 __ 189 __193_228 __ 271 i74 '270 277 218
USED AT 142 343 344 J92 19& 4&6 517 535 -'38 553 559
c , • .-------UsE"o- AT--- 574--578-------------------------------------
- C PI *
------- -" ._----- ------- --------------- ---------- -------------
.. -------- ~•.......-C•• -.-poI.---"'-- -----
c
- -------- ,!. ----------- USED AT 288 t.l12
---------- ---------------------------------- --------- ----------------------------------
-----_._.._-_.- ._------........_._--~---






SEQ, _NO •.. . .__ .. 0ATE, _
CI I L PRM I N* . ._. . . _
C,.. USED AT ~49q 500 598 002 603
C,., PR Iff
. C••• _.
Ct.. USED AT 555 557 510 573 574 57~ 577 S90 5Q2.600 .b05
C,.. USED AT b08 015
_____ C•• , .. PTE STiff
... - .. -_._.__ .. -.. _---------_._-_.. _.._--
C". USED AT .210 213 215 -216 219 -324 321 329 -330 333 -448
C". USED AT 451 453 .454 457 .596 600 b02 -003 605
. C••• pXXF ._Iff . .. . .._
e,.. USED AT .344 341
------._- .-... - -.__ ._------_.~ ... _.__... -
C". PXX *
_. _.... _-----_.... _-..------_._-- ....,..__ . __ .... ---------
Ct " _ _ USEO AT 201_274 216 __ 271 __ 278_.__310_ 395 3q7 3CJa 39QU01
c••• USED AT 4'" 0 521 ", 55 1 57:5




-- - '--- "t.._ . ._ 440 518 521 571
- - .._--
C••• PXl 11
c••• --- .. -.-
t , •• PX2
USEl,---AT--18&·---a"f2-----jqj"---S-18-----··- .. ----- .. ----". -.------- .. -..
C". USED AT 186 212 393 518
- ._ - . ••• __••__ _ __ • ._ • __ ._._._.. • __ ••_0 ·_·· ._··_·_ ._. •• _. •• _
C••• PYYF '"
___ c, ••.. USED AT -342 345
---~- -~ .. _.- ---_ .._._--+_. -- . -~-------_.- '------"--'--'-' ------- ----_._--
.----- _.- .__._-_. -- ------ .__.._-~. -------- ._---_._._------- .
-III, -
PAGE NO, 25
SEQ L NO 1 ._. __ ._..._. _
---- ---_._----------------_._-
__.__ C I ~ L PYY * . . _
C.,. USED AT 18& 188 189 ~Ol i72 274 i1b 219 31& 393 395
C,tt USED AT 391 19B 3qq 440 '18 sal 533 549 570
C,tl_ Pi
..._-----_ ...__. .... "-"'---'-'- .. __ .__.._-- ._- "-"--'--"---'--'-'--- -_._----------_ .._-_ .._.. _- - ---_ .._------_._----------_.- ----
C,~. P2 '"
C, •• P3 ,.
._--------_._- -----_.__._---_.-_._----- '--
Ct.. USED AT -193 197 198 201 -304 301 31& -428 431 440
C PI.I '"_______. t! .. __ . .. _ '_'. ._._
Ct.. USED AT .345 349 351 352
_____.. . .. _ .. _. . __. .. ._.__ . 0. .._-_._-
C••• P5 '"
.C,! USED AT "34& 149 353 3S4 . ... __. ._ .__.__ . .. . . ._. _
CI •• P6
'"
-------------------- ----------------- ------- --------_.- ----_._- - -_. __ ._------
-----_ .... -_. __. -- _.__._---_.__ ._._.._-----_._--------------.--:---------------------------
Ct.. USED AT -347 349 355 35b
._.__._ C•• I __ P * _




C,I ., Q *
USED AT -101 114 260 181 48t
. -------._------_._------_. --_.~._--_. - - ,,------.._.-~----------------------------_._----- - -_ --_.- -------._-- _._-----<-. _..-~.. -_._-"
_.._--- ----------_.- --- ._--- ----- ------------- ---
--- ._._----_.__ ..__._-----
-----_._--_._--_._------
- -_._------- - - - -._----------------------
-113-
~AGE NO. 2&
SECl, _NO. __ ._ -'. __
. _ _.•..__._-_._-_._- ._----_ _ _-.-_._---------_._----
_ 0 AT! _
C" • .... IJSED _AT ~86 __ 2qO_2ql__ 292 ~1~_!U4_41' 'H& _
Ct •• R2 *
173 18~ 189 190 -asa 259 211 l14 21&C,l".
_. "._... _._ •.. - •. _._... ... _.__ ._ .. _ .• __•._.__ . __0_-
USED AT "'169 278
_. c••• _._ ... USED AT_ 280 ._34~ . "315 ... ]60_~92 .:sqo. __ 400 _5 11__ 5J5__ 53& .__ 537.
----_. - --_.. - --------_. ---_._------- _.- -- --- --
Ct.. USED AT 553 555 5S7 514 576 511
C,I •• R 'If
____ C••• . uSED AT 188. _._. . .._. _._ ..
C,1t. SClRT *
-_.-. ------.._---
____.__ c•••.._S * __. .__ .
C". USED AT -lOt 154 188 189 274' i15 276 271 218 279 395
·---·c~~~------US-fD.. A,.·-·]-9b·--:597"--3ge·----jcfij·-/iO·O---S3-3---s:f4--sl"s--s-iij-·s.fo·--ss:r-
.. Ct, '- ._USED _A1 51O_~72_ 57q
C, •• TMOD '*
__,_.._. __ c••• T
C't' USED AT "101 143 145 147 149 150 161 16Z 16' 166 167
_____ ._c,! .. ._. USED AT





_'" c,._ ... V2
*
-----_.__. ---. --- .__ ._.~- -- -_..-._- --_ .. ~ - _. - - ---._-.--_.._---- ---------_. ~_._---------------_._-~_...-._---- --------- -~.._ .._--_.. _._- ---
I
------._-------




















-~--_ ..-._----- .._--_ .. _._._--
e,.. USED AT 8295
___ c, •• _w •
C... USED AT -928 516 537 538 555 55& 557 559 51& 577 578
--_.- . - _.. ----- ---_... _- ._ ..
e'lt, XBAR •
__ e•• ,__ __ _ USED AT It244 250 _
C", XI1 *
c... USED AT -171 185 -257 271 -377 379 392 517
C • USED AT -166 173 185 -253 259 271 343 -111
------ -" - .------------- - 380 192 517
C, •• XLAM *
-- ---------------------------------
--- --------------------- -------- ------ ---
------




seQ. _NO 1----.----- . '-- PATE _
._.__ Cit •... USED __ AT _.496 __ 499_50;,\_...58b_58~ . . .. ...
c. •• XL 1 •
Ct ••
Ct • 1 XL.
- .
USED AT .101 155 228 342 3~3 4bb
---_.._-- - .... --
e f •• USED AT 271 214 276 217 218 344 392 390 517 535 538
c•••_ USED AT 553_ 559 __ 574 _576 __.__. .. _. _. . _
C, •• XMBAR",
-._-------_... --_._._.--._-----_.-- --_._- ~. --.- ...._.-------_.__ . -_.---------------. --_._,'-----_.
C•• , USED AT -249 250
_____ c••• XO
C,.t USED AT -1&5 173 185 -250 251 259 271 278 280 -310 380
til •• USED AT
• - ~__ ~. •••• _ .•• • •• _ - 0". ._~.__• ••__ • •• _
392 517 552 555 557
C, •• USED AT -162 168', 171 112 185 19;5 -245 249 251 255 257
C". UsED AT
.__._ c, •• _XYI .. . *
e,.. USED AT .164 172 185 -248 258 211 -369 376 377 ·318 392
c. -, ~ USED AT 517
C. t • VYI * . _
C,., USED AT "163 168 1TO lT~ 185' 228 ..Z40 251 256 258 211
c, •• USED AT 37Ll 376 377 318 511
-.- ---.~. _.~._.. • .... __ ...._,_~ .. _._0- ....• __ • . __. ¥ __••••------- ••••_. __• • •••••••-- ••••• - ... ----.• -
~ ---_. --- -_."- --_._- -~-
-Ill -
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO COMPUTE THE "UCKlING lUADS (IF UN~RACED
STUDS" THE HUCKlING LUADS ARE TAKEN ABOUT THE x-x AXIS, y~y AXIS,
THE MAJOR AN0 MINOR PRINCIPAL AXES, TORSIONAL HUCKLING AND
BUCKLING BASED [J~l THE' P~(JDUCT OF INERTIA.
REAL MOD
PXX=AN*(PIE**2)*MUD*XXl/(XL**2)







































c* I Cllt-I A~RAY
C• • • t-i 11 [) A
C• • • lJSE f) AI 1() 1 1 12 1.5 14 15
c* HCf.)I'1 ARRAY
C• • • AN
*
C• • • USF-D AT 10 11 1? 13 14 1~
C • • • CW
*
C• • • IJ SE I) AT 12
C• • • GE
*
C• • • U;;)f.t) A 1 1 ;>
C• • • PFE *
C••• lJSf.n AT '-1 ;>
C ••• PIE
*
C • • • US!:D AT 10 1 1 12 1 .5 14 15
C••• PXX ....
C• • • USED AT -10
C••• PXY
*
C••• IJSED Al -t~
C ••• PXl
*
C• • • USI::.O A1 -14
C• • • PX?
*
C• • • USE!) A1 -15
C ••• PYY
*
C• • • USEO AT
- 11
C• • • R2
*




C• • • X11
*'
C ••• IJSED AT 1 l.I
C••• XI?
*
C••• lI:1t.D AI 1S
C• • • XJ
*
C• • • USED AT 1?
C• • • XL
*
C• • • IJSED AT 1n 11 I? t 3 14 15
C••• XXI
*
C• • • USED AT 10
C• • • XVI
*
C• • • USED AT 13
C• • • YYI
*'





















































SUR R0 UTI NE 0 P FW DCC, I C, Q , F. , POL, I R, I UO
FOR GIVEN NUMBFR OF HALF SINE WAV~S, THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I ·c- GOrD 1730 DPRG
1720 O=DABS((POLCI)-CCI»)/C(I») OPRG
5, 1730 IF(P-O)1740,17~o,1750 DPRG
4, 17/~ 0 P::O DPR"
5, 1750 CONTINUE DPRG
6, IFCSNGL(P)-TOL)1770,1760,17bO DPRll7, 1760 IER=-l DPR"
8. 17 07 0 QCIR+1l:P DPR'"
q. ECIR+1)=O,DO DPRG
O. 1780 RETURN OPR'"
1, 1790 IER=2 OPR'"
2, IR=O DPR'
3, RETURN DPR'"
4, 1800 HoR=4 DPR'5, IR=lSTA DPR'"
6, GOTO 1bOO DPRr







c,., USED AT 12 16
C, •• tEND ."
C, •• USED AT ... 23 tiS 49 SO 59 "'157 159 1&0 1&5 ""112 191
C••• IER
"
C, •• USED AT "'13 "'15& 196 -207 ..211 ""214 .217
C••• IR 'If
C••• USED AT "'1? 18 19 ·20 20 22 23 25 27 42 43
C, •• USED AT 68 16 ·165 .. 166 16b 167 168 171 112 174 175
C, •• USED AT 180 194 198 208 209 -212 ..215
C, •• ISTA #(
C,., USED AT ·24 32 33 "'34 34 41 43 44 41i 49 51
C••• USED AT 52 &9 72 73 74 75 .77 78 95 158 161
e,l. , USED AT 165 ·115 177 118 leO 186 191 215
C." I ."
c••• USED AT -27 28 29 37 38 ,,45 47 48 "51 52 53
C, , • USED AT 54 S5 59 60 62 63 &4 65 "'1&0 16t 162
C• • , USED AT -168 169 170 ",180 181 182 "191 192 193 .. 198 199
e•, • USED AT 200 202
e••• JBEG' #(
e, •• USED AT ..26 30 ..36 -95 108 125 126 128 131 "173 184




C••• USED AT "'50 51 55 9b 103 136 137 138
C••• J *
C••• USED AT -28 37 38 1l!'108 109 110 111 "131 132 133 134
C••• USED AT 11.11 14l.l 146 147 149 150 -lb1 163 164 .174 175
C••• KOUNT*
C•• , USED AT
-17 ",99 99 "130 130 155
C••• K )I(
C. , • USED AT ..55 56 ..S9 60 61 62 64 65 66 -162 163
C, •• USED AT 161.1
C, •• L.IMIT*
C•• , USED AT '"16 15~
C••• NRAN *
C• • • USED AT
-70 71, 72 82 83 84 8S 81 88 89 .qO
C• , • USED AT 90 92 ..93 93 - 96 100 101 108 112 114 115
Ct" USED AT 131 13l.l 146 151 157 162
Ct •• NSAV *
C••• USED AT -25 26 "ll 31 .. 42 .. 5l.l 70 76 77 157
C* RCOM ARRAV
C.,. ABS 1(





C•• , USfD AT 19 22 29 31 .. 38 199 202
C, •• DABS *
C, •• USED AT 47 53 56 63 6'5 110 116 126 133 139 141
C, • , USED AT 1q9 200 202
C, •• OSQRT*
C•• II USED AT 116 139
C, •• DO
*
C,., USED AT 22 32 33 40 41 4b b9 71 74 89 lOb
C,., USED AT IlLl 128 137 138 1LlS 147 150 171 116 186 197
C•• , USED AT 209
C, • , 0
*
C" •• USED AT 14
C••• EPS
*
C, •• USED AT "'14 47- 97
C,., ESAV *
C••• USED AT .. 40 75 -78 158
C,., EXPT *
C, •• USEr) AT -43 44 -46 40 48 73 80 92 .135 135 "'152






C••• USED AT 15 -33 --44 -48 53 56 -60 60 61 ",,66 66
C••• USED AT .b9
-71 .74 ,,15 78 ~84 ·85 .89 98 101 103
C••• USED AT 109 -111 111 112 114 125 128 132 136 137 144
C", USED AT 147 -150 151 -158 -163 163 -170 170 178 ... 209
C, •• 0 •
C, •• USED AT -22 37 81 -10" 109' 112 -115 116 118 -125 126
C, • • USED AT 127 128 129 -132 137 -138 138 139 141 142 143
C, •• USED AT 147 148 ",176 181 ... 182 192 .. 193 194
-ZOO ... 202 203
C••• USED AT 204
C••• POL
*
C••• USED AT "Q7 53 56 63 "'65 65 110 126 133 141 149
C• • II USED AT "'171 -181 181 182 ... 18b -192 192 193 .. 194 200 202
C••• P
*
C, •• USED AT -60 80 82 83 87 88 92 -lOa -106 107 -114
ell. , usED AT 115 119 -121 121 12'S 132 135 -13 ., 138 152 -117






C• • • USED AT .. ..s2 -37 38 ""41 47 48 -61 bl b3 '"'64 64
C• • • USED AT 65 bl> ..68 b8 ..13 73 -82 -83 ",87 -88 ..92
C, • • USED AT 100 .. 10q 10q 110 111 -11i? 112 114 115 12~ 128
C• • , USED AT 13? 138 -144 147 149 150 "151 ... 164 1b4 ·1b9 169
C••• USED AT 117 .. 208
C• • , R 'Il
C•• , USED AT -101 102 lOLl 105 "'122QQQQqOlDOGY=30
C, •• SNGL 'Il
C, •• LJSED AT 101 103 13b 20b
C•• , S *
C.,. USED AT -103 104 117 122 124
C, •• TDELT*
C,., USED AT 10198 105 124 .154 154
C, •• TEPS 'Il
C• • • uSED AT ..91 102 117 -155 153
C• • • TOl
*
C••• USfD AT -lS 13b 206
C• • • T 'Il
C", USED AT 84 85 87 88 IIIIl1b "120 120 121 -127 127 128






C•• , USED AT ""128 129 132 138 142 "'145 -147 148 ... 189 192
Ct •• V
*
C". USED AT -129 133 137 138 14? 143 144 "'148 150 151
C••• W
*





Program 1)'IT~ consists of the main program and three subrou-
tines: pel, CoAJsT and p(UAJR. The listings of the main and of
the three subroutines are presented in the following pages.
Each listing is followed by a schedule of the variables used
within that particular listing.
The integer variables J=5 and K:6 are used as input device
for read statements and output device for write statements
respect ively. They are defined in sequence numbers 51 and 82
in the main of the program.
The user is referr~d to Appendix E for additional infor-
mation regarding the listings of the main and subroutines and







































































7.C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE REQUIR~D DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES WHEN
8,C USEO AS B~ACING ON __ BOTH SIDES OF A HINGED STUD SUBJECTED TO AXIAL
9 •C LOAD. THE STUD MAY BE- -A- CHAN NEL, -ZEE OR I ~ SECTION -- -- -- -
O,C
1. C _
~.C Tt1E COMPlJTE:R PROGRAM PRESENTED HEREIN HAS BEEN PREPi\REo IN
3.C ACCORDANCE WITH RECOGNIZED ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND IS FOR
4 .C GENER AL, 1NFORMA TION ON\" Y. TH 1S _PROGR AM SHUuL. 0 NOT BE USED WIT HOUT
~.c FIRST SECURING COMPETENT ADVICE WITH RESPECT TO ITS SUITABILITY
b.e FOR ANY GIVEN APPL.ICATION. THE PUBLIcATION OF THE PROGRAM
7,C PRESENTED HEREIN IS NOTINTE~DED AS A REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY
8,C ON THE PART OF AMERICAN I~ON AND STEEL INSTITUTE .OR OF ANy OTHER
1.C PERSON NAMED HEREIN· THAT THIS PROGRAM IS SUITABLE FOR ANY
O,C GENERAL. OR PARTICULAR USE__ OR OF fREEDOM_FROM INFRINGEMENT OF ANY
1.C PATENT OR PATENTS, ANyONE MAKING USE OF THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES-AL.L.
2,C LIABILITY ARISING FROM SUCH USE.
3.C____ .. . _ . .
q,C
'5. REAL MOD
b C~ ---------_.__.. ---_._-----_... - -- ._--- _.- ._- -- ._- - .. _._._-------- --_._-------_ .... __._.._.:,
~.c FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION ON THE USEAGE OF THIS PROGRAM, THE USER
9,C IS REFERRED TO THE USER'S MANUA~ ANO THE 'O~LOWING PUBLICATIONSo•C -- --- - -- --
l,C SIMAAN,A.,wINTER,G.,AND pEKOZ,T.,"BUCKLING 0' DIAPHRAGM
2.C BRACED COLUMNS Of UNSYMMETRICAL SECTIONS AND APPLICATION
3.C-------------TO WALL STUDS DESIGN" ;DEPT. OF STRUCTUR~l. ENGINEERING, .
4.C SCHOOL OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING,CQRNELL
S,C UNIVERSITY,REPORT NO. 353,AuGUST 1973
~6. C .. -- .
7.e SIMAAN,A.,AND ~EKOZ'T,,"COLD.FORMED STEEL WALL STUD
,8.C DESIGN~,SECOND SPECIALTY CONFERENCE ON COLD~FORMED STEEL
9•C---- ------ STRue TURES, 0EPA RTMEN T OF-CIVIL ENG I NEE RI NG, UN I VERSIT Y·· .
o,e OF MlssOuRI.ROLLA,OCTOBER 22~24,1973
1.C
2,C
3.C ALL DIMENSIONS, LOADS AND STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING UNITS






o C-~-----------_._----- -----_._----------- - .- .- -.- --_.- .
------ ---------_. -- -- ------- - ------ ----- ----- - - -
GE, NO, 2
DATE
-TWO BL.ANK CARDS MUST BE-PROvIOEO AT THE END OF THE DATA CARDs TO
SIGNIFY THE TERMINATION OF THE RUN
THE INPUT CONSISTS OF TwO CARDS FOR EACH CASE:
__ FIRST CAROl NRINT,ISEC,XL,H,B,o,T (FORMAT 2tS,5Fl0.4)




























































= MATERIAL YIELD STRESS FUR THE STUD




SLIM = MAXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE Of RELIABL.E SHEAR
RIGIDITY (KIPS)
FLIM s ~AXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE OF RELIABL.E SHEAR
----------------------------- -- RESTRAINT (K~I Nt I N"RAO)













3.C NRINT ~ 0 NO DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS TO BE PRINTED





O. C .______ _ _ _
1.C STUD DIMENSIONS
2,C X~ = STUD L.ENGTH
3,e H s DEPTH OF SECTION
4,C B = FLANGE WIDTH
S.C 0 = DEPTH OF LIP
6 e T = THICKNESS OF SECTION~---------------------- QA s'SHAPE FACTOR OF THE STUD (DEFINED AS - Q IN
b,C SECTION 3.0.1.1 OF THE lqb6 EDITION OF
9,C AISI'S SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN OFO.e COLO~FO~MED STEEL STRUCTURAL. MEMBeRS)
1.C
2, K-61, C---- --- '-----'-'-- -------------------------- ----
4,e
s.e&.e







6. 1010 READeJ,2040) NRINT,IsEC,XL.,H,B,D,T,QA,FV,sLIM,FL.IM,PO,XLl7.e8,e --
9,C
O_t ~9J?~_2~~QO, 0 , _
----------- -- - -- -----
-133-
























































0.0003 RAD PEH FOOT OF LENGTH
'}l~------ Ge = El. ASIIC__$ tiEAB__t:10PJ,I1. U$ . ._. _3.e
4. GE=11300.0
5 .c ._ _
b, PIE=3.141S9
1, WRITECK,1690)
8 eI . ._,, . _ _ __ ..._... _. .... ... _ .__ ..__
9,C ASSUMED INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS
o,e CO = IN THE X-OIRECTION • STUD
1. C DO =__. IN THEV-O I REC TION = STUD
2, C EO = INITIA~ TWIST AT CENTER =
3.C
4 I C0=XL./7 00, .. .._._. .__.._.._. .
5, DO:Xl./700,
b. EO=0.OOOb~(O.5.XL/12.)
7•._.__.. CO=!2. )lieu _. . . ... _. ...._ .. __ .._".
8,c
9. IF(ISEC~O)2190,a190,1020
o,_1020 __GO TO ( 1030,104 0,J"O_5PJ,_tSe:~ ... ._
-1. 1030 WRITECK,2100)XL
~2. wRITECK,2110)
31 _ ._ GO TO 1060 _ .. .. _..
-4, 1040 WRITECK,2120)XL
"5, wRITECK,2130)
.'i-f050 - ;~I i~ C~ ~~i40) xt.----..-----·-----·--..---....---·-.. ·-----·
'b~ WRITECK,2150)




3.----.- IF - (0 - 0• 0000000 1) 1070 ~1 070;- t 080 '... ----- .. -
,4. 1070 B=B~(T/2.)
'>5, GO TO 1090
b, 1080 B=B~T- ..
7, 0=0.(T/2.)
j8 t 1090 CONTINUE






45, e- CAl.CUI,.AT ION OF -SEC TION PROPERT I Es
:6.C
7,_1100 AREA=2.~T~(H+B+2.*O)
48. - ... - XXI=T*CH**:s+3.*R~H**2+6.*O*CH~O)**2+2.*O**3)/b.
~9. YYI=B**2~T*(8+6.*D)/b,
-.2 -'-- ~tt=!.Q_._o _
------.








.... X :I .*T**:J*CBtl-l+2.*D)/3. DIT-
.3, CW.8.*2*T*(B*H**2tb.*0.H.*2+12.~H*D*.2+e.*0**3)/24. OIT
.4. PI=XXI+VVI OIT
.5._ R2:aPI/AREA _ OIT-
.0. XI2=XXI DIT-
.7, Xll=VVI OIT-
.8, WRITECK,2070) AREA,XXI,YVI,_KYJ__________ OIT-
.9. WRITECK,2170) xO,~a,XJ,Cw OIT-
O. WRITE(K,2180) QA OIT
1. GO TO 1130 01 T-
i.C OIT-
3,C OIT-
'4,C __ CALCULATION OF.SECTIUN__ PRO~_E_RTIe:S C_MAN~EL"SEC _OIT-
5.C OIT-
6, 1110 AREA=T*(H+2.0*H+2.0*0) OIT
7, XBAR=T*CB**2+2.0*O*B)/AREA OIT-
,8. XXI=T*CH**3+0.0*A*H**2+0.0*0*CH ..D)**2+2,O*0**3)/12.0 OIT
q. YVI=T*B**2*C2.0*H*B+B**2+2.0*0*C2.0*B+3,O*H»/(3.0*(H+Z.0*B.2.0*0)OIT-
0, 1) OIT1,---- XY I=0.0------------- -------- 0 IT-
Z, XMBAR-CB*H)**?*T*(1.0+2.0*0/B-e.O*D**3/(3.0*B*H**Z»/C4.0*XXI) OIT
l, _ XO=XMBAR+XBAR OIT-
04,--- PI-XXI+YYI+AREA*XO**2 -- -- - OIT
-'5. R2=PI/AREA OIT-





·1. WRITECK,2070) ARfA,XXI,VYI,XVI OIT-
2. WRITE(K,2170) XO,~2,XJ,_~.w_____________ DIT-
3.---.--- -WRI TE( K, 2160) QA DI T
,f.l. GO TO 1130 01T
S,C OIT
,6.e OIT
-7,e CALCU~ATION OF SECTION PROPE~TIES Z..SECTION OIT




2. ---- XYI=B*T*(Bl\H+D*CH.0»/2.0 01T
3. XO=O.O OIT-
-4, XJaT**3*(2.0*B+H+2.0*D)/3.0 OIT-





Q' __ Xl_?~t~~Xt!!_'iJ)J~H.-'~_S'<~RT LU_~~ t~VJ.IJ/_2.t*u1c?+_XVl **2) 0I T
----... _.- -. ~_ .. _-_. ----_ ..





-. WRrTE(K,20QO)_XI1,Xt2 oIT!3. wR I TE (K, 2170) XO, R2, XJ ~C-W---------------------- ----- ---------------------- ---- 01 T9
4, WRITECK,2160) QA DIT~
5,_1.130__ PR=PO* t. 92 __ _ 0 I TS
b. IF(NRINT~1)1150,1140,1140 oITS
7. 1140 WRITECK,1920)PROITS
8 L_J_l~Q C.QN ll~lJ E; 0 I T~
9.C DtT~
O. FYIEL=FY OITS
1 , C__ __ _ 0 t Te
2.C CHECK IF PR (GIVEN LOAD X F.S.) SATISFIES THE CONDITIONS' DITe
3.c PR ) UNBRACED BUCKLING L.OAD (PUNS) OIT~
4.CPR_J_:_JHECR I TICAL, L.OAD_ OLJ:H.tC_K_l.J_N~_~EBf_E~Q.ICUl.._MLlO..J'_H.!:_~"LL 0 I T~





O_I_C _ _ 0 rT"
1. IFCNRINT-1)1170,11bO,11bO 01T~
2, 11&0 WRITE (K,2080) PXX,PYV,PXV DIT~
3,____ WRITE (K ,_19_:5 OLPXl ,PFE_______________________________ ___ __ 0 IT ..
4. 1170 CONTINUE OIT"
'5, GO TOC1180,1240,1290),ISEC OIT-
~.J_1~_Le.Ulol~~Py_'i_____ _ __ __ _ _ g~ ~:
8. CALL. PCUNR(PUNB,AREA,QA,FYIEL,PCUN6) OlT"
'9,c...____________ " ,_________ __ 01T-
O. IF(PR.PCUNB)11QO,1190,1200 DIT-
1, 1190 wRITE(K,1940) OlT-
2, GO TO 1850 OIT-3-.-i200-PUNB=PXX--- - ------------ -_.----------- -- ------------------------OIT·
4.C OIT~
5, .__C~L~ fCUNR(PuNB,AREA,_QA,F:VIEL.,_PCUNB) OIT
b.e OIT-
7. IF(PR~PCUN8)l220,1220,1210 OIT-
,8,_t?1.~L wRITE CK, 19SQJ. . . _. , 0 IT-
9, GO TO 1850 OIT·
O. 1220 PYIEL=FYIE~*QA*AREA OIT-
.t,__ IF(PR""PYIEl.)t360,1~30,12_30_____ OIT-
2 • 12 :,\ 0 \011 RI TE( K, 1q b 0 ) 0 I T-
3. GO TO 1850 01T·
.4 ,_1_~.9_0__ A111 R2" X0**2__ ._.____ _ _'__. _ 01 T·
-5, A2=~R2*(PFE+PXX) OIT·
4, A3=PXX*PFE*R2 O%T-
;7, __ . Pl~(.A2+SQRT(A2**2·4.*Al*A3)/(2.*Al) OIT-
.8. P2=C"A2-SQRTCA2**2..4.*A1*A3»/ca.*Al) OIT
9, P3=PVY OIT-
.:..Q t PUNB=I!J ___ __ __ __ __ 0 IT























































:l_1250 __~~~~~~~~P2) 12&0,1250,1250. ..__.__ . _
3, 1260 IFCPUNB~P3)1280,1270,1270
4. 1270 PUNB=P3
5 L_l ~80_.CONTI NUE .__ .. _._... . .
b. GO TO 1300
1, 1290 PUN6a:PXl
,8 •.e;
9. 1300'- CALL.--PCUNR (PuNB, AReA, QA, PYIEL.-, PCUNB ,-- .--
o,e
1,_ _IF(PR",PCUNB)1310,1310,1~2Q .
2, 1310 WRITE CK,19"O)
3. GO TO 1850
4 ,_1_3~_O_.YV~~ ==_f)_~X .__. ._. __.
S.C
6. CAL.L. PCUNRCPUNB,AR~A,QA,FYIEL.,PCUNB)
7 •.c__ ._... .
,6, IFCPR.PCUNB)1340,1330,1330
9, 1330 WRITE CK,1950)
OL_. _GO TO 1850 _. .. _. __. ..._.. .
I. 1340 PYIELaFYIEL*QA*AREA
2, IFCPR~PYIEL)13bO,1350,13S0
3 ,_l3.~_O__ WRIT E. CK, 19~O L __ .. _ __ ._..
4. GO TO 1850
5, 1360 CONTINUE
b C\~-- ---_..... ----_._.- .. --_. -- ----_...._- ..__ . -------_._--_._-------- - . --_. _..
b~~ CHECK POSSIBIL.ITY OF BUCKL.ING BETWEEN FASTENERS
9,t DISTANCE BETWEEN FASTENERS = XL1o•C ..-. ..- -.. --. -.... ...... ..-- -- ...-.... ........ _.
1. GO TOC1370,1400,t470),ISEC
2 C" . . ..- . . _..__._.3. C-CMECK lNG-BUCK!..l NO-- BETWEEN FASTENERS I.SEC
4,t
5. 1370 PCF=(PIE**2)*MOD*YYI/(XL.1**2)
b •---. - I F ( NRIN" '" 1 ) 139 0 , 138 0 , 138 0 -.
7, 1380 WRITECK,1970)PCF











o• _IL~CF..P~2J.i?Q.L1E?Q.L~~li_. . ._. ..__ ... .._. _. __.
.-.. _-._-.~------.- _.- ~.-
.__ ._._----~.__ ... -_.---.- .. _----."
-117-
GE NO. 7 - ~ - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- ----
DATE
1410 PCF=P5 OIlS
- ._1420 __ IF (PC F·p_o) 14140 ,14~ 0, lQ3_0 .__________________ __ _..... ._._ __ __ 01 TS
3. 1430 PCF=Pb OITS
4, 1440 CONTINUE OITe
5._ IF eN FH NT"1 ) 1460, 1450 , 14~ 0 ___ 0 ITS
O. 1450 WRITE (K,1980) P4,P5,Pb DITe
7, WRITE (K,1990) PCF DITe
8, __Lqb0__ C0~T1~UE . . ._.__.. . . . .. __.. . . ._ 0 I Te
9. GO TO 1500 OITe
O,C OITe
l,e __ CHECKING BUCKLING 8ETWEEN_PAsrENER5 Z-5EC __ .. DITe
Z.C OITe
3. 1470 PCF=CPIE••2)*MOO*Xll/eXL1**2) DITe
4.__ __ IF (NRINT-l' 1490, 146_0,.L4_6_0 . . _. . . DI T~
5. 1480 WRITE (K,1970) PcF DITe
&. 1490 CONTINUE OITe
7. 15 00 PUN B=PC f 0 I Te
8.C OITe
q. CALL PCUNRCPUNB,AREA,QA,FVIEL,PCUNB) OITe
o,c____ .__ .__. .__. .. . . ._ .0 I Te
1, IF eNRINT",1)1520,1510,1510 OIT~
,2. 1510 WRITECK,2000)PR,PCUNB OIT~
3._1520 CONTINUE . __ _ ctT:
4. IfCPR",PCuNB)1540,1540,1530 OIT~
'5. 1530 WRITECK,2010) DIT~
~ ~!LTO__185 0 ._ _ .__ __ _ _ ... _ g~ ~:
b,C oIT ..
9.eCHECKIF PR CGIVEN LOAD X F.S.) IS IN THE INfLASTIC RANGE OIT ..
o.e-- IF 50-, THEN FIND THE EQUIVAL.ENT ELASTIC LOAD (PE) OIT
1.C CORRESPONDING TO CPR) OIT
2. C _ _ 0 I T3-.C----------·--------------------------- - --- -.-----.--.- .-.---.-.---- OIT ..
"I, 1540 FV=FYIEL*QA OtT
-5'-_____ FLTa, 5*FY 0 IT-
&, FPR=PR/AREA PIT ..
7. IF(~PR~fLT)1550,1550,15bO OIT
·8. 1550 PE=PR OIT-9 •--- - . - GOT 0 1570 ----------.- ---------------------- .---.- - 0 1T-
O.C DIT-
1.C EQUIVALENT ELASTIC LOAD 'PEI CORRESPONDING TO 'PR' OIT
2.C OIT-
3. 15bO PE=(AREA*FY)**2/(4.*CAREA*FY~PR» OIT ..
.. 4. 157 0 CON TINUE_____ DIT·
.5.---- - ..- IF(NRINT'"'l) 1590, 1580, 1580 OIT
6, 1580 WRITE (K,2020) PR,PE OIT
.7. 1590 CONTINUE OIT·
.8.C 01T-
9.C 01T-
h.L C:9MPUT ~~tQJ'ol_~_.9_U__~_t~_L()~_..!...~_!.!..f.L __"AL~_CL.IH_~_ CORRESPONO.I~G __ . __ __ __ 0 I T-




, 'GAMAX' + 'FEMAX', SO THAT A SUITABLE DIAPHRAGM CAN BE CHOSEN OITS
it OITS3; ------- GO ---TU (1600, 1b70,1780 )-; I SEC------- --.---- ---- -- -------- - -----------_.----------------- ----------- 0 ITS
4,C OITS
5,C 0 I AP __ I:LR __ A__ GJ'1__ fOB I.SECTION OITS
b.e OITS
1, 1600 S=PE ... PVV OITS
8 I C _ _ ___ 0 1T8
9,C ~OTATIUNA~ RESTAINT OF DIAPHRAGM IS NOr NEEDED DITS
,O,C OIT8
1, __ __ F' =0,0 _ _ . _ _ 0 ITS
2.C OITS
3. CAL~ CONsrCPR,FVIEL,QA,AREA,MOD,GE) OITS
4.C________ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ __ __ 0 I T8
5. CALL PCLC 1SEC ,XXI,VYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,CW,MOO,GE,PIE,XL,XI1,XI2,PXX,PYOIT8
,6, 1Y,PFE,PXY,PX1,PX2) . OIT8
1.C_ __ OITS
,8, I~' (NRINr ... l)1620,lbl0,1610 OITS
9, 1610 WRITE (K,2030) MOD,GE OIT8
o,___WRI TE( K, 1860-' __ EX ~ d~XX,fJD'JF'.LE:____________ __ ___ __ 0 I T8
I, 1620 CONTINUE OITS
2. WRITECK,1870) OITe
3 •__l~_:t9 c1=CO*~R/( ~VX+S"fR+_.OQ.1)_______ _ 01 Te
4. El=O.O DITe
'5, GAMAX=Cl*PIE/XL OITe
6. GAMA X=ABS (GAMAX t__________________________________ __ __ __ 01 T~
FEMAX=.O- - - OIT8
b, IFCGAMAX-l.0)1640,1650,1650 DITe
9,.1640 WRITECK,1680)S,F,GAMAX,FEMAX,Cl,El OIT~
O. 1650 8=s+5, DIT~
1. IF(S~SLIM)lb30,1630,lb60 otT~
2• 166 0 GO TO 165 0 _ _ ____ _______ __ _ 0 1T~3. c------------- .. --- ------. --.- --------------- ------------------------ -------------- 0 I T~
4.C 0 I A P H RAG M FOR CHANNEL~SEC OIT~
S,C OITS
,it •---1 b 70S 1:a PE'"Pvv 0 I T~
7, F=O,O OIT
8, __ 52= ( (PE*XD) **2" CPxx"'PE1~tB_~~(I;)E.E~!E)+f ~JXL(PIE) *:*_2 »/C CPXX"~E '-* (HHO I T~9,------- 1/2. ) **2) - ----- ---------- 0 IT-
O. IFCS2""Sl)1&80,1&80,1690 OIT-
1. 1680 SREQ=Sl OIT-
2,-- -- - GO TO 1700- ----- OIT
3, 1690 SRECl1=S2 OIT
4, 1700 S=SRECll______ 01T-S. c------------ -.-- -- -- 01 T-





----_._- --------_._--- -- _._" ----_.._----"--. ----------_._--"---~.... _-_.-_ .._- .__ .-.-.. -.- - -- .
-/3'-
:ilL_NO.. PATE

























































~. -1730- A4=PYY~PR... S ._.----.-- ...- ...--.-.---- ..
7, A5=PXX-PR
_I Ab=PR*XO9• A7=R2*(PFE- PR) +8*' (HHI 2 .- ) **2'+ F'I\ (XL. I PIE ) ~ ""2 --.' _.. .. -.------ ... --. _. ---.. -.--..--
O. DET=A4'1\(A5*A1.A6**2)+,OOl
1, .__..._ C1=PRllI (CO* (A5*A 7..Ab**2) ) IOET .
~, El=PR.C·A~*A6*(OO~XO*EO)+A4*A5*(R2*EO~XO*OO»/OET
3, El=ABS(El)
4. GIi, MAX:: PI E.*.C C_l±El~tIH 1..2.)-./ XJ.,
~. FEMAX=El
, IFCGAMAX-l.0)1740,17S0,1150
7 ,_1140 \If RI TE( K, 1880 ) S, F, GAM Ii, X, f EJ'1AX ,e1, E1 __ ._
8, 1750 8=s+5.
~, IF(S-SLIM)1130,1730,17bO
0, 1160 F=F+O 005
---- .--_.- --------_ ..•_---
I, SIISREQ
~. IF(F.FLIM)1730,1730,1770






'9. .. _ .S= SRE Q. __ . . ._ ..__ __ ._
0, F=O,OI.e






9, 1790 WRITE (K,2030) MQO,GE
















FEMAX=El DITS1~;---- IF ( GAM AX-1 • 0 ) 1820 , 1830, 1830----- ----- ------------ --- ------------- ----------- - - _. 0 1TS
4. 1820 WRITECK,1860)S,F,GAMAX,FEMAX,C1,El DIT!
5._1_8..1 0 8=S+5.____ 01 Te
.b, IF (S-SLIM)1810,1810,1840 DITe
" 1840 F=F+O.005 DITe
.8,____ S=SREQ . __. .______ _ _ ..__ _ DITe
9. IFCf.FLIM)1810,1810,1850 DITe
o. 1650 GO TO 1010 OITe
1,C_ ____ . DIT!
2.C DITe
3. 18bO FORMAT(6H Pxx =,Fl0.3,SH KIPS,8X,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT X.x AXIS, DITe
~. 2/'~H_PYV ='f10.3,5H KtPS,8X,28HSUCKLING LOAD_ABOUT y.y ~XIS,I,6H PDlTe
5. 3XY =,FI0,3,5H KIPS,8X,41HBUCKLING LOAD BASED ON PRODUCT or INERTIADIT;
0, 4,I,bH PFE =,Fl0,3,5H KrPS,8X,lBHTQRSIONAL BUCKLING,II) . DITe
7 ,_Ht7 0 FORMAT (1 HI, 1,10 X, 20HDI APHRAGM P~OPERT I ES, 19X, 22HO I APHRAGM OEFORMA TOI re
.8, 2IONS,20X,17HSTUD DEFORMATIONS,II,3X,14HRELIABLE SHEAR,4X'19HRELIABDIT~
9, 3LE ROTATIONAL,bX,BHCOMPUTED,12X,8HCOMPUTED,7X,17HDEFLECTrON IN THfOIT~
0.• 4, 8X, 8HCOM PUT ED, I, 6X, 8HRIG I 0 I TY, 12 X,9 HR EST RAI NT' 9)( , 1ZHSH! AR STRAIN, 0 IT;:
1. 510X,8HRUTATION,lOX,11HX~D!RECTION,11X,8HROTATION,I,lX,118(lH:),/) OIT~
2. 1880 FORMAT(6(5X,FB.3,7~)' oIT:
3. 1890 FORMAT(lHl,I,5~,90HSHEAR DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES FOR AXIALLY LOADED CDtT~
4,-- ·20l.D"F'URMED -STEEL STUDS BRACEO-ON BOTH SIOES,I,5X,90C1H:),III) OIT~
5, 1900 FORHAT(15X,25HGIVEN DESIGN AXIAL LUAD =,F7,3,5H KIPS,II) DIT~
b._~~tQ FORMAT(5X,30HLIMITS.ON OIAPHR~GM PROPERTIES,II,bH SLI~=,F7.3,7HDIT~
- 2KIPS,14X,SOHMAXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE Of RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY,I, DIT~
36H FLIM=,F7.3,3X,11HK~IN/INwRAD,7X,56HMAXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE OF ROIT·
9, 4ELIABLE ROTATIONAL REsr.~_A..I.~l,/,bH XLt =,Fb,2,4X,6HI~CH.Es,12X,lbHFAoIT
O. 5STENER SPACING,II) OIT-
1. 1920 FORMATCII,15X,89HMAXIMUM AXIAL LOAD (BASED ON DESIGN AXIAL LOAD TIDIT~
·2. 2MES A COLuMN FACTOR OF sAFETV OF 1.92) =,f7.3,5H KIPS,IIII) OIT~
3,-1 930- FORMAT (b H PX1 -=,F8 • 3, 5H KIP S~l 0X, 40HBUCKLIN G LaA0 ABOUT MINOR -PRI NO IT-
.4. 2CIPAL AXIS,I,bH pFE =,F8.3,5H KIPS,10X,23HTORSI0NAL BUCKLING LOAO,DIT-
.5. 311111) .... OIT-
.b~-1940 FORMATCII,SX,111HLOAD CAN ~E CARRIED BV UNBRACED STUD,DIAPHRAGM BROtT·
1, 2ACING IS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECONOMICAL DESIGN TRY SMALLER SECTION,I, oIT-
18•... 3SX,111C1H=» .. _ . __ . _ _ . __ DIT-
-9.-1950 FORMATCII,5X,10BHDESIGN LOAD CANNOT BE REACHED SINCE BUCKLING CAPADIT
0, 2CITV PERPENDICULAR TO WALL Is SMALLER, USE STRONGER SECTION,I, oIT
-I, 3SX,108C1HII» . OIT·
2.-1960 FORMATCII,5X,113HDESIGN IS UNECONOMICAL SINCE HIGH VALUES OF SHEARDIT-
3, 2 RIGIDITV AND ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT ARE NEEDED, USE STRONGER STUD, DIT~
4, 3/,SX,113(1H=» _ _ OIT~
.5,-1970 FORMATC5X,73HE.LASTIC BUCKLING LOAD BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL TO OISTANOIT-
'6, 2CE BETWEEN fASTENERS,II,6H pef =,P8,3,5H KIPS,10~,25HBUCKLING ABOUOtT·
7. 3T MINOR AXIS,III) OIT·
~8,--1980 FORMAT(SX,74HELASTIC 8UCKLING LOADS BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL TO DISTA01T-
~9, 2NCE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,5H ~~ =,F9.3,SH KIPS,10~,23HBUCKLING ABOUDIT-
0 , 3T_ y...'!'__ AXI_~~.1_~_~~? =, F9. 3, 5H Klf.~tJ 0X~~J'iJ'Q~_~ION~-'._J3_U~KLI~G,j_,_?_'i __ PDIJ:
------_ .....,,- .. _--_ ...__ .__.-... __ .-_. "._. ,. - .. -_.. -- .. _..~---




~b =,F9,3,SH KIPS,10X,S6HBUCKLING ABOUT X~X AXIS (BASED ON ACTUAL LOITS
5ENG THOF STU0), III ) .__ . 0ITS
J. 1990 FORMAT(5X,6~HMINIMUM ELASTIC-~UCKCING-LOAO-OF STUD~(BASED-bN-ABOVECITS
4. 2 RESULTS) =,F8.3,SH KIPS,IIIII) OITS
5.__~QOO FORMAT(SX,81HCHEC KING WHETHER BUCKLING LOAD BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL OITS
6. 2TO FASTENER SPACING CONTROLS,II,BH PR =,FB.3,5H KIPS,8X,16HGIVEOITS
7. IN AXIAL LOAD,I,8H PCUNB =,F8.3,5H KIPS,8X,73HBUCKLING LOAD BASED OOITS
8,4N FASTE~E~ LENGJHJLOAD_M~Y BE ELASTIC OR INELASTIC.,1,3SX,b2HSEE OITS
9. 5SECTION 3.6.1,2 of AISI's COLD""PORMED STEEL DESIGN MANUAL.),III) . ·--DITS
O. 2010 FORMATCII,5X, 82HBUCKLING BETWEEN FASTENERs GOVERNS. DECREASE FASTDITS
1,- 2ENER SPACING OR USE STRONGER STUD,I,5X,82(lH:» DITS
2. 2020 FORMATCSX,35HOETERMINING EQUIVALENT ELASTIC LOAD,II,5H PR :,FB.3, 01T8
3. 25H KIPS,11X,lbHGIVEN AXIAL LOAD,I,5H PE =,F8.3,SH KIPS,11X,77HEQUIDITS
4_, 3VALENTELAST.tC_._LoAD._fOfL_~.PR_'_U:~UAL TO 'PR 'IP 'PR' IS INELASTIC OlTS5, 4REGION),II) - .. ----. ------ -_.... - - -.....- .-- .. ---·-OITS
6, 2030 FORMATC5X,10BHBUCKLING LOADS OF UNBRACEo STUD (THESE MAY BE ELASTIDITS
7, 2C OR INE~ASTtC OF PENDING UPON MAGNITUDE OF AXIAL STRESS),II,bH MODOITS
8. 3 :,FI0.l,~H KSI,9X,21HMODULUS OF ELASTICITY,I,6H GE a,Fl0.3,~H KSDITS
9, ~I,9X,t3HSHEAR MODULUS) OITS
o,_ 2 0 4 0 _ FOR MAT (2 I 5 ,SF 10 • 4 , I ,.7 FlO. 4)._ 0 ITS
1, 2050 FORMAT(5X,38HOVERALL SECTION DIMENSIONS OF THE STUD,II,5H H=,F7.DITS
2, 23,7H INCHES,10X,24HOVERALL DEPTH OF SECTION,I,5H B =,P1.3,7H INCHDITS
3, , 3ES,10X,1~HFI..ANGE WIDTtl,I,5H 0 =,F1.3,7H INCHES,10X,24HDEPTH OF STOlT!
4, 4IFFENING LIPS,/,5H T =,F7,3,7H INCHES,10X,20HTHICKNESS of SECTIONDITe
'5. 5,11) OITe
0J~_O FORMAr:C5X,31HM~TERIAL_PROPERI.IES OF THE STUO,II,~H flY =,f8.1,4HKSOITS
2I,12X,12HYIELD STRESS,I,SH E =,F8,1,4H KsI,12X,21HMODULus OF ELASDITe'
v, lTICITY,I,5H G -,Fa,1,4H KSI,12X,13HSHEAR MODULUS,II) OIlS
9._~~tO FORMAT(5X,30HSECTION PROPERTIES OF THE STUD,14X,21HCUNITS ARE IN IOIT:
o. 2NCHES),11,6H AREA:,F7.3,loX,20HCROSS.SECTIONA~ AREA,I,oH IXX =,F7.01T:
I, 33,lbX,32HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABUUT X·X AXIS,I,oH IYY :,F7.3,lbX,32HMDITe
2, 40MENT OF INERTIA ABOUT y.y AXIS,I,bH XXY =,F7.3,loX,"7HPROOUCT OF DITe3.-------·SINERTIA -'WITH-·RESPECT 'TO-X-ANDY AXES; '. ..---- . - - -- DIT"
4, 2080 FORMATC5X,39HELASTIC BUCKI..ING LOADS OF UNBRACED STUD,II,oM PXX =,FOIT~
5. 28,3,5H KIPS,10X,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT x-x AXIS,/,bH pyy =,F8.3,5HDIT~
b, 3 KIPS,lOX,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOuT y.y AXIS,I,bH PXY ~,F813,5H KIPS,DIT~
7, ~10X,41HBUCKLING LOAD BASED ON PRODUCT OF INERTIA) OITe
8,~Q.!Q FORMAT(bH I~l =,F7.3"lbX,~4HMUMENT OF INERTIA ABoUT MINOR PRINCIPADIT~
9, 2L AxIS,I,oH IX2 =,F7.3,16X,44HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT MAJOR PRINCIDIT~
0, 3PAL AXIS) DIT~
1, 2100 FORMATC2X,lbHI - SECTION STUD,30X,8HLENGTH =,F7,2,7H INCHES) OIT~
2.-2110 FORMAT(2X,16C'.'),II) .. .. DITe
3. 2120 FORMATC2X,20HCHANNF.L SECTION STUD,30x,8HLENGTH =,P7,2,7H INCHES) DIT~
4, 2130 FORMATC2X,20C'·';,II) . OIT~
5.-2140-FORMATC2X,18HZEE ~ SECTIONSTUD,30X,8HLENGTH =,F1,2,7H INCHES) DIT~
6. 2150 FORMAT(2X,18C'-'),II) DIT~
7. 2100 FORMAT(SX,41HASSuMED INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS IN THE STUD,/1,5H CO =,DIT"
8, 2F6.3,3X,bHINCHE8,9X,S2HAMPLITUDE OF INITIAL IMPERFECTION IN THE X.DIT~
q, 3DIRECTION,I,5H DO =,f6,3,3X,6HINCHEs,9X,~2HAMPLITUDE OF INITIAL IMDIT~
.9..t 4e~RF~CJJqN._l.N_ltl_E--.1 ..0J,-REC1J..Q~~I,_~~_ Eq,_~l f~ ,,5, 8H, RAQIANS, ~_X, 26HAMPLO I TL
--.--_.. - --- _._-~._. -~ _._--






------ ----------- - ------_._----
-- ----.----------- - ----
OAT!
5ITUOE OF INITIAL TWIST, II) OITS
'" .-..-?JlQ FORMAT (bH XO __ =, F7 .3, loX ,42HO 18 TANCE BE TWEEN CENTRolD ANO _SHE AR CEO 1TS
3. 2NTER,I,bH R2 =,F7.3,1bi,7SHRATIObp-POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUTOITS
4. 3 SHEAR CENTER TO CROSS~SECTI0NAL AR!A,I,bH J =,PQ.5,14X,29HST, VOlTS
5,_ 4ENANT TORSIO~AL CONSTANT,I,6H CW _c,P7.3,lbX,16HWARPING CONSTANT) OIT8
6,2180 FORMAT(bH QA =,F7,3,lbX,S7HSHAPE FACTOR OF THE STUD (DEFINED AS QOtTS
7, 2 IN SECTION 3,&,1,1 OF THE lqb8 EDITION OF AISI'8,1,40X,69HSPECIFIOITS
8, __ _ _ 3CAj.I9!L F.'9_R_ THE_DF ~l G_f'.! __Qf'__COL_P_'!E.QR"1j:D 8.JI?;E1. SIRUClU_FiAL._t1E:~~fBS) ,.1/) 0 ITS
9.C OITS
o,e OITS
1,-21~O STOP . _ OITS
2. END OITS




-------------------------------- - -- ---- -.- ----._---- - ------------
._------------- - --------
-- ~--- - - --_.- ---, '_."~ .. - - ---"_.
------- ---------------------
------------ ------- -- - -----------_.----
-I'I!-
PAGE NO. 13
_S! Q • __ NO. _





Ct • 1 J _ 1<
USED AT ·q6 11q 120 142 218 225 281 353 l6S 398 434
---------------------------------------------
C.. ,. K '*
_________ C•• t USED AT_ ..82 __ 107 1~L _12.2 1~4 __ 1Z5 127 128 __ 129 130 139
C.... usEO AT 140 141 158 lS9 160 181 182 183 201 202 203
C.,t USED AT aou 207 222 223 231 238 242 262 2&9 273 281
C!!, USED AT 106 307 115 322 3i!5 346 369 370 37! '79 402
C•• , USED AT 403 405 417 438 439 441 454
C••• MOO fit
C,.. USED AT 396 39a 402 43a 434 438
Ct •• NRINT1W








.... -~ ._.... ----_ .._....._--_..._.. ~.. __ ._-_. -
USED AT -147 155 158 ·166 167 114 175
















USED AT -244 247 248
*
*
USED AT 8246 247 248
*
USED AT w"Ob 410 ~12
__• __•••__ •• _ ••__ • • •• ••••.•.__ • _.~ __ • •• _ •• _ w_ ••••• _ ••__._ .~ .• • •• _ ••~_. •• • __••_~_ •• ••• •.•• _ •••__ ••.•• _. ... _
C••• AS *
_______ C" ,. USED AT .."07 __ 410 411 412 . _
C, •• Ab ,It
--._---_.._..-.~ ._--- _._ _.~-- .. .. - -' __.- ._- .--- ---'-'--'-"-- __ .. - - ._-- ,".. --_ -





USED AT -409 41~ 411
-----.--- - ----------------------
*
C,., USED AT ..9b IJO ~134 134_.13b 13& 147 148 14q 152 153
Ct.. USED AT Ibb Ib7 Ib8 1&9 172 170 177 178 189 190 191
c.-; ,--- ---





USED AT -11U ~111 117 140 373 411 447
-------_._-------_.__ ._ .._- -, .__.. '---'. ----_.'
PAGE NO. 15









C, , , 0
C, ••
C"I
----_.- - . --- -- - ..-.
C,t,
_ 0ATE
"-" -_.~_._-- --------- --_._--_ .. _.- _.-._ .. --.
USED AT ~410 411 412 .44& 447 449
USED AT 14n 412 447
------------~---------------------- ---- - -- --------------------------------
US~O AT ",,96 130 133 "131___ 137_1 41 148 149 152 153 1&6
--
USED AT 161 168 169 112 176 117 178 189 190 191 192
. ____ ..._....__,,___~ ...~.. _____~_. _____. _·_4____.__~.____.____ ~___________.___.
-._--_._. -~._---------
USED AT 194 195 196
c••• EO __ *
C... USED AT .116 140 412 449
. --_.- .._-- '--. '.' ...
c,., El
._-'--'~'---._.~ _._- .__... - .__.__....-._--- --_..._.- ---------------------------_ .
C"I USED AT ,,374 379 ",,412 ..4l3 41' 414 415 411 ..449 ,,450 4$0
C•• I USED AT 45 t 452, 454





_ "I FLT *
USED AT .96 141 422 459
C... USEO AT ""335 331
Cltl FPR *
C. II USED AT ... 33& _ 331
PAGE NO, 16
___________ DA TE- ._
c•• , FYIEI.*
----- --_ .._-_ .. . _._.~ _ .. _._---~----_.~.-.. _- -_.. _..._---- --------_. ---------- --_.- -_. -.-_ ...
C". USED AT ... 210 228 235 240 259 abo 271 liC) 334 3b3 :S9b
C,", usED AT 432
CI ., FY *
C", USED AT .90 139 210 .334 3J5 341
Q99qQOIDOGY=30
.........._- _._._---_.. -_.- --'-- ._. __.. . - -- - -_..-_.__._--,,'--
c••• F
*
.. -- - ----_. - - .-.-.~--- ..
C,., USED AT ..3&l 379 ..381 388 409 411 ..420 420 422 .430 445
C••• USED AT . .454 "451 ___ 457 459 ________ .. ____ .... _-- -_._--.--._.... -. - _. _. -- ..... - -_. _. w· __••_____
C••• GAMAX*
C, ••
o ••____ •• _ •• _
- . ... _--- . - ----
---









USED AT .104 139 218 294 3b3 3&5 3b9 396 398 402 432
USED AT 434 438
-',
USED AT ... 442 446 449
-. "-- -_. -- -_ .. -..._-_._-._ .. --_. --
'I\'
UsED AT -443 44& 44'7 449
*
.'C,~. -- .. -_._---_.... -
.---.- ---- ...__. _...... ....__._.-._--_ ..... .. .._-_.. _.-
-...--------
USED AT "£144 446 441 449
Ct~ • Gb *
C• •• USED AT -445 446 447
c•• , 104M 'It















.._. .__. .. ._. . . __ 0ATE .
USED AT w96 130 131 -132 132 147 148 152 153 lob 1&8
USED AT 169 172 176 117 178 189 190 192 194 195 190
USED AT -285 287 -299 100 -301 302 -303 107 -31J 315 317
Ct •• PE '"
---.-------------t... USED AT -138 -343 346 157 ~8b 388 427
______ CI " _PFEf __ '" _. . . .._
c,.. USED AT .294 297
- _. .. - -
C, •• PFE *
-------------------- ..-
c••• USED AT 246 lob 370 _$88 403 409 435
C., • USED AT 439 445.
C, •• PIE *
C,.. USED AT ~106_ 218_ 285 293 294 295 $13 3&5 375 388 398'




--... _ , t • _
c••• PO *
USED AT -154 155 ~174 175 -197 196
C,.. USED AT -96 129 205
PAGE NO. 18
. C••• PYIEL*
__ . _._. .._..... .. ._._ DATE





......._.__. . .._.. .______ PAT E_ .
C... pvy tt
C,.. USED AT 222 22& 249 351 370 313 38b 403 40~ 421 439
Ct., USED AT 442
Ctl. P1 tt
Ct.. USED AT -a47 250
C,I •• P2 '"





USED AT ~2q8 302 303 30&
USED AT ..291
USED AT -296
USED AT -a49 253 254
USED AT .9b 1&0 183 204 228 235 240 259 2&& 271 319














Ct •• USED AT 445
C, •• R2 1{
Ct., USED AT ~lS5 159-~175 182·~198203 218 244Z4S a4& 294
Ct.. USED AT 3&5 188 398 409 412 4~4 449
Ct ,. 51-1M *
-1.5"6-
PAGE NO" 20















.... ------..__. D~TE .
.... _---_ .. _.
""-." _.._------_ ........_~--_."--_._. --_._._- -_ .._-----
USED AT -152 159 -116 182 .. 194 203 218 294 365 398 434
'I\'
--_. --_._-_ .. _.,.~--,,_. __ .- ._--~ .._----- -- _.~._-_. __._-
.--
·._._-.- ••••• _--_._-__._•• 0. ___._---
---_."
USED AT ..96 141 285 ZQ3 294 313
-~." - ---._" ~ -_.
----- --_." ---- ._. . - - ..... --_._-_._---------- .. -_...._- . -_ .
'I\'
USED AT .96 114 -1 15 116 ____ 121 ___ 12.4 .. 1~7 218
.-
Z95._ :165 315
USED AT 388 398 409 414 434 445 451
C"" XMBAR'I\'
. C•••
CI •• XO 'l\'
USEO AT .172 .113 . . .. . . _
_.-
C••• USEO AT "'151
- --.....+---_._-- --.------ - - . ---- ---_._-._-_._-- ----- ._.__..,--------_.
174 182 ~193 203 218 244 365 388
Ct.,
C, •• XXI '"
CI' • ··USED AT ·-';"!li-i4--!§4 t56 158 -I b-S--f1if--l1'i--rfs--js-o ·--i 8 f -190
C't. USED AT 197199 200201 218 a95 3&5 :sqa 434
c, •• XVI 'It







·-P-AGE NO t 22
_.S EQ I_.Na•_.
CI"
Ct.. USED AT 200 201 218 285 293 3~5 398 434
-/r.1-
THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO COMPUTE THE BUCKLING LOADS OF UNBRACED
STUDS, THE HUCKLTNG lOADS ARE TAKEN AunuT THE x-x AXIS, Y-Y AXIS,
THE MAJOR AND t'1I~j(lR PI~HKIPAL. AXES, TORSIONAL HUCKLING AND
BUCK LIN G l3 AS F.IJ Ut'l THf PRnl) UCT IJFIN ERT I A..
HE AL 1'11)1)
PXX=(PIE**2)*MOO*XXI/(Xl**2)















































c* I CU~1 ARRAY
C• • • MUD
*
C• • • USFr> AT 10 1 1 12 13 14 IS
C* RC()~1 ARRAY
C••• CW *
C• • • USfJ) A1 1?
C• • • Gf
*
C• • • USF:D AT 12
c••• PFE
*
C• • • lISE!) AT -12
C• • • PIE
*
.




c•• • USED AT -10
C• • • PXY *
C• • • IISEO AT -1.~
( ... Pxt *
c• • • USED AT -114
C• • • PX2
*
C• • • USED AT -15
C• • • PYY *
C••• USED AT -11
C• • • R2 *
C• • • USED AT 12
C• • • XI1
*
C• • • USFD AT 14
PAGE Nil. .3
SE(~ • NU. DATE
C fl' • • XI2
*
C• • • USED AT 15
C• • • XJ
*
C• " " USE!) AT 12
C• • • XL
*
C• • • USFD Al 10 11 12 1.3 14 1">
C••• XXI
*
C••• USED Al 10
C• • • XY!
*
C• • " USEf) AT 13
C• • • YYI
*






., C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND SHEAR CaNSO
':;,C MODULUS FOR THE STUD. THESE VALUES MAY BE ELASTIC OR INELASTIC CONS\!
~.C DEPENDING UPON THE MAGNITUDE OF THE AXIAL STRESS IN THE STUD. CONse
7.C CONS
~.C CONSO
~. REAL MOD CONS
0, FY=fYIELD ****-




:1, 1010 MOD=29S00.0 CONS
b, GE=11300,O CONS
7. GO TO 1030 CONS











CtI • • USED AT -15 lIII19
C* RCOM ARRAY
C, •• AREA *
CP " USED AT 13
C•• , fLT *
C,., USED AT "'1? 14 18




C, •• USED AT 10
C, •• FY •
e, •• USED AT -10 "'1t' 11 12 18
C,., GE *




C•• , USED AT "c:!o 21
Ct •• PR it
C•• , USED AT 13
C". QA '#(
e,l •• USED AT 11
t ••• TMOD '#(
























"fS! ~.C ....__._.__... ..... ._..__. ......_..__ .__ ..... _
l,e
4.e THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER A BUCKLING LOAD OF
s.c ..__. THE.L1NBHACED_.SJUD IS .L.ESS_1HAt'L.THEYIELD LOAD OF THE STUD.
bte
1.C
8 • FCR:PUNB/AR~A __.__....._. ..__._. ..__.. ....._ ...... _..... __ ..
9. FY=FVIEL~QA
0, FLT=,5*FY
1• .... .. IF (FeR ...FLT) loa 0, 1020, 1010 '. .._ _. _ _
2, 1010 PA=AREA*(FV~FY**2/(4.~FCR))
J. PCUNB=PA
4,__..... GO .TO 1030 __. _
5, 1020 PCuNB=PUNB
b, 1030 RETURN
7....__.__ ._ END .__ .
-----
._-_._...- .-...._--_...._-----_._--
-~ _---_..-.__. __ __ ._-_ _- - --_ _ _._._-_..__._---_.__ .















_____ Ct ,. USE D AT'" t 0 1L______
Ct •• FYIEL'*
c... USED AT
Ct •• FY_ 'It
C••• USED AT to 12
C••• PA '*
Ct •• peUNS.
c••• USED AT -12 t$ _
--,
-------------------------------------------- ---- -------
Cit. USED AT -13 -15
__ c•• , PUNB '*
c•••
C••• QA 'It
USED AT 8 15
_______ C." USED_ AT q _
_.... _~- .. __.- ----_.__._----------------_._.__._-------~.





PROGRAM 1> i0 S
Program liO$consists of the main program and four subrou-
tines: peL. ;DPRQ)), (ONSr and pc.UAJR. The listings of the main
and of the four subroutines are presented in the following
pages. Each listing is followed by a schedule of the variables
used within that particular listing.
The integer variables J:5 and K=6 are used as input device
for read statements and output device for write statements
respectively. They are defined in sequence numbers 102 and
103 in the main of the program.
A non-basic Fortran statement in the form of REAL*8 C,Q,E,
POL is found in sequence number 25 in the main of the program.
Another non-basic Fortran statement of the type DOUBLE PRECISION
Q,E,O,P,T,EXPT,ESAV,U,V,W,C,POL,EPS,DABS,DSQRT is found in
sequence number 10 in subroutine l>PRQ']). These two statements
should be modified by the user if they are incompatible with
his machine requirements. For additional information, Appendix
F should be consulted.
For further explanation on the listings of the main and
subroutines and for the schedules of variables, the user is
referred to Appendix E.
-/6/-
1
_.- ..._.._- .. ---_._--.
~! NO.
-.• _NO. _ DATE
FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION ON THE USEAGE OF THIS PROGRAM, THE USER
'9. C 1.~_~EfE8_RED _lO_tHE_U_SER~S_.tiAN_UAI.. ANOTHE FOI.L.OWING PUBI..IC~ TIONS
.C
1,C SIMAAN,A.,WINTER,G.,AND PEKOZ,T.,"BUCKLING OF DIAPHRAGM
?C BRACED COI..UMNS OF UNSyMMETRICAl.. SECTIONS AND APPLICATION
3.C----TO-·WALL.-STUDS- DESIGNII,DEPT'-- OF STRUCTURAL. ENGINEERING, .--- --
4,C SCHOUL OF CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING,CORNEI.L
S.C UNlyERSIly,~E!OR.T NO.3?3,AUGUST 1973
~.C
1.C SIMAAN,A.,ANO PEKOZ,T.,"COLD~FORMEO STEEL WALL STUD
~.C DESIGN",SECOND SPECIALTY CON~ERENCE ON COLO-FORMED STEEl..
q I C--'--'--- STRUCTURES, DEPARTMENT OF- CI VXI.-ENGI NEERI NG, UN I VERSI TY ..
.e OF MIssOURI.ROlLA,OCTOBER 22.24,1973
1.C
2,C
3, C ALI.. DIMENSIONS,LOADS AND STRESSES ARE IN THE FOLLOWING UNITS
q.c ;.x_CE~T_WHERE__NQTEOo.THER.~l~~I-- . .
SIC
b.C DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
·.c I.OA08 IN KIPS
8,e STRESSES IN KSI
9,C
2.LL ._.__. -.-------- -.-- --"--'--'- - ..
i.r. 010S
'lIS! •• ------.----------.----..•....--.--------.- -.______ .. __ __ 01 OS
~IC PROGRAM OIOS DIOS
.,S (DIAPHRAGM PROpeRTIES FOR STUD BRACED ON ONE SIDE) _***
·~.t__. .. . .. _ . ._. _. __ .. ._.__. ... __. ._ .._... _. ._ 010S
,C DIDS
I,t THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE REQIRED DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES WHEN OIOS
8.C USEO_AS B.RACIN(LON_ON~ SIDE OF A HINGED STUD SUBJECTED TO AXIAL OIOS
~,C LOAD, THE STUD MAY BE: ACHANNE\,,--ZEE-OR--I -Ill SECTION, --- -- - ------ 0108
.e . 0108
1.t_______ 0 lOS
~.C THE COMPUTER PROGRAM PRESENTED HEREIN HAS BEEN PREPARED IN 0108
3.e ACCORDANCE WITH RECOGNIZED ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES AND IS FOR 010S
•• C .GENER~1.. INFORM~_TION ONLY, THIS .p_ROGRAM SHOUl,O NOT.BE USED_ WITHOltT_DIOS
~.c FIRST SECURING COMPETENT ADVICE WITH REsPECT TO ITS SUITABILITY 0108
.C FOR ANY GIVEN APPLICATION, THE PUBLICATION OF THE PROGRAM DI0S
"C PRESENTED HEREIN IS NOT INTENDED AS A REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY 0105
a.c ON THE PART OF AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE .OR OF ANY OTHER DIOS
0te PERSON NAMED HERFIN~ THAT THIS PROGRAM IS SUITABLE FOR ANY 010S
O.C GENERA~ OR PARTICULAR USE_OR OF fREEPOM_FROM INFRING~MENT OF ANY OIOS
J,t PATENT OR PATENTS. ANyONE MAKING USE OF THIs PROGRAM ASSUMES AL.L OIOS
2,C LIABIL.ITY ARISING FROM SUCH USE. DIOS
.s. C__.__.._. .. _.. .__..__ .._. . ._ .__._ _ ._ 0lOS
<,e 0108
;i. REAL*8 e,Q,E,folOL. ****'






















































































= MAXIMUM AVAILABLE-VALUE OF RELIABLE SHEAR
RIGIDITY (KIPS)
• MAXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE OF R!LIABLE SHEAR
.---.--.------------- - --- RESTRAINT (K'" I NI I N~RAD)-
STRIA = FIRST TRIA~ VALUE Of RELIABLE SHEAR RIGIDITY
rTRIA = FIRST TRIAL VALUE OF RELIABLE ROTATIONAL
---- - RESTRAINT
NRINT II 0 NO DETAILS OF COMPUTATIONS TO BE PRINTED




"!-l ., ~ ._~.__._. .. ._....... • ..•_..~ .
.• e
~.e THE INPUT CONSISTS OF TWO CARDS FOR EACH CASfl
-".C FIRST CARDa NRINT,ISEC,Xl,.,H,B,O,T (FORMAT 215,5Fl0,~O
.c SECOND CARDa QA,FY,SLIM,FLIM,PO,XL.l,STRIA,FTRlA
f'C (FORMAT 8Fl0.4)
8 C·---_._--_. - -- ---_.- --
-,e TWO B~ANK CARDS MUST BE PROVIDED AT THE END OF THE DATA CARDS TO
,C SIGNIFV THE TERMINATION OF THE RUN








,e1, c-:-------------------S TUO 0 t MENS IONS -----.----------------- ------- .---
~.C X~ a STUD LENGTH
l,e H II DEPTH OF SECTION
... C----------------------------- B--------- a FLANGE WIDTH -----
S.C 0 = DEPTH OF LIP
.C T II THICKNESS OF SECTION
-------------_.---- QA---. - SHAPf- FACTUR- OF THE STUD (OfF INEO AS Q - IN
~.. ~ sECTION 3.b.lt1 OF THE 19b8 EDITION OF
~,e ._ AISI'S SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN OF
o,e eOLD~FORMED STEEL STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
1,C
~, J.>J~_;_~SI.f.!ti__C_tt4J_,_~__(!!t, ~t"!1.,_fQL.(~) .__:_______ __ _
3,e
4,C









4,e fY = MATERIAL YIELD STRESS FOR THE STUD
5,C---------------------PO --- - .GIVEN DESIGN AXIAL. L.OAO






_0.a-I__~R_E~_L.~Q . .---- . ._ ._ .. _
----_._-------_ ..~. --~. -





. -. J=5 .. ._._ __.. ..__.._ __ __._ __.__ _ _ 010-
~3, K!=o OIO~
04.C 010;
105,--".0.J.9 RE AD(J, 2270 )NR I NT, I SEC.,_XI.. '.H, S, D, T,QA,F Y, SI. 1M, F" I.. 1M, PO, XI..! , $T fH A, 010,
'0. lFTRIA 010,
07.C 010,
n8.. C -.M.QQ_=_;L ~.8.T ~.~_ ..MO.Q.UL.~_S~_pf_~I.~_ 8.lU:ll1_. ._. "..._ . ,__.',._..... ..... 0 10,
109.C 010,
10. MOO=Z9500.0 010;
11.C.__.__. _ .. ., _.,._ __ ' .._' _"'" .__.__ _ oxa,
12,C GE = ELASTIC SHEAR MODULUS 010,
13,t 010;
1q.. GE=t113.00.• 0 .__._ __ .. __ _." ". . .._.__ ._. ._.. 010;
15, C 010,
16. PIE=3.14159 DID,
I 7 , C___ .. __ . . 0 I 0,
18.C N U M B E R OF BUCKLING MODES TO BE EXAMINED 'NU' DID:
19.C 010;
20,C HIGHER BUCKLING MODEs ARE EXAMINED BY CONsIDERING .010.
21',e-sUFFICIENT NUMBEHS' OF 'NU' .'IN--THIS' PROGRAM-NU=l ,2,. ~ t';, 10 ---.---..-.------ DID,
2i,C IF MORE VALUES ARE DESIRED, THEN CHANGE PRESENT 'NU' VALUE 010:
23. c ._.... _ __._ _ .. _. _ _. __.. __ _ _ _._. .. D10:
24, NU=10 OI~
25, WRITE(K,2280) 010
~~- ASSUMED -IN I TI AL- IMPERFECT IONS----·----·- -.- .. .' -- -.-------..- ...-.-- .. ----- g~g
Z8 1 C co = IN THE X·OIRECTION • STUD ~ENGTH/350 Ole
29,e 00 =t IN THE Y·OIRECTION = STUD LENGTH/TOO Ole
lO.C·---------Eo·= INITIAL.' TWlsr'ATCENTER = 0.0003 RAD PER FOOT OF LENGTH Ole
31.C Ole
32, . CO. XL17 00 , ... .__.__..__ .. .._. . _. _ 0 Ie
33 I'· ._---- -···DOaXLI1 0o. 0I (
34. EO=O.OOOb~(O.5*XL/12.) Ole
l5. _. __.. CO=2.*CO ._._,,--,,- .. _ OIC
36.C Ole
37. IFCISEC-0)2300,2360,1020 OIC
38, 1020 GO TO(1030,1040,1050),ISEC Ole39.-1030 -'WR I TE (l<, 2070) XL .. --.--.--.---.-.-------...--.- - .. -.- .- ...-.-- OIC
40. WRITECK,2080) Ole
41. GO TO 1060 Ole
·42, -'·1 040'" WRI TE(K , 2090) XL Ole
43, wRITECK,2100) Ole
44. GO TO 1060 _ .... _... ..__~ ..__ . ..._.. OIL
. 45, --i os o'-w RIT E(K ,2110 , XL 011
46, WRITECK,2120) OIl
r47, 10bO WRITECKi2050)PO OIL
dle,-- ..... WRITECK,20UO) H,B,O,T 011
49. HH=H 011
..50, H=H""T ._.______ _ __ ..__.. _.... __. .._ __.._ _ 01 1





, ._L070 8:1 B• ( T/2, ) 0 tos:5. GO TO 1090--' ---- -.. ----.-..-.- . -_ ..-._-_ ..- - - .. -----..--.-..... OIae
·4, 1080 a=B·T OIOS
.5 t.. . 0 =- 0 .. ( T/2. ) ._. ._. ..... ... _... . 0 I ae
6. 1090 CONTINUE OIae
7, wRlrfCK,2310) FY,MOD,GE Dloe
.8,,_ WRITECK,2320) CO,DO,EO 0105
9. WRITECK,2290'·SLIM,STFHA,FLIM·····---------···-- .-. OIoe
0, wRITECK,2300) FTRIA,XL.l Dloe
1. .... GO_T0C1100,1110,1120),JSEC._.... OIael.e OIoe
3.C OIO~
4, c_J;~L..CJJ.LA_IIQt'l._P.F__sg_C.U9Ji_.eR.9P.E_~J I fS I .SEc TION oIO~5. C .. .. -- ...-----...----. - ..---'._--"---'-'-" ..-'- ---..-...-.-.- -- 0 Ioe
,6. 1100 AREA=2.*T*(H+B+2~*D) OIoe
7t... XX1=T* CH**3+:5 • tt B*H**2+.1> ,,I: t).~_(H-0J 'A.~a~2 t.* 0* *3) lb. . 0 10e
,8, YYI:B**2*T*CB+&.*O)/b. OIoe
9, XYI=O.O OIoe




-4.-·····---R2=PI/AREA -------.-....--.-.---.-....----.----.-........... . . - ..... oXO~
F5. XI1=YYI OIa~
o. XI2:1XXI oIO~
----·WR I TE (K, 2 ObO ,·ARE A, xx f;'yy (, XY 1---·-------··--· '---"-...._.... 010 ..
WRITE(K,21:50) XO,RZ,XJ,ew 010..
-9 •.__ . _. _ WRIT E( K, 2140). QA ... . __ .__. .' ... 010 ..
O. GO TO 1130 010;
: 1•C lO,
2.C 010,
3. C CA~CULAT ION -0"-SEC TI ON-PROPERfIE-S--·CHANNEL:· SEC TI ON --.------.----------..-.- 010,
_4.e DID,
. 5 , 111 0 ARF. A=T*(H+2 , 0 '"a +2 • 0*0 ) ._ ...._.__,, __ ... 0 10,
b.-··- .. XBAR=Ttt(B**2+2.0*D*B)/AREA 010,
7. XXI=r*(H**3+6,O*B*H**2+&,O*0*CH-D)**2+2.0*ott*3)/12.0 010,
=,8., .. Y~tI.= l~Jt*~g!!J2. O!H.*B tB * *.?_+ 2.~.Q.~~~ ~. ~._Q~Jt~~. 9..~.I:'DJ./J 1 •.~"!..t!i~2 .O!B_'t2 • 0_.* D) 0 I 0,
-9. 1) 010,
Ot XYI=O.O 010·
., 1 , XMBA R= (B *H) **2~T* C1,0 +2. O.~()I.~."!..8.,O.*P*.~~( (3.,0 .~_B*.H*_",2» / (4.0 "'x XI) 010,.
., 2 ;_.-.._- .. - xo. XMBA R+XBAR 0 I o·
3. PI.XXI+VVI+AREA*XO*tt2 010,
.". R2::1PI/AREA __.. ..__ . . _.._ _ DID,
95. '---XJ=-T**:5* (H+2 ~ 0*8+2. OttO) 13.0 010,
~6. CW=CB*H*T)**2*(2.0tt8*H**3+3.0*(B*H)**2+b,O*0*CH+2,O*B)*H**2+12.0*DOIO,
7. t**2*(H+".O.B)+8,O*D~~l*(H.14.0ttB)+48.0*0**4)/(144.0*Xxl) 010·
98. XI l=YYI ... 010,
Q9. XI2=XXI 010;
.2..!4~Il~J!<_,_2 O~_Q)~~-ll_x..J , vYl,~tI__. .__..__... ..__. ._._. _.__.__...._.__ Q10,
.._---_._--_.._.__.. --- --_ ...~_..--_ ... -..-_._ .....__ ..._.._~_._ .... -. ._._ ..------_._--~-_._ .. __ ..._--- -,.-







:' • WRIT E ( K, 2 1I{ 0 t Jil A 0 lOS
~. GO TO 1130 --------------------------.-------.--- ---.----.-- ---.-.------------------ -- 010S
".C 0108
Ci.C___ 0108
·.C CA~CU~ATION OF SECTION PROPERTIES Z~SECTI0N 0108
1.C 0108
8 •._lJ)~Q AREA=T~ CH+2. O~B+2.O'~D) oIOS
9. XX I =T1f CH**3+6. 0 ~B"'H~"'2+b ~-0*O'-CH"O) ~~2+2. O*D~*3) /12.0 ------------- - 0 lOS
0, YYl=2.0*B**2*T*CB+3.0*D)/3.0 oIOS
1. XYI=8*1~eB*H+D~(H..D»/2._0 __._________________ _ __ __ OIOS
~. XO=O.O 0108
~. XJ=T**3~(2.0*B+H+2.0*D)/3.0 0108
". CW=( B*T) **2~ (2.0 *H**3~B~ (H'IfB) ~"! 2+2. O*O~H**2*(3. O*M"'_2. O~B)_!l~. O~_[)**_oIOS
Cl. 12*H*(H+B)+8.0*D**3*(H+2.0*B)+D**4)/(12tO~AREA) 0108
6. PlaXXl+YYI OIOS
7'- R2=PI /AREA _ 010S
8, Xlt=«XXI+YYI)/2.)-8QRT«(XXl~YYI)/2.)**2+XYI**2l OIOS
9, XI2=e(XXltYYI)/2.)+SQRT«(XXlWYYIl/2.)**2+XYI**2) 0105
O. __WRI TEC K,2060) __ AREA, XXl,_Yj'J_,JLY_~ . . 0 lOS
1. WRITECK,2330) XI1,XI2 010S
~. WRITE(K,2130) XO,R2,XJ,CW 010S
3 I Jt4B IIEe1<,214 oJ Q~ . .______________________ . __ ._ __ 0 I OS
4.e oIOS
5. FYIEl.lIFy OIOS
&-- C _ ", . " .~_._"._. .. __ .. A __._. __• • • ~. " _. ~ •• _. ••• • __ ._._ •• ~._. . _ •._.. 01 OS
~ 0 A 0 CAP A CIT Y OF STUD OIOS
~,c oIOS
fI,__ 1110. PRaPO*l.QZ .__ 010S
0, IF(NRINT.1)1150,t140,1140 0105
1, 1140 WRITE(K,2170)PR 010S
2, 1150 CONTINUE __ .________ 0108l,-C------------.. . --.. ------------------ --- OIOS
4.C 010!
S.C CHECK IF PR (GIVEN LOAD x F.S,> S~TISFIES THE CONDITIONSI 010S
o,e PR > UNBRACED BUCKLING LOAD (PUNS) oIOS
7.e PR > THE CRITICA~ LOAD oP BUCKLING PERPENDICULAR TO THE WALL oIOS
8.C PF!.._l __Y_I_~LP) t'{~_OF __ S.;_~It()~ . . .. __ 01 oe
9.C oIOS
o.e OIOS
1. AN= 1. 0 . oIOS2. C--.--- --- . . .--- --- ---.- DI O~
3. CALL PCLC1SEC,XXI,YYI,XVI,xO,R2,XJ,ew,MOD,GE,PIE,XL,XIt,XI2,AN,~XXOIOS
4•. _ 1,PYV,PFE,~..xY,~_)(1,P~_2l ._________ __ ".__ _ OIoeSIC -------- - . - .. - OIoe
b, JF(NRINT~1)1170,1160,11bO DIoe
7. 1160 WRITE CK,2340) PXX,PYV,PXY OIoe
.8.- wRITE (K,2350) PX1,PFE DIoe
'9. 1170 CONTINUE Oloe
g, GO T.Q1!.!.~_Q.Lt?~!hJ?-90J..J ISE~_. . .. . .. _. OIO(
. _- ..~-_ ....-
.... _. ----- -.- .._.
-._--- ._._----_._--_._-~-~ .
-_.-_.- ----_._--_ .. __ .~---





~, ..._------._- - _ _ .______ _ 0108
" CA~~ PCUNR(PUNB,AREA,QA,fYIEL,PCUNB) OIOS
4,C 0108
5•_ I F( PR• PCUN8) 11 90, 11 90,J20Q_ _ 0 lOS
~. 1190 WRITECK,2180) 010S
7. GO TO 2030 oIOS
9.1200 PUNB=PXX 01089,t - --- -- - ------------------------------------------------------- - ---------------------- 0108
O. CA~~ PCUNR(PUNB,AREA,QA,FYIE~,PCUNB) 010S
1 , C____ _ 0 I as
~. IFCPR.PCUNB)1220,1220,1210 010S
3, 1210 wRITECK,a190) 0108
4,__ GO TO 2030_______________________ _ 0 lOS
5, 1220 PYIEL=FYIEL*QA*AREA 0108
~. IFCPR~PYIEL)13bO,1230,1230 0108
7,_1230 WRITECK,2200) 0108
9, GU TO 2030 OIOS
9, 1240 Al~R2·XO**2 010S
O. A2=-R2*(PFE.PX~) 01081.----A3= PXX-ItPFE*R2--- --------------- -.- ----------. - -------- ----------------- -- ---.--.-------------.----- -------------. ----- - 0 t as
2. Pl=(-A2+SQRT(A2**2.4.*Al*A3»/(2.*Al) 010&
:5 , P2= ( ..42~_~Q~J (A2_*._*2.!"~._~A_l~A~_~J t(z. 'If_A 1)____ 0 lOS
4. P3=PYY 010s
5. PUNS=?l OIOS
b. IF ( PUNB'!~2t12b_OL1_2~_0~J_2'_O_______________________________ ____ _. . 0IO~
1250 PUNB=P2 OIOS
a. 1200 IFCPUNB-P3)1280,t210,la70 OIQ~
9,_1270 PUNB=P3 ._. OIQ~
O. 1280 CONTINUE Oloe
-1, GU TO 1300 Oloe
i!. 1290 PUNB=P X1 ___ _ 0 I oe3 .-C---- -- ------------------- -- -- - -------------. ---------------------------- 0 Ioe




-7, 1310 WRITE (K,2180) DID;';
8. GU TO 203(L __ ____ __ __ __ 0 IOC
9.-1320-PUNB-pxi DIO~
O.C OIO~
~1, CA~~ __PCUNR(PUN-B,AREA,QA,.FJJfl.,PCUNB) 010,
2.C DIO~
l, IFCPR.PCUNBlIJ40,1330,1330 010,
:~:----~.3~-~-~~Ii~--~~3~19-QL--------------------------------.. ---- --- - -- -- -------- ----. gig:
b. 1340 PYtEL=FYIEL*QA*AR~A 010,
-- 7 • 1F ( PR• PYI EL>t 3b 0 , 135 0, 1~5 g_ _ 0 I a'
;8.-1350 WRITE CK,2200)- - 010,
-'9. GO TO 20}0 DID;
!.~-U..~~_.C_QJilI!il1L __--- __ . .. . 0 10_:_
..._._---_._."_._~_._-_._~-_._.--- - ----_ .. - ... ~ ..-
- ~---- .. _- ---" ------
"--------- ---- --' -----_ .._..._------ - .._- ------------------- --------
-1&7-
wE NO. 7




"'; C-CHECK-POSS 1BI LIT Y- UF'-BUe KL-I NG-BET\./EEN--,r AS TENERs - .' ---- ---.----------------- -.---. g~g~
4.C DISTANCE BETwEEN FASTENERS = XL1 010S
I:i C .1.--.-.. ---. -.- . _ _ .. ._. .___ __ _ OIOS0. GO TO(1370,1400,1470),ISEC 0105
1.C OIOS
9, C CHECK I NG BUCK!.I NG BETWEEN FASTENERS ~ ~SJ~:C . . 0105~. --- --. ---.------ -- _.-..---.---..- --- ...--.---- 0105
O. 1370 PCF=(PIE**2)*MOO*YYI/eXL1**a) 0105
1.__ .. .IF (NRINT·1) 1390,1360,13&.0 . . _. . 0105
2. 1380 WRITE(K,2210)PCF OIOS
3. 1390 CONTINUE 0105
41 ."0_1:.0_148Q. .. __ .. .__ .__ .. ... ._..._. ... 0105
S.C OIOS
b.C CHECKING BUCK~ING BETWEEN FASTENERS CHANNEL .SEC 0105
7 •C . ._. 0 109
8. 1400 PYYF=(PIE**2)*MOD*VVI/eXL1**2) 0105
~. PFEF=eGE*XJ+CPIE**2)*MOD*CW/X~1**2)/R2 0105
oL PX XF= (P ~ E*-1f?,-*-_~_qD_f!~~J/-'XI.~*-~) . ..__ ... _... . . __ 0105
1. P4=PYYF 0105
Z. P5:PFEF OIOS
3 1 . P&=P XXF . .__ . . .____. __. . __ . . .__ 0lOS
4, PCF=P4 010S
5, IF(PCF~P5)1420'1420'1410 0109
b. 1410 PCF=P5 . . . __.... 0105
1420--IF(PCF",po)11.l40,1440,1430 .. -----------.----- -------- DIOS
6. 1430 PCF-Pb OIoe
9,_1~qQ_CONTINUE . OIoe
o. IF (NRINT-l)14&O,1450,1450 OIoe
·1, 1450 WRITE (K,2220) P4,PS,Pb OIoe
2,- _WR 1TE (K,2~~JU_p_Cf .__ __ .__ .. __ _. __. .__. ._.. __ 0 I oe
J. 14&0 CONTINUE 010e
.4. GO TO 1480 0109
.S,C__ OIoe
&,C CHECKING BUCK~ING-BETWEEN FASTENERS Z·SEC oloe
-1.C 010':
.8,_.147 O_PCF= (PI E~_~.21~t1QQ_~XI 1L'-X~..l~*_?J . . __. ._ 010:':
9. 1480 PUNB=PCF OIOC
O,C 010:':
.1. .. CAl.L.PCUNR (PUNB, AR!A, QA, FYtEl., PCUNB) OIOC
~.C-----·-· - 010 ..
3. IF (NRINT.l)1500,1490,1490 OIO~




·~8. GO TO 2030 010,
··'9.e 010,
-itc ... __ . . . .. 010,
------ - - . -_.--- --- --_.- .





CHECK IF PR (GIVEN LOAD X f.S,) IS IN THE INE~ASTIC RANGE OIOS
__ I F 50 , THE NFl ND. __ THE EQUI VALE NTEl.. ASTteLa A0 ePE) 0 lOS
',e CORRESPONDING TO ePR) . --- ---- --_._-- .... ------------.-- oIOS
4, 1520 FY=FYIE~*QA OIOS
5, . __ FL T=, 5*FY .. ._.. __. 0 I OS
b, FPR=PR/AREA 0108
1, IF(FPR~FLT)lS30'1530,1540 o10S
,8, .-15~O_._PEaPR _ . __. . .. ._.__ . ._._. ._.. __. . ... __._._. ... _.__ . _... 0 I OS
9, GO TO 1570 0108
O,C 0108
1.C_ EQUIVALENT ELASTIC LOAD 'PE'_CORRESPONDING TO 'PR' oIOS
~,C 0108
j. 1540 PE:eAREA*FY)**2/C4,*CAREA*FYRPR» 0108
4,_ ._ IF (NR I NT lit 1) 156Q, 15S 0,J~2.Q . __.._. ._..__... _... . . .. __ ._.. .... __ 0 lOS
5, 1550 WRITE (K,22bO) PR,PE 0108
&, 15&0 CONTINUE 0108
7, 1510 CONTINUE OIOS
8,e OIOS
9,C 0108
O,C_.COMPUTArI.QNs OF A~ISlOF~S!+'F' ,ALSO THE CORRE8PONO~NG ._o108
1,C 'GAMAX' + 'FEMAX', 50 THAT A SUITABLE DIAPHRAGM CAN BE CHOS!N 0108
2,C '0108
3 •._. 5=S TR I A . .. .._. . . ..._. 0I 08
4, F=FTRIA 010S
'5, SMIN=S OIOS
~. WRITE(K,2150) 0108GO --TO" ( 1580,1700,1870) ; I SEC----·-·----·-- ..- ..·- .. --· -.... - ..-- .. -. - ---...--------- -. OIO!
b,~ OIoe
9,C_._.__.. _.._. 01 oe
O.C·-"· "-0 I A P'H RAG M . FOR I-SECTION 010':
1.C OIoe
~: 1S80~~=~ ~~~-~ i:;2 ~.Y_d __ -------------------------.-.. --.---------.--. ...... g~g~
Q.C OIOf
s.C __ C.ALCULATION Of.~LASTlt .BUCI(L,I~G .I,.O~D I-SECTION oIO~
b,C DIO~
.'1.C DID:::






,~. P1=(-Gl+SQRTCGt**2.. 4.*G2»/2, . . ._ ". __ OIO~









-- -_.- _. _._--
;iE NO, 9
.•.~O •.-....
--- --,- - --~-- ------ -------- -- -
DATE
1610 PCC!)=P3 0108
;._~ :~~ .. ~g~+~ ~.~~-_._-_._._---------_ .._----------_ _------_._----- . - ---._---_._- -_.. -._-_. _._- .g~g~,
I~. PTEST=PC C1) 0108,
~ I _. . __ . AN= 1• 0 . ___. __ . . ._ __ . 0 I 08,
• NWAVE=l 0108
'. peR-PTEST 0108
8 t._._._ DO 1650 .1=2, NU . 0 108
• IF CPC ( I) ",PT EST) 1640,1 &4 0 ~'1 G5 0--·--··---·--------- .-. -..----. .--- ...----- --.------.- ..---- --.-.- 0 lOS,
-I 1640 PTESTaPCCI) 0108,
1. ANIICI*1.)'Iu-Z ... _.. _. _. ..__ .. .__ .__ . 010S
~. NWAVE=I 010S
'. PCR=PTEST 0108
4 ..J.6_S0_C ON TIN UE .. _. ..... . . ,_" _._.__ ._. _. . __._. . ._ 0 lOS,
q. IF(PCR~PE)1660,1670,1670 OIOS
, 1000 8=&S+5. 0 0108,
1. ._._ _ F=F+0 • 005 __ ____._ _ '__ '. .. 0108
8, SMIN=S OIOS,
• GO TU 1580 0108
. ..J~JJt._.CQ.N.I.I~_UE .... .. .. . . ..__ . _.._. . . 0108·
l,C OIOS,
"".C CHECK 'GAMAD' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS OIOS,
l.I;:__._.._. __. __ . .. _.... ',_,_,, ._.. 0 IDS,
4. W=NWAVE*1.0 OIOS
3,C OIOS,
_ .._~.AI.I._CON$T(eR,J!_VJ.EL,.Q~,_ARg~,_.M_O_~LG_EJ __.______ _ . DI0S
010S,
B. CALL PCL(ISEC,XXI,YYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,Cw,MOD,GE,PIE,XL,Xll,XI2,AN,PXXOIOS,
9 •. 1, py_v , PFE ,PX Y_,_~J(J, P~a) ._.. _ 0108,
O,C OIOS
1. Al=PYV·PR+S 0108






8 • Fe: MAX:I AB8 ( E1) _. _.__ __ ___ DI ae





.' ~ • ... I P' ( F..F1..1 M) 158 0, 158 0, 169 0 __ .___ 0I 0 ~
.5. 1690 GO TO 2030 OIoe
',e OIoe
-~.C Oloe
.8.e 0 I A P H RAG M FOR CHANNEL~S~C DIO~
~:.C 1tQ..LRJL_~ 8 O_Q.__ {:ll_,.~u ,J . . .__ .__ _ ~ ~g~
--- ~-- ~~
. --~ -- -- . -- ~ - - ---
-'. - ----- ------- ----- . - -- --





-- __ _ .. __ . __.______ OIOS
-,e eA~CU~ATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD eHANNEL~sEC OIOS
''',e OIOS,
:; , ------.:--- CAL L PC ~ ( I SEC, xx I , YYI , X'1'I,_x 0 , ~2, XJ , CW, MOO, GE, PIE , XL , XI 1 , XI 2 , AN, PxX0 1as
, 1,PYY,PFE,PXY,PX1,PXZ) OIOS
I,C OIOS






,~, -:.. F3=R2",Xq.~_~_2_~ . .. __ . __ . ..._. __._.. _.. _. __ .. __ 0 lOS.
5, C(1)=FO OIOS,
, C(2)=Fl OIOS
• L __ .__ . C( 3 ) =F2 0 108
9, C(4)=F3 OIOS
", IC=1.l DIOS,
• 1.8_=3. .. .._..._. . . ... ._." __".___ ___. ..._.. __ .__ . 0108,
l,C OIOS,
~. CA~L DPRQO(C,IC,Q,!,POL,IR,IER) OIOS
.: •.C.._.. ._. __ . .._. ..._... ._. . . .. 0 108
~. Vl:Q(l) 0108
5, V2=Q(2) oIOS,
._' V3=Q(3l__ _ . ._. . .. __ .____ __. .. OIOS·
~ Wl=E(1) OIOS
ew W2=e:(2) OIOS
- W3=E (3) OIOS·---_.__.
, IF(Wl.0.0)1710,1720,1710 oIOS
1, 1710 Vl=O.O 0108
2, 1720 Pl-Vl . .___ oIOS
t ,---- .. --- I F( W2·0 ~ 0 ) 1730 , 1740 , 1730 0108
~. 1730 V2=O,O 0108
5,_.1740 P2=V2 .... OIOS,
, IF(w3-0,O)1150,17bO,1750 DIOS
. , 1750 V3=O,O OIOS
·8 • 17bOP3:V3 .____ _ .._ 0 lOS,
n ,-- --- P C1 ) =P1 010S
0, P(2).P2 OIoe
1 L . P ( 3 ) =P:3 0 I ae
-2, PEST=10000000,O DIoe
3, DO 1790 N:l,3 OIoe
. , IF ( P ( N) • 0 , 0 ) 17 q 0, 1790 , 1770 ._____ _ 0 I 0 e
5, 1710IFCPCN).PEST)1780,1780,1790 OIoe
• 1780 PEST:P(N) OIoe
.• 1790 CONTINUE 0108
-8, PC(I)=PEST OIoe
'9. 1800 CONTINUE OIoe
__, . .PJESJ_~P_~( 1J . .. . OIO~




._-- ---~ -_. ---" ----
...._--~-~------_.__ ... - _..
DATE
AN=1.0 DIOS'
*.------ NW AVE =1 . __ _ _ . . . _ __ _ ._.__ __ _. 0lOS-
-, PCR=PTEST OIOS'
q. DO 1820 I=2,NU 010S-
!:tt_ _I F CPCCI) ..PTEST'1810,1810,1_820 . __ _ 0105
• 1810 PTESTaPCCI) 0109
1, AN=(I*l,)**2 0105-
8. NWAVE=I .__ . . .__. ... .__ ._._.__ . ._ . .. .__. . 010S
• PCR=PTEST 0108
w. 1820 CONTINUE 0105
1._ IFCPCR-PE)1830,1840,1840______ OIOS
~, 1830 5=5+5,0 0105
3, F=F+O,005 oIOS
q 1 SMINaS_____ . .. OIOS
~. GO TO 1700 0105
~. 1840 CONTINUE 0105
7,C_ 0105
8 t C CHECK 'GAMAD' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS 0108
9.C 0105
o. W~N_WAVE~J .0___________ _ DIOS
l,e 0105
~t CALL eONsTCPR,~VIEL,QA,AREA,MOO,GE) OIOS
1.c____ _ _ _ _ 0 I 08'
4, CALL PCLCISEC,XXI,VYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,CW,MOD,GE,PIE,XL,XI1,XI2,AN,PXXOIOS
~. 1,PVY,PFE,PXY,PX1,PX2) 0109
LC. .__._ _ ._ ... .. ._ .... . . . . 0 I as
7 F4.PYY~PR+s oIOS
8, FS."S*HH/2, 0105
9 , __ .. Fb =Pxx-PR _ __ __ 0 I 08
, F7~PR*XO OIOS
1. F8~R2*CPFE·PR)+S*CHH/2.)**2+(11/AN)*F*(XL/PIE)**2 0105
~. OET=F4*CPb*FS..F7**2)-F6*FS**2 . 0108
3. Cl=PR*CCO/W*CF6*F8 ..FY**2).F1*FS*COO/W.Xo*EO/W)pFb*F5*CR2_EO/W .. XO*OOIOS
4. 10/W»/OET 0105
5. El=PR*C-CO/W-F5*Fb.F4*F7-COO/W.XO*EO/W)+F4-Fb*(R2*EO/W~XO*OO/W»/OOIOS
~. lET - -- ---.. . . .. 010S
-1. GAMAX-PIE*w*(Cl"El*HH/2,)/XL OIOS





3. 1850 F=F+.005 DIoe
.4, S::rsMIN .______ Dloe
.5,-- ----- IFCF-Fl.IM)1700,1100,18bO OIoe
• 1860 GO TO 2030 DIO~
.7,C oIO~
.8,C DIO~
-19.C 0 I A P H RAG M FOR Z·SECTION OIO~
o oIO~.~L ._. . ._. .__._---_- --._------ ..-.---....--.- ----_.--.- --
--_.-._- .- _.._. - - _._ .. --' -- .- - ----- ---- ---- - ...-
-/11., -
DATE
1810 00 1910 I=l,NU,l 0105'
- .... At~(~ ( 1-1 t ) **2 .. __ _ ~_ _ _ 0 I 08'
-,e 0108-
~,c CALCULATION OF ELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD Z.SECTION OIOS'
~,_c_______ _ _ DIOSe
• CALL PCLCIsEC,XXI,YYI,XYI,XO,R2,XJ,ew,MOD,GE,PIE,XL,XI1,XI2,AN,P.XXoIOS'
,. 1,Pyy,PFE,PXy,PX1,P~2) 0105'
9 ,C_________________________________________________________ _ 0 lOS'
• Bl=PFEtPYytPXXtS oIOS.
• B2=(C(HH/2.)*-2)*StF*(1./AN)*,XL/PIE)*-2)/R2 oIOS'
1, BJ=CPYYtS)*PXX Illl PXY**2 "__________ _ 0108-
~, B4=(PYVtPXX+S)*P~E oIOS-
-, 85=PYYtPXXtS oIOS'
4 , 8b= ( CS*HH/2. )1\'*2)/R2 _ oIOS'
~. FO=~BJ*PFE~BJ*B2+Bb*PXX OIOS'
• F1=B3+B4"'B5*B2~Bb 0 IDS"
7 ._____ F2=~B 1-62 _ _ 0 IDS'
S. F3=1.0 0108
, C(1)=FO OIOS
, CC2'=Fl______________ __ oIOS
1, CCJ)=F2 010S
~t C(4)=FJ OIOS
.. , IC.4 _ 0 lOS
q. IR=3 0105
S,C 0105
, CAL L. 0 p~_~0 ( C, lC , Q,E , eJ:l.k,l~, t E:.R ,-__ __ _ 0I as
~ Vl=Q(l) OIOS
b, V2=Q(2) 010S
9, _ V3=Q(3) 0108
0, ---- --- WI-Eel) 010S
1. W2-E(2) 0108
~ • W3=E ( J ) __ .____ __ 0 lOS
J .-----1F CW1""o~ 0 ) 1880 , 1890 , 1880 0 lOS
4. 1880 VIIlO.O OIOS
5. 1890 Pl::aVl . __.___ _ olOS
J,- IF(~2-0.0)t900,1910,1900 oIOS
'. 1900 V2=O.0 010S
8. 1910 P2=V2 ._________________ __ 0108
9, -IFCW3wO.O)1920,1930,1920 DIOS
0, 1920 V3=O.O OIOS
-1,1930 PJaV] 0108
2,- - P(l).Pl 0105
3, P(2)=P2 DIOS
-.. , p ( ] ) =P3 . ~~_ 0 lOS
.5,-------- PEST=10000000.0 OIOe
• DO 19&0 N=t,] DIOe
1. IFepeN)~O.O)19bO,1960,1940 DIO~
,8. 1940 IFCP(N)-PEST)1950,1950,19bO oIO~
119. 1950 PEsr=P(N) o10~
~J__1-.!b O__ ~Q_riIINV~. -_. .___ __ 0 I O~
_._....._-. __ .... -_ .. _._---- _._.__. _.."_._-~_._------~._._----------~----- ._.._---.- .. __ ...• -- -
-1'13 -
liE NO. 13
1II •. NO. OATE
PCCI)=PEST DIOS.
_1_9._1_0_. CON Tt NUE . . . ._ _ _.. ___ 0 105
J , PTEST=PC(1 ) - -- 0 lOS
Q, AN=1.0 0108
c;. ._ . NWAVE=1 _._______ ._ __._.._.._ __.__ _. OIOS,
• PCR=PTEST OIOS
1, DO 1990 1=2,NU DIOS
9,_. IF (PC (I) -PTE.SJJ_l~6_0,J.9~O.,1990 0108q. 1980 PTEST:lPC(I) .- ------.. ---.----.-----... -.. ' ...-... -...-.-..-... --.---- ...--- .. --OIOS'
-. AN:I(I*1.)*1l2 oIOS,
1•.. . NWAVE=I ..__. .. _ 010S
~. PCR=PTEST DIOS
3, 1990 CONTINUE OIOS.
4,__. __ 1F(PC R""~_E )2..Q_o<t, 20_10.,_.2...0_1 0 .._. .... _._ .._ . . .0 IDS,
1\, 2000 8=S+S,0 DIOS,
, F=F+O,005 OIOS.
1._ SMIN=S __ .___ _ . OIOS.
8, GO TO 1870 OIOS.
9, 2010 CONTINUE oIOS
o,c . __._ __ _,__ .._...._.. .... _.. ..... . DIOS
l.e CHECK 'GAMAo' + 'FED' REQUIREMENTS oIOS,
~.c 010S
't t ' _._ W:z NWA VE*1 ,0._._'.__ ... _... __ ._. __. ... ".__ _ _._ 0 lOS
'1,e OIOS·
~. CALL CONST(PR"YIEL,QA,AR!A,MOO,GE) D10S
.C______ .. . . . DIOS
7 CALL PC~(IsEC,XXI,YYI,XVl,XO,R2,XJ,Cw,MOO,GE,PIE,XL,XI1,XI2,AN,P.XXDIOS
b, 1,PYY,PFE,PXV,PX1,PX2) DIOS,
9,C_._......_. ._ .. OIOS
DIoe
OIOS,






















----- . . .._._-----_..._--------..._--_._-_. _.... _.. _-
3, F~=PXX.PR
.~. F5:1(PFE~PR)*R2+S*CHH**2)/4.+(1./AN)*F*(X~/PlE)**2
-5, .. DET=Fl*FQ*F5~(~2**2)*FS~(F3**a)*FQ .
... , --.- C1cPR* (CO*F Q*fS/w""OO*F2*fS/W""EO*F3*FU *RZ/W) /OET
Jr. E1=PR*(~CU*F3*F~/W+DO*F3*f2/W+EO*R2*(Fl*f4""F2**2)/W)/DET




~ ' 5=5+5., IF(S""S~IM)1870,1870,2020. , 2 02 0 FIIF +.005 . ... ..__ ..... ._ .... _




~_:_~--_...•_--_ ..._---_....- ._._-._._.--- --_.-.---_ ..._. - -_ .._._ ....._. _.-_.__..... _....
---------_._._--_._-------- _.-._- ---- ._-- _..~ .__._-- ._._.------ --_..-- ..--_ ..~--_._ ..-.. -. -. "-- _..
-/1¥-
•.. _.. '_.~... - - .. -jE NO. 14
'LNO. DATE
2040 FORMATC5X,38HOVERALL SECTION DIMENSIONS OF THE STUD,I/,SH H =,f7,DIOS;
_.-" 23,7H INCHESdOX,24HOVERAL.L J)EP"IH OFSECTION,I,5H B =,F7.3,7H INCHDIOS
"' 3ES,lOX,12HFLANGE wIDTH,I,5H D =,F7.3,7H INCHES,10X,24HDEPTH OF STOI08
4. 4IFFENING LIPS,I,SH T =,F7.3,7H INCHES,10X,20HTHICKNESS OF SECTIONOIOS
r;,-_ 5,11) . OIOS,
, 2050 FORMA rC15x,25HGIVEN DESIGN AXIAL LOAD =,F7.3,5H KIPS,II) DIOS
f. 20bO FORMATC5X,30HSECTION PROPERTIES OF THE STUD,14X,21H(UNITS ARE IN IOI0S
9, 2NCHES), II, bH ARgA~,-F7. 3, 16_~, 20 HC RUSSII!ISEC TIONAL. AREA, I, 6H I XX = F7. 0108,
, 33,16X,32HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT X.X AXIS,I,bH IVY =,F7.3,lbX,32HMOIOS
, 40MENT OF INERTIA ABOUT Y-Y AXIS,I,6H IXV =,F7.3,16X,~7HPROOUCT OF OIOS,
1,_ SINERTIA WITH RESPECT TO X AND V AXES) OIOS
:, 2010 FORMAT(2X,16HI • SECTION STUD,30X,8HLENGTH =,F7,2,7H ·INCHES) OIOS
3. 2080 FORMATC2X,10(lH-),II) 0108
l4 ,_2090 _FORMA T(2X, 20 HCHA~NEI.. .SE_~_ltOJL~i~_O_,_3jt~,-t!.HL.~NGTH II, f7 ._~ ,JH._1 N~_t:1ES t._ 0lOS
5. 2100 FORMATC2X,20(lH~)'II) OIOS
, 2110 FORMATC2X,18HZEE.- SECTION STUD,30X,8HLENGTH =,F7.2,7H INCHES) DIOS,
,,_2120 FORMAT(2X,18C1H·),II) DIOS
9. 2130 FORMATC6H XO =,F7.3,16X,42HOISTANCE BETWEEN CENTROID AND SHEAR CEDIOS,
-. 2NTER,I,6H R2 =,F7.3,16X,75HRATIO OF POLAR MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUTOIOS,
! 3 SHE ARC ENTER TO CR0SS'" sEC TION AL ARE A, I • 6H J =, F9•5 , 14X, 29 HST. V0lOS
1. 4ENANT-TOR8IONAL-CONSTANT,I,~HCW--=,F7.3,16X,lbHWARPINGCONSTANT) OIOS,
~. 2140 FORMAT(6H QA =,F7.3,16X,87HSHAPE FACTOR OF THE STUD (DEFINED AS QOIOS
~. ._,, __ 2 IN sECTION 3,6.1.1 OF: THE 1968 EDITION OF AIsI'8,1,40X,69HSPECIFIDIOS
q, 3CATION FOR THE DESIGN OF COLO~fORMED STEEL STRUCTURAL MEMBERS),II)DIOe
5, 2150 FORMATCIH1,1,10X,20HDIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES,19X,22HDIAPHRAGM DEFORMATOIoe
., 210NS,20X,17HSTUD DEFORMATIONS,II,3X,14HRELIABLE SHEAR,4X,19HRELIABDIoe
1, --------lLE·- ROT ATrONAL, 6X ~ 8HCOMPUTED ~ 12)(, 8HCOMPUTED, 7X, 17 HOEFLEC TION - IN THED I oe
b 4,8X,8HCOMPUTED,I,6X,8HRIGIDITy,12X,9HRESTRAINT,9~,12HSHEAR STRAIN,DIoe
• 510X,8HROTATION,10X,11H~~DIRE~TIaN,11X,8HROTATION,I,IX ,118C1H=),/) OIoe
.-·21bO FORMAT(6C5X,F8,3,7X» OIoe
·1. 2170 FORMATCII,15X,89HMAXIMUM AXIAl.. LOAD (BASED ON DESIGN AXIAL LOAD TtDIOe
-~ • 2MEsACOl. UMN FACT 0R 0~ SA f ETt 0Fl. 92) =::' F7• 3, 5H KIP S, 11I1 ) 0I 0e
~-2i80--FORMAt(II,5X;111HLOAO CAN BE CARRIED BY UNBRACEO STUD,OIAPHRAGM BRDIO:
. • 2ACING IS NOT NEEDED, FOR ECONOMICAL DESIGN TRY SMAL.LER SECTION,I, OIoe
·5, 35X,111C1H:» .. ... Oloe
~.-2190 FORMAT(II,5X,108HDESIGN LOAD CANNOT BE REACHED SINCE BUCKLING CAPADIO~
~. 2CITV PERPENDICULAR TO WALl.. Is sMAI..LER. USE STRONGER SECTION,I, OIO~
·8. 35X,108C1H=» __ ..._ _ 010'::
'~-2200FORMATCII,5X,113HoeSIGN IS UNECONOMICAL SINCE HIGH VALUES Of SHEAROIO~
~t 2 RIGID lTV AND ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT ARE NEEDED. usE STRONGER STUD, DIO~
.1. 3/,5X,113(1H=» DIO~
;2.-2210 FORMAT(5X,13HELASTIC BUCKLING LOAD BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL TO DISTANDIO~
~, 2CE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,6H PCF =,F8,3,5H KIPs,10~,25HBUCKLING ABOUOIO~
~~. 3T MINOR AXIS, III) . ... 010.
~5.-2220 FORMATC5X,14HELASTICBUCKLING LOADS BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL TO 0ISTAOIO·
~. 2NCE BETWEEN FASTENERS,II,5H P4 =,F9.3,5H KIPS,10K,23HBUCKLING ABOUDID·
~, 3T v·y AXIS,I,5H P5 ~,F9.3,5H KIPS,10 X'18HTORSIONAL BUCKI..ING,I,5H POlO,
i8.- - 46 .,F9.3,5H KIPS,10X,56HBUCKLING ABOUT X... X AXIS (BASED ON ACTUAL LOIO·
1:-~~9 5~~~~~ T~;_x.~_;X~~_i~~_~_0!'!-.!.L~ST-I£_~U"~~-LX~G-,,L!)A~ "o~_ STUO._J_~_~SED _ON ABOVE~~g,
----------_._---~-_.- --- - -~- .




2 RESULTS) =,F8.3,SH KIPS,IIIII) OIOS
_._2_?~Q FORMATCSX,81HCHEcKING WHETHE~ BUCKLING_l.OAD BASED ON LENGTH EQUAL OIOS
l, 2TO fASTENER SPACING CONTROLS,II,8H PR =,F8.3,5H KIPS,8X,lbHGIVEOIOS
4. IN AXIAL LOAD,I,8H PCUNB =,f8.3,SH KIPS,8X,73HBUCKLING ~OAD BASED OOIDS
~, __ ~ 4N FASTENER LENGTH (~OAD MAY BE ELASTIC OR INELAST1C.,1,35X,b2HSEE DIOS
• SSECTION 3,&.1.2 OF A1SI's COLD-FORMED STEEL DESIGN MANUA~),III) OIOS
7. 2250 FORMAT(II,SX, 82HBUCKLING BETWEEN fASTENERS GOVERNS. DECREASE FASTOIOS
8,_ ZENER SPACING OR USE STRONGER STUO,I,5X,62(lH=» OIOS
~. 22bO FORMAT(SX,35HDETERMININ~EQUIVALENT-ELASTIC LOAO,II,SH PR-=;F8.j, DIOS
0, 2SH KIPS,11X,lbHG!VEN AXIAL LOAD,I,5H PE =,F8.3,5H KI~s,11X,77HEQUIDIOS
1. 3VALENT EL.ASTIc L.OAD_FOR_J_PJ~!_(EQUAL._TO '_PRI IF 'PR' IS IN E~ASTIC_DIOS
~. 4REGION),II) OIOS
3. 2270 FORMAT(2IS,SF10.4,1,6F10.4) 010S
4._22~_O FORMA T(1 H1, I, 5 X, _88HSHE~R 0 I AP!iRAGM PROPERT 1 ES FOR AX I ALL. Y LO_AQED__ CD IDS
5. 20~D-FORMED STEEL STUDS BRACED ON ONE SIOE,I,5X,86(lH=),III) DIOS
• 22qO FORMATC5X,30HLIMtTS ON DIAPHRAGM PROPERTIES,II,7H SLIM .,F7.3,7H OIOS
7. 2 KIPS,14X,50HMAXIMUM AVAILABLE VALUE OF R!LIABL.E SHEAR RIGIOITY,I,DIOS
8. 37H STRIA=,F7.3,7H KIPS,14X,44HFIRST TRIAL VA~UE OF REL.IABLE SHEAD lOS
~. 4R RIGIOITY,I,7H FLIM s,F7.3,3X,11HK-IN/IN-RAD,7X,SbHMAXIMUM AVAI~ADIOS
O. SBLE VALUE_OF RELIABLE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT) _ __ _ _ DIOS
1. 2100 FORMAT(7H FTRIA=,F7.3,3X,11HK-IN/IN-RAO,7X,SOHFIRST TRIAL VALUE OPDIOS
~. 2 RELIABLE ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT,I,TH XL.l =,F7.3,1H INCHES,14X,lbHFDIOS
3._ 3ASTEN ER SPA CI NG, II ) __ _ _. 0lOS
-4, 2310 FORMAT(SX,31HMATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE STUD,II,5H FY =,P6.1,4H KSDIOS
'~. 2I,12X,12HyIELO STRESS,I,SH E =,F6.1,4H KSI,12X,21HMODU~US OF ELASOZOS
3TICITY,I,SH G .,F8,1,4HKSI~12X'13HSHEAR MODULUS,II) . 010S
.2320 FORMAT(5X,41HASSUMED INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS IN THE STUD,II,SH CO =,DIOS
·a. 2Fb.3,3X,bHINCHEs,qX,5ZHAMPLITUOE OF INITIAL IM~ERFECTION IN THE X-OIOS
30IRECTION,I,SH DO =,Fb,3,3X,bHINCHES,9X,52HAMPLITUOE OF INITIAL. IMDIOS
._---------O. 4PERFECTION IN THE Y-DIRECTION,I,5H EO =,F6.5,8H RADIANS,6X,2bHAMPLDIO~
·1. SITUOE OF INITIAL TWIST,II) DIoe
~. 2330 FORMAT(bH IXI =~F7.3,1~X,4~HMOMENT o~ INERTIA ABOUT MINOR PRINCIPADIoe
3.----- ZL--AXIS'/~bH-IX2 =,F7.3,lbx,44HMOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT MAJOR PRINCIDIoe
.4, 3PAL AXIS) DIoe
~ • 2340 FORMATCSX,39HELASTIC BUCKLING LOAOS OF UNBRACED STUO,II,bH PXX =,PDIoe,--- 28.3,5H KIPS,10X,Z8HBuCKLING LOAD ABOUT x-x AXIS,I,bH Pyy =,Fa.3,SHDIO~. , 3 KIPS,10X,28HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT Y-Y AXIS,I,bH P~Y =,F8,3,SH KIPS,OIoe
;8. 410X,41HBUCKLtNG LOAD BA~ED ON PRODUCT OF INERTIA) DIO~
9.-2350 FORMATCbH PXl =,F8.3,5H KIPS,10X,40HBUCKLING LOAD ABOUT MINOR PRINDIO~
O. ZCIPA~ AXIS,I,bH PFE =,F8.3,5H KIPS,lOX,23HTORSIONAL BUCKLING LOAD,OIO~
. 1._ _ . 311111) _ 0 10';
-~,C DIO~
3.C DIO~
": 4. 23 b 0 STOP .. _ DI 0 ~
[' - --~- END - DIO'
I~ -------- . ------------------__ --__-- _




________.__._.. .. .0.. TE _.._._ __.
. c- _IeOM _ARRAY .__ . . __ .__ . __ . .__. _
c, •• IC
e l ••






.. - -- ----. _._. __._-_._--~_._---~-----_ _----- ---"_.._-- .-._--_ __._-_ _---- --~-~ _--_.- .
USED AT -4&9 412 -573 57&
USED AT 472 57&
C••• ISEC -
C.,. USED AT -105 137 138 1&1 243 250 ]0& 317 388 428 455
___ Ct " USED. AT 524 55& 627... . __ .. .. .
Ct., I *
Ct ••
- -_. ,._-." _. -- - .__ --- ---~- - .~ -.- --_. -_. "----_. ~
USED AT .382 383 401 -408 409 410 411
_c". _..__ ._. USED AT 412 -450 451.__ 498_-504 505 50& 501 508-551 552
C... USED AT 001 -007· 608 609 610 611
Ct •• J 'fir
Ct "
C••• K *
USED AT -102 -105 .. . _
-"_..-- _.. "-------- .._----- ._.
------- ..
--1']9 - --1 lfO---l q-Z---i 4] --1'41---- ~ .. --C••• USED AT -103 125 145 146 148 157
C~ •• USED AT 158 159 100 177 178 179 aoo 201 202 220 221_.
---- -.~._-- ".
C••• USED AT 222 223 231 247 248 25& 263 267 287 2q4 298
C1-' ~ - USED AT 312 331 332 344 347 365 376 439
...
540 &41




C.,. USED AT -110 151 243 310 318 319 320 338 388 396 426
-c-;; • US-E-O-AT 428 455 522 5i--r-~50 &25-,,-ti- -------_._--- .. _. --
_ ' r;',",
AGE NO. 11
_C. 9 •. NRINT*
- - ..- ---- - - . --_. --
-- - --------- -. - • <••_--_ •• _-_.-
DATE
C, •• USED AT -lOS 230 246 311 330 343 364
-- -
C••• NU






C... USED AT 437 438 538 539 639 640
428





C, •• USED AT -166
C,-~ -~ -- -- -
--USED AT
-- 220
~Ilt USED AT _ 522
C,t. Al .,.
---C.~~ USED AT ..269
- --
_C,t. A2 'Ie
174 177 -185 186 193 194 200 -208 215 211





__. .. . 0ATE _
USED AT ,,270 27~_ 27l_.tl3~_434 _ 435
." . ---- -~-_.--------- -.- .. _._._- ..._-----_._---_._------
USED AT "433 434 435
~ _._._--~_ ..- ---_.
'"
USED AT -559 S67
~.- --" "_ ..- -_.
'"
272











C, •• USED AT -5eO 565 Seb 5&7
USED AT -564 565 566
-_.,._-.-.- - - -- _.. _--_._.~ .._-_._-
Iff
USED AT "105 ___ 148 -152 152 -154 154 Ib6 161 168 171 172-_.
USED AT 185 186 181 188 191 195 196 191 208 209 210
USED AT 211 213 214 215
.. _._-_ ...._--- .__ .._-."" - ._------... ------_..
USED AT ~5el 5bS Sbb
566 _. . ._ .. . .___ ._._
566


























._- --- - --_. "'-'._-- .._---- - -~-_.- -_.- ---_._--" .
USED AT .172 118 -19& 201 -214 222
USED AT 524 SS& &27
243 319 388 428 45!
C... USED AT .434 436 439 -533 537 540 .&36 638 641
999990IOOGY:l30
C,., e
C, • ,_ .
C, •• DET 1(
.. - _..--'-'-- -- - _.._._-_._----~._-- -----_.__ .~..- _._-------_._-_._-_..__ . --.~ .. - -_. _.. - -~-----
C,t. USED AT -532 534 536 -635 636 637
Ct •• DO
C,.. USED AT 158 533 534 515 636 637
C, •• D 'II
C,t I .. 168 111 1'72 185
C,.. UsED AT 18b 187 188 191 195 196 197 208 209 210 211
c... usED AT 213 214 215
C t t •. EO








._...._._. . . .. . DATE
USED AT -435 436 438 439 __-535 537 539.__540_-637 638 640
USED AT 641







C,., USED AT -438 439 -539 540 -640 641
Ct " FLIM * .. '--" . . -_.--. .~_ .. ..- --- ._-
C, •• USED AT -lOS 159 444 545 646




Ct " FO '*
USED AT -355 357
.. If. .__ ...
Ct., USED AT .458 465 -565 569
CI!.' FPR *







...__..._--_.- -.-._ ....._._-- ."._".- --_. - ._.~ . - ._.. - .- _. -" ..
*
USED AT .. 105 157 225 -354 355 363
-/8/-
PAGE NO.-2(-.--------.
S.EQ•.... NO.- . .. . _ _ _. .._ _ _.. ._.._ .. _ ..__._.0 AJE .
C, •• F2 *
c... USED AT .464 468 -5&8 572, w632 635 636 637
_ _ --- ._--_._---------
C, •• F4 ..
_c....... USED AT -527 532 535 -u} 63..5.-~.L6_~37











C, •• USED AT -529 532 533 535
- ._- _.~----_.-
C••• F7 •
.:.G.!...U l}SED AT .530 532 533 535
C, •• F8
"
-- - .... - -------" .--- . _."_ ..
,.---"-_._- .._._--- _._.
e, •• USED AT .5:H 532 53}
C,.. USED AT -314 391 392 -417 417 433 439 -442 442 444 458
4&0 4&1 531 540 -543 543 545-560
C USED AT -&lb &16 634 641 -644 644 64&
_ ....1.'-1__.__._. .. .._. ... ~...=:...:!c..=;.......--::...=:-:..---------._- ..------.
C, •• GAMAX J1l
-IS 1., -
PAGE NO. 22




_CI ~ I USED __ AT _-43() __.431_4;l'T_~39 _,!537_!538__ S'8_540__e'38 _e&'9 &:59
C... USED AT 641
Ct •• GE 1\'
CI' • USED AT -1 t 4 151 243 _319__388 42& 428 455_522 524_ 556
Ct.. USED AT 625 &27
C, •• G1 1\'
C" ! USED AT "1191 __ 394 395
Ct •• G2 'If
-------_.------------------- -------- -----------
C... USED AT -392 394 395
------- ---- --
_C." _HH '* ---- ----------- --- ---------------
Ct " USED AT -149 391 392 432 ~33 43& 458 459





- --- - -- -- - ,--- ----------------------
C! t, USED _AT_ -105 __ 14&__ 149.__.15()_1$O__1&b_1b7__171_112_18~L__ 187
C,., USED AT 188 191 195 196 197 206 209 211 213 214 215
Ct., PCF *
CI'1_. USED AT -310 312 -324 325 -326 327 ..128 332 -338 339
Ct" PCR 111
-c-;-;;---------iisEO- AT -'';qo''--;'ff3 415 ~5(f3---;'50q--5rl--;;-6-66-;6f2-&14-------------
C,t. PCUNB1II
-183-
· - --'.. -_.-
PAGE NO. 23 -- - -- - ----- --- ------------- ------------- ------- ----------------------------- --- - --_.
SEQ. _NO. _._ __ . __ ----------- _ _ DATE _
CP ., PC 'It
398 -399 ~OO -401 404 409 410 -498 500c, ...
--- •• - .• ,..-----.__ •• __ - • ._~ __ . . • __••_~ . • __ • o.__ ~__ ._~ • __ · ~
USED AT ..397 505
__ C ! ,'- ._ USED AT ~O() __ .&01 __ &03_ &08._ &09 . 0 .__ 0 _




AT -492 495 -49& 498 -595 598 -599 601
0_ C•• '0 PE ____
*
••_ 0 ____ ··_· ~_.~_.____ .__ .____ - ____ ~__..~__ •_____.___ ~ - _______ o_.~__..__ • _ •____
C, •• USED AT .358 .363 365 419 511 614
C,., PFEF *
__ C• , ,_ .._USE 0 AT_- 319 322
C••• PFE 'If
433 45& 458
_____________________ - - ---0 • ._______ _ ._ • _
C.... USED AT 244 248 210 211 389-39(--392-'--429
C 1I11_!L .USED_AT460 __461_4b2 525_531__5Sr_ 559 _.562 __ 565 . 628 634
Ct., PIE 'If
-C~--;-;---------i:isED-"-AT----;f16 243 310 318 319-3-Z0--338---18--e-3'ft-3'2----39f;
_ C" • USED AT 428 433 436 455 458 4&0 461 462 524 531 531
CI •• USED AT 55& 5&0 &27 634 &l8
C''1' PI
_. •• _ •• ._. •• __~. 4 • -- - .-.----~---._---
'It
_ C! ! L USED __.. A1._!, 17'3 __ 17 4__~19' 1cHL -216 217 . _
-IB~-
------ ._..._---_._------_._--_ ..•..._-
_______. ._.__~ OATf: .._...__. _
'Ie
-- _. ---"---







-----._._-----_ .._~ _ ..-. -_._.... _. __ ._-~._- _.... - - .. _._._._---- -------_.-
USED AT -229 231 255 2&2 266 286 293 291 344 346 356
USED AT 358 __36$_ 365 __ .426.__ 4' 1 __.. 433 434. 435 522 527 529
C,., USED AT 530 531 533 535 &25 630 &33 634 636 637
PAGE NO, 24












Ct.. USED AT 606 608 -609 612
--_ -_ - ------_._-_.!._---------_._-
C, •• PUNB 'Ie
.C"' __' . USED AT "251 253 "'258 260,,275 276 -277 218~219_.282 284
e,l,' usED AT ,,289 29i .339 341
----- - .-.- _.
C. t • PXXF lit
-----_... -•..._..__._----_.. _.._---------_ .._-_.
C, ••. USED AT -320 323 __._. . __..
c••• PXX *
c••• USED AT 247 258 270 271 460 461 462 529 559
._c ~ ~ • .._' . .._ usE0 AT 56 1 562 5b 3 5b 5 b ;1 3
Ct •• PXY ""
c, •• .. ·_··-····USEO· AT 24li· -·-241- ··-j8q········l.-2q~~fi)---S25- 557 56T ·---6iS·-·-ii31" ... -._--
-185'-
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C... USED AT 244 248 282 389 42q 450 525 557 628
C,I " PX2 '*
C•• ,______________ USED AT __ 2q4 389._ 4aq __ 45& 525__ 557 . ... 626 . __
Ct •• PYIEL.*
------_._--_.__ .- ----_. _. ------ -_._-_..._-------------------_._._--
CI •• USED AT -265 26& -296 297
Ct.. USED AT -316 321
--_._--_ ... -- -------------_. __ .. --------_._-------- ...._--
C, •• PYY '*
---------_.._--_._-
C, , I _
c... USED AT 460 463 525 527 557 559 561 562 563 628 630
-_._---_._.__..._-~_._---- .------ -_.--_._.---_ ..._._----------_..•._----------_ ..-
C,., PI *
__ CI! • USED AT "27~ __ 275 _-394 __ 397_"462 __ 469_ -585 59 2 _
C, •• P2 *
--_.-~-_._-_._---- _._------- ._..... ---- .... - ~-----_._-----~-~
C,I ., USED AT -a13 276 271 ~395
_C,., P3_ *
-----.--- .._--_.__._----_.-------- ----- .. _._--~----_. __ •.._---_.-__ ..._- ..._------_._------_ ... , - -_ .. _... - ._-_._-_ ..
C, •• P4 *
_C" L USEOAT -32'-_324__ 331 ._. ._.. . . _
C, •• P5 *
--C-;-~ ~ -- ----------U-SED AT ,,3i2----325----1-2b------3:ri------··----·----~--------.--------------- ..------
OIOOGY.30
-18'-
.- P'A'G E····NO·,---if&-"--"'-'-'''' ..-..-_ ...
SEQ, NO
_ . _.. 1._- . .__ .
-----_..
. ~ DATE _
C P6 'Ie.. ! t 1_,. __, ._.._.
--------------------_ .•._.-.--
C,,;. USED AT -323 ]27 328 '331
SQ7
C,~. USED AT 599






__ USED .AT 472__474_~75 47f,__~7b 577 578 S7Q _
uSEo-fr-;;-r14 178 .. 191f 201 -217 if22~43-269·--i70-a··fr----3-fq-·
___J)SfD... AT...._.3a8._392_393__ ~ 2~_~;S:5_434..__435 _.455_45 8_~ b 0 ...... 4 it2
USEO AT 464 $24, S,t 533 535' 556 560 564 627 634 636
___tJSEo.._~T_ 1II 105__179_20 2. __.2a3_253_~bO .. __ 265 __284 .__ 2Q 1_29& _._ 341_










C R #I... ,t ,._..-_..__ .. _._.,,_.. --
C,.. USEO AT 391
"-- .~--- ~---------
c, •• SLIM 'Ie
USEO AT "105 159 441 542 643'--" ..._. - ." - _....._ ......_.... _ .... ---'--
,-_._-_._-----------_._....----........__ .
C, •• SMIN #I
C",. USED A·t-·;-j7~r- ",4 fa 443 .514 544 -6-r1---b4-5
C SQRT 'Ie
., It .• __ .__ ...._ --.......... -_.




_C I '_1 __ STRI A*. _
C,.. USED AT ~105 159 373
--------------------- - -------- ------------------------ ---------
_ OA TE _
c, •• S 'It
- -------------------------------
__ C! ! , USED AT "'373_315 39 1__:J9tL_!"11 & 41 & __ 418_ 43 L_ 432 433 439 _
C,.. USED AT "'440 440 441 ~443 458 459 4bO 4b1 4b2 4&3 .512
--------------------------- -------------- ------
C,.. USED AT 512 514 527 528 531 540 -541 541 542 .544 559
_C,!_I! USED __ ~T 5&0_5& 1_502 5&3 5&4 _w& 15 __ b 15_0 17 030 __&32 b34_
Ct ,. USED AT b41 .&42 042 &43 .645
--------------
C••• T 11
__ c••• USED AT-l05 .148_1$O __152_154__155 lbb_167_168 __ 171 __ 172
C... USED AT 185 18b 187 188 191 195 19& 208 209 210 211
----- ..__._---_.-- -- _._-- -- _ _-_._--_ .._-- ,----------.--------------_.. __ .-.- -----_.._----------- --- .-- ,--.
C,.. USED AT 213 214
___ CI • 1 __ V1 *______ - ---------- --
C.. . USED AT .414 -481- 48a -577 -584 585
C•• , V2 *




_Ct t ,_ )11 * _
---------------- -- ----- -------------------------------------
Ct.. USED AT .477 480 .S80 583
---_._-------- -_. -------." _.. - -_ .. _--
C, •• w2 *
C • USED AT "478 483_~581_ 586 _
_. 1_1_______________ -- - ----..----- .----------






-- ..._--- .. _._-----_.._ ... _.. ..-. - _..__ .-.~._._--_ .._._--------------+._--_. - ---_.-- .._-- .._- .~ _._-_.._ .. _-_ ..... ----_ ..C,.. USED AT -414 434 435 43& -520 533 534 535 537 -623 ..-.636
C, •• USED AT 637&38 _... ... _. ._.__ . __
C"., XBAR '"
C... USED AT "18b 192
C••• XII '"
Ct.. USED AT -175 -198 -218 221 243 338 388 428 455 524 556
.__ ..__ .._---_._-
c,.. USED AT 627
C
"
• XI2.__ "' .. . __ ._
-- .._-_..-._----------------_._._---_._-----_._-------
C,.. USED AT -17& -199 -219 221 243 388 428 455 524 556 627
_....._._._----_.__._- -.- .._...
C, •• )(J '"
--- .....--_._-_._._-_._-_._._-_..._-_._---_.__._-- ----_._. __ . _ ... _--_._~--_._._- -- ----_._--_.-_....
_C •• t_.... ._. __ USED AT_ -171.__.-'78 .. "195.__ 201_.213_.222 .243. __ 319 _._388. 428 ... 455
C,.. USED AT 524 556 627
.-_. - ~---- ._- ._ ..- .~_ ..._._._- -
Ct •• Xl.l '"
. - _..... _._ ..._._-------_.. ----
C, , • ._._. U8ED AT'" 105
e, •• XL. '"
160 310 318 319 338 _.__.. .._._. ._ .. . . _
c•• , USED AT 392 396 428 433 436 '455 458 4&0 _4~1_. __ 462 Sa4
e,., USED AT 511 537 556 560 627 &34 &38
... -.- .- --
Ct •• XMBAR'"
.C~ •. L USED. AT -191 192
-18'-
· ._--- ---""------- .. - ._~-- ._--------
PAGE NO. 29
_SE Q. _ NO. . ... . ..._.. _
c••• _)( 0 __ "' .
. DA TE _
C... USED AT -170 178 -192 193 201 -212 222243 269 !88428
'-- ---_...._. . _.. ._--_.._-_.... ..
C... USED AT 455 462 464 524 5JO 533 535 55& 627
---_._---------_._._---_ ...•...._._---_._----------
C... USED AT -1&7 173 176 171 -187 191 193 197 199 200 .209
._-_._--- ----_._------------_.._-_.__.-
C,.. USED AT 216 218 219 220 243 320 388 396 428 455 524
c•••. _ l,JSED _AT.__.5Sb_627 ..... .. _
C, •• XVI '"
----_....--:-~
C,.. USED AT -169 177 -190 200 -211 218 219 220 243 388 428
C•• 1 .. USED_AT_ q55_524_5~~_~2.1 _
OIDOGY-30
C,.. USED AT "168 113 175 '177 .188 193 198 200 -210 216 218
-Iff) -
THIS SUBROlil INE IS USED TO COl1PUTE THE HUCKLING LOADS OF UNHRACED
STIJDS. THE HUCKLINr; LOADS hRE TAKEN ABnUT THE x-x AxIS, v-v AXIS,
THE 1-, A..1 0 RAN () MIN Ll R PRINC I PAL A)( ES , nHC S I UNA L RUCKI I~'G AND
HlJ CKL It'J G 13 ASF I) (I NTH E P RrJII IJr. r UFIN E R TI A..
REAL MOl)
P XX=AN * (P 1F **;.> ) *Ml I() '" Xxl / ( XL **2 )
PYY=AN *(PIE **? ) *~'Hm *YYI / ( XL **2 )
PF E=(GE *X,J tAN * (PIE. * *2) *MUD -"C W/ XL **? ) / R2
PXV=AN *(PIE **2 ) *~lIl[H XYI / ( XL **2 )
Pxt =AN*(PJE**?)*MUI>*XI 1/(XLA*2)









































Sf Q. NO. DATE
(* leOM ARRAY
( ... t·H1D *
C• • • USED AT 1 0 1 1 12 13 1 L~ 15
c* RCOM AlWAY
c ••• AN *
c••• USFD AT to 1 1 1f>. t 3 1/~ 15
C••• Cw
*'
C • • • USED AT 1?
C••• Gf '/{
C• • • USED AT 12
C• • • PFf *
c••• USED AT -1?
C• • • PIE *
C• • • lJSfD AT 1 0 11. 12 13 14 15
C• • • PXX
*
c••• USED AT -10
C• • • PXY
*
e••• USFD AT -13
C• • • PXl
*
C• • • USED AT -14
C• • • PX2
'*
C• • • USED AT -15
e• • • PYY
*
C • • • USED AT -11
C• • • R2 *'
C• • • USED Al 1i'
-191 -
PA(;E Nf.l. 3
SE IJ. t\Jf I. DATE
C••• XIl *-
C••• USED AT 1l~
C• • • XI? *-
C.. .. .. IISED AT It)
r • • • XJ *-
C• • • USE.D AT 1?
C ••• XL I<.
C• • • USED AT 10 11 12 L~ 1q 15
C• • • XXI I<.
C• • • USfD AT 10
C••• XVI *-
c••• USED AT 1~~
C• • • YYI *-














































FOR GI VE~~ NUMBER 0FHA LF SIN E W.A VES, THIS SUB R0 UTI NE COM PUT EST HE








































































































































































































3, 1330 S=ABSCSNGL(E(JENO'» DPR\,
\) 4, IFCS-R'1380,1380,1340 DPR'
05, 13~O IFCR-TDELT)1360,1350,1350 DPR'
6, 1350 P=O.DO DPR'
.. 7, 1360 o=p DPR'
08, DO 1370 J=J8fG,NRAN DPR'
-9, QeJ)=QeJ)+ECJ'-EeJ-t)-o DPR'
0, IF(DABSCQ(J»-pnLeJ»1810,1810,1370 OPR'
11, 1370 EeJ):Q(J+l)*ECJ,/Q(J) DPR'
42, Q(NRAN+l'=-ECNRAN)+G(NRAN+l)-O DPR'
3, GOTO 1540 DPR'
14, 1380 P=O.5DO*CQ(NRAN)+ECNRAN,+Q(NRAN+l» r:>PR'
15, O=P*P-QCNRAN,*QCNRAN+l) OPR'
0, T=OSQRTCOABSC(J» DPR'
_7 , IFCS-TEPS)1260,1200,1390 DPR'
18, 1390 IFeO)1430,1400,1400 DPR'
"9, 1400 IF(P)1420,1410,1410 DPR'
0, 1410 T= .. r OPR'
21, 1420 P=P+T DPR'
;12, R=S DPR'
3 GOTO 1340 DPR',
c:4. 1430 IF(S-TOELT)1440,1350,1350 DPR'
25, 1440 O=QCJBEG)+ECJBEG)-P DPR'
b, IFCOABSCO'-POL(JAEG»1610,1810,1450 DPR'
1450 T=CT/0)**2 DPR'
c:; t ... U=EeJBEG)*G(JBEG+1)/CU*(l,ODO+T» DPR'
~9, V=O+U DPR'O. KOUNT=KOUNT+2 DPR'
31, DO 1530 .J=JBEG,NRAN DPR'
f' O=Q(J+l'+E(J+l)-U-P OPR'3, IFCDABS(V).POLeJ»14bO,1460,1490 DPRq, ItJbO IFCJ-NRAN)1810,1470,1810 DPR
35, 1470 EXPT=EXPT+P DPR
-0, IFCABSCSNGLCEeJEND»)-TOL)14AO,1480,1610 OPR
7. 1480 P=O.5DO*eV+O-EeJf- NO» DPR
38. o=p*p·ev-u'*cO-U~T·o*w*el.DO+T)/QCJEND» OPR
"19. T:I)SQRTCDABSCO» DPR
O. GOTU 12bO DPR
"Q 1. 1490 IFeDABS(O)·POLCJ+1»1~bO,14bO,1500 DPR





7, 1')10 U=QCJ+2)*EeJtl)/(o*el. DO+T» DPR
48, 1520 V=OtU-\6J DPR
L19, IFCOABSCQCJ»·POLCJ»1 8 10,1810,1530 DPR











































































































OL. G010 1730 DPRG
1120 O=DA~S((POL(I)-C(l»/C(I» DPRQ
.~. 1730 IFCP-O)1740,1750,1750 DPRQ
\,/4, 1740 p=o DPRG
05. 1750 CONTINUE DPRG0, IF(SNG~(P)·TOL)1770,1760,1760 DPRG
7 • 1760 IER=-l DPRQ
08. 1770 QUR+l)=P DPRQ
~9. ECIR+l)::O.DO DPRQ
O. 1780 RETURN DPRc;
11. 1190 tER=2 DPRG
, 2 • IR=O OPR r
3, RETURN DPRG
.4, 1800 IER=4 DPRG
15, IR=ISTA DPRG
6, GOTt] 1000 DPRG
.7. 1810 IER=3 DPRG
18, GOTD 1560 DPRG
• q • END OPRG
-1'18 -




C, • , USED AT 1? 16
Cit ... lEND *
e, •• USED AT ·23 45 49 50 59 "157 159 1&0 165 ",,172 191
e, • , IER
*
c. , • USED AT ... 13 .. 156 19b ... 207 l1li211
-214 -217
e, , • IR
'"
C••• USED AT ""1? 18 19 "20 20 22 23 25 21 42 43
C••• USED AT 68 76 .. 165 .. 16b lb6 tb7 lb8 171 112 17Ll 175
C••• UsEO AT 180 194 198 208 209 111212 111215
C••• ISTA '"
C, •• USEO AT ""2Ll 32 33 -34 .3Ll 41 Ll3 4Ll 45 49 51
C, •• USED AT 52 b9 12 73 74 75 l1li77 78 95 158 161
e • • • USED AT 165 ""175 177 178 180 186 191 215
C••• I *
C, •• USED AT -27 28 29 ·37 38 ..45 47 48 ,,51 52 53
C••• USED AT 54 55 59 60 62 63 64 65 ""160 ltd 162
C••• USED AT "'168 1b9 170 .. 180 181 182 ""191 192 193 "'198 199
C••• USED AT 200 202
C••• JBEG '"
C• , • USED AT ·26 30 .36 .. 9'3 108 12~ 126 128 131 -173 184




e.. •• JEND 'I<
C.,. USED AT "')0 51 55 ·96 103 136 137 138
e••• J 11
C••• USED AT ""28 37 38 .. 108 109 110 111 .. 131 132 133 134
C, •• USED AT t 4 t 144 146 1147 149 150 -161 16J 164 "'174 115
C, •• KOUNT*
C••• 'USED AT "17 ... 99 99 "'130 130 155
C" •• K *
C, •• USED AT "'55 56 "'59 60 61 62 64 65 66 ... 162 1&3
C••• USED AT 164
C••• LIMIT*
C,., USED AT ""16 155
e, •• NRAN *
C, • • USEO AT -70 7t 12 82 83 84 85 87 88 89 ,,90
C, •• USED AT 90 92 ...93 93 96 100 101 108 112 114 115
C, •• USED AT 131 1314 146 151 157 162
C••• NSAV *
C, •• USED AT -25 28 .31 :u "42 ..54 70 76 77 157
C*' RCOM ARRAY
C, •• ABS *'
e, •• USED AT 101 \03 136
C•• , e *
PAGE NO. 8
SEQ, "l0. DATE
C••• USED AT 19 22 29 37 -38 199 202
C• • • DABS *
C••• USED AT 47 S:i 56 63 65 110 116 126 133 139 141
C, •• USED AT 149 200 202
C• • • DSQRT~
C• • • USI:D AT 116 139
C••• DO *-
C••• USt::O AT 22 32 33 40 41 46 69 71 74 89 106
C••• USED AT 114 128 137 138 1L15 1L17 150 1" 1 176 186 197
C••• USED AT 209
C, • , D
*
C, •• USED AT 1L1
C, •• EPS '/(
C••• USED AT -14 47 9"
C••• ESAV '/(
C•• , USED AT -40 75 ""78 158
C•• , EXPT '/(
C, •• USED AT -43 44 ""'46 46 48 73 80 92 -135 135 -152





C" •• USED AT 15 -33 -44 --48 53 56 "'60 60 61 "'&6 66
C••• USED AT -09 -11 -74 -75 78 -84 -85 -8q 98 101 103
C••• USED AT 109 "'111 111 112 114 125 128 132 130 137 144
CIII •• USED AT 147 -ISO 151 .. 158 -1&3 ltd -170 110 178 .. 209
C••• a
""
C••• USED AT "'2? 37 81 "107 109 112 -115 Ito 118 .. 125 126
C, • • USED AT 127 128 129 -132 137 -138 138 139 141 142 143
c••• USED AT 147 148 .. 116 181 -182 \92 -193 194 ..200 ..202 203
c••• USED AT 204
c••• POL 'Ie
c••• USED AT -47 53 5& 63 "65 b5 110 126 133 141 14q
C• • • USED AT -171 -lei 181 182 -186 "'1 92 19? 193 -194 200 202
c••• P 'Ie
C••• USED AT ..80 80 82 83 87 88 92 -100 -106 107 -11'1
c••• USED AT 115 119 -121 121 125 132 135 .. 137 138 152 -177







-3? -37 38 .. 41 47 48 -01 61 63 "'64 64
C• • .. USED AT 65 66 .68 68 .73 73 ..82 ..8 :s .87 ",,88 .,92
C••• U~ED AT 100 -109 109 110 111 -112 112 114 115 125 128
C, •• USED AT J32 138 "'144 147 149 l!)O -151 -164 1b14 "169 169
C• • , USED AT 1'77 .. 208
C•• , R
*
C••• lJSED AT .101 102 1014 105 .122
999990IDDGY=30
C, •• SNGL *
C••• USED AT 101 103 136 206
ell" • s
*
c, •• USED AT -103 1014 117 122 124
.
Ct. • TDfLT*
C•• , USED AT -98 lOS 124 "154 154
C••• TEPS *
C• • , USED AT ",97 102 117 .. 153 153
C• • , TOL #(
C••• USED AT -IS 136 206
C••• T
*
C••• US~:D AT BU 85 87 88 .. 116 -120 120 121 -127 127 126






C••• USED AT ""128 \29 132 LS8 142 l1li145 -147 148 -189 192
C, •• V
*
C. ;-. USED 4T -129 133 137 138 14? 143 144 .. 148 150 151
C••• w *

























THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND SHEAR
MODULUS FOR THE STUD, THESE VALUES MAY BE ELASTIC OR INELASTIC











































C• • • USEo AT "'1~ -19
C* RCOM ARRAY
C••• AREA *'
C, •• USED AT 13
CII •• FI,.T til
C.,. USED AT -12 14 18
C••• FR *
C, • " USED AT -13 14 18
C, •• FYIEL*
C••• USED AT 10
C" • " FY *
C••• USED AT -10 ., 1 l' 11 12 18
C" • • GE '#(
C" • • USED AT -lb -21
C"". GI *
C" •• USED AT ""20 21
C" •• PR *
C••• USED AT 13
C, • • GlA 1(
C" •• USED AT 11
C" •• TMOD *




















SUB R0 UTI N I: PClHJR ( PUN H, ARE A, fJ A, F VI EL , PC UN B )
TH1S SUBRUUTINE IS USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER A BUCKLING LOAD OF

































e, •• USED AT B 12
C••• FeR
'*
c••• USED AT -8 11 12
C, • • FLT *
c,." USE£) AT -10 11
c•• , FYIFL*
e,., USED AT Q
c••• FY *
c••• USED AT -9 10 12
e"., PA *
c, •• USED AT -12 13
C, •• PCUNB*
..
C,., USED AT -13 .. 15
C• • , PUNB
*
c, •, USED AT 8 IS
e, •• QA *
c••• UsEn AT q
- :2 08 -
